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How to use your Knowledge Organiser
This Knowledge Organiser contains the key knowledge that you need to know for each subject this 

academic year. Each subject has been divided up into different sections. Each section has two 
columns – questions and answers. Every week at home, you are required to complete 

two sessions of self-quizzing. Each session will last approximately 30 minutes.

Click here to watch a video about 
how to successfully self-quiz
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Other Strategies:

• Key words and definitions – click 
here for a video

• Mind maps – click here for a 
video – click here for a video

Self-Quizzing:
Look / Cover / Write / Check

1 Pick a subject and one section for this subject

2
Read the questions and answers and try to commit the answers to 

memory

3 Cover up the answers

4
Answer the questions from memory in your red home-learning book 

– with black pen

5 Uncover the answers

6
Check your answers – tick the answers you got right and correct the 

answers you got wrong - with a blue pen

7
If you got one or more of the answers wrong: Repeat this whole 

process again for the whole section (not just the questions you 
got wrong)

8
Once you have got all the answers right for this section – pick 

another section and complete the whole process again

9 Stop once you have completed this process for two sections

10
In your next self-quizzing session include a section you have 

previously covered and a brand-new section

https://hwfederation-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/jwatson55_310_hwfederation_net/EXTnPBlBbIROrxfehqlZ3iMBljsjZ7lrlLyhZ1Vi-7Yu6Q?e=OqoADF
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8F1imMEBHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDaX1qf51fo
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Key vocabulary

Li
n

e

From Latin word 
“līnea”

A line is a long, thin mark that 
is painted or drawn or a 
surface.

P
en

ci
l

Old French word 
“pincel”

A media used for writing or 
drawing, consisting of a thin 
stick of graphite or a similar 
substance.

G
ra

ff
it

i Italian word ”graffiti”, 
plural of ”graffito”

Illustrations applied on a wall 
or other surface in a public 
place.

D
ra

w
in

g Alteration of Old 
English word “dragan”

A picture or diagram made 
with a pencil, pen, or crayon 
rather than paint.

D
e

ta
il

From French word 
“dtailler”

A small feature of something.

Art

1 – Line Drawing

How do you create a successful line drawing? 1. Attention to detail
2. Avoid tone
3. Pay attention to thickness of line

How can you demonstrate different line 
thicknesses (how wide or narrow the pen or 
pencil outcome is)?

Apply more or less pressure with the media 
you are using.

What techniques could you use to make a 
line drawing look more 3D?

1. Thickness of line
2. Correct proportion

2 – Graffiti

Where might you find graffiti? Outdoors; anywhere in a public place

What are two well-known graffiti artists? Banksy, Keith Harring



Key vocabulary

To
n

al
 R

an
ge

Medieval 
Latin ”tonalis” 
and Old French word 
“reng”

Layered shading ranging from 
light to dark.

Sh
ad

o
w

s

Old English word 
“sceadwe”

A dark area or figure cast upon 
a surface.

H
ig

h
lig

h
ts Late Old English lihtan The lightest part or one of the 

lightest parts of a painting, 
drawing etc.

G
ra

d
u

at
io

n Late Middle 
English ’graduacion’.

Gradually transitioning from 
one colour/tone to another.

C
o

n
ti

n
u

o
u

s 
Li

n
e French 

word ’continueus’ 
and Middle English 
merger of Old 
English and Old 
French ligne.

Drawing an image from 
beginning to end without 
taking the pen/pencil off 
the surface you are drawing 
on.

Art

3 – Tonal Range

How do you achieve tonal range? 1. Pressure
2. Cross-hatching
3. Layers

How can you demonstrate a light tone, mid 
tone and dark tone?

By applying more or less pressure

What drawing techniques could you use to 
make an object look more 3D (realistic)?

1. The full tonal ladder
2. Directional marks

4 – Shadows and Highlights

How could you add highlights (light spots) to 
a drawing?

Use a rubber or not draw on the area initially

How could you add shadows to a drawing? Applying pressure, adding multiple layers, 
using a softer pencil



Key vocabulary

Sh
ap

e

Old English word 
“scapan”

the form of an object or its 
outline, outer boundary or 
outer surface.

Fo
rm

Old French word 
“forme”

the visible shape or 
configuration of something.

3
D

Old English 
word ”þreo” and   
Latin word 
“dimensionem”

A three-dimensional object 
is solid rather than flat, 
because it can be measured 
in three directions; usually 
height, width and length.

2
D

Old English word 
“twa” and 
Latin word 
“dimensionem”

A two-dimensional shapE is a 
flat plane figure or a shape 
that has two dimensions.

R
e

al
is

ti
c

French word 
“réalisme”

Appearing to exist or happen 
in fact.

Art

5 – Shape

What is the difference between a 2D (flat) 
and 3D (not flat) shape?

A 3D shape will include tonal range to create 
realism. A 2D shape will include no shading 
and look flat

When drawing a 3D shape, how do you 
imply where the light source is?

The area of the shape closest to the light 
source will be lighter

To create a realistic shape, how should you 
draw the outline?

Lightly, without using a lot of pressure

6 – Form

To create an accurate form, should you look 
more at the drawing or the source (what 
you are drawing)?

You should spend more time looking at the 
source (about 80%) – ‘draw what you see not 
what you think you see’

What drawing technique could you use to 
ensure the 3D form (shape) of a drawing is 
realistic?

Directional marks



Key vocabulary

C
o

lo
u

r

Old French 
word ”colourer”

The colour of something is the 
appearance that it has as a 
result of the way in which it 
reflects light.

M
ix

Middle English 
word ”myxte”

To mix is to combine or put 
together to form one 
substance or mass.

G
ra

d
u

at
io

n Late Middle 
English word 
“graduacion”

Gradually transitioning from 
one colour/tone to another .

Fe
ed

b
ac

k Old French 
word ”respons”

Information about something 
that provides an idea of 
whether it is effective.

C
ro

ss
-

h
at

ch
in

g

Old English word 
“cros” 
and Old French word 
“hachier”

Using diagonal directional 
marks to blend colours/tones 
together

Art

7 – Colour Mixing

What techniques can you use to achieve 
effective colour mixing (combining two or 
more colours)?

Cross-hatching, layering and pressure

What colours mix well together naturally? Colours close together on the colour wheel

How do you apply effective graduation 
(subtle colour mixing)?

Steadily and slowly change the amount of 
pressure

8 – Feedback

What is a RAG rating and what does it 
mean?

RAG: Reg, Amber, Green. Red means I need 
to work on this the most, green means I am 
most confident in this area

How do I ensure I respond to feedback 
effectively?

To respond to feedback effectively I should 
use keywords that reference the subject 
matter



Key vocabulary

W
at

e
rc

o
lo

u
r Old English word 

“wæterian” and Old 
French 
word ”colourer”

Water-soluble pigment, 
applied in transparent washes.

C
o

lo
u

r
o

n
 

co
lo

u
r

Old French 
word ”coloure”

A watercolour technique 
involving applying coloured 
paint onto a coloured surface.

D
ry

-
b

ru
sh

in
g Old English word 

”dryge”
A watercolour technique 
involving using a small amount 
of water to achieve a dry 
texture.

C
o

lo
u

r
Li

ft
in

g

Old English word ”lyft” A watercolour technique 
involving removing portions of 
paint to create texture.

W
e

t 
o

n
 w

et Old English 
word ”wætan”

A watercolour technique 
involving applying wet paint to 
a wet surface.

So
lid

 c
o

lo
u

r Old French word 
“solide”

A watercolour technique 
resulting in a highly-saturated 
colour paint

Art

9 – Watercolour Techniques

What are the five watercolour techniques 
(styles)?

1. Colour on colour
2. Dry brush
3. Wet on wet
4. Colour lifting
5. Solid colour

To achieve a highly saturated (bright, bold) 
watercolour, what should you use 
more/less of?

To achieve a bold watercolour you should 
use less water and more paint

Which two techniques (styles) could you 
use to achieve the effect of bushes or 
clouds in the sky?

1. Dry brushing
2. Lifting colour

10 – Paint application

When using watercolour, should you start 
with a lighter or darker colour?

When using watercolour, you should start 
with a lighter tone

Why should you start with a lighter tone or 
colour when using watercolour?

When using watercolour you can work 
over light colour with darker tones but 
not darker colours with light tones



Key vocabulary

M
e

d
ia

Latin word ”medius” The materials and tools used 
by an artist, composer or 
designer to create a work 
of art.

M
ix

ed
 m

e
d

ia

Latin word “mixtus” 
and “medius”

Using two or more different 
mediums to create an artwork.

Fi
n

e 
lin

er

Old French 
word ”coloure”

A thin pen used by artists to 
create precise outcomes.

Te
xt

u
re

Latin word “textura” This refers to the surface 
quality in a work of art, which 
can be felt and seen .

P
at

te
rn

Modern English 
variant of patron

A pattern is an arrangement of 
lines or shapes.

Art

11 – Mixed media 

How can you apply mixed media (a 
combination or two or more medias)?

You can apply mixed media by using two or 
more medias in one outcome

What five examples of different medias 
(types of art) are there?

1. Photography
2. Ceramics
3. Drawing
4. Painting
5. Printmaking

Which medias are most likely to result in 
textured (not-flat) outcomes?

Three-dimensional medias such as 
ceramics and textiles

12 – Fine liner and water

What will happen when you mix water on 
top of ink pen?

The ink will bleed/spread

How can you control the spread of the 
ink?

By not using too much water



13 – Portraiture

What medias (types of art) can you use to 
create a portrait or self-portrait?

You can use any media to create a portrait 
or self-portrait, as long as it represents thee 
subject

What are 5 portrait artists? 1. Kehinde Wiley
2. David Hockney
3. Lucian Freud
4. Frida Kahlo
5. Vincent van Gogh

Which medias are most likely to result in 
textured (not flat-looking) outcomes?

Three-dimensional medias such as ceramics 
and textiles

Key vocabulary

P
o

rt
ra

it

Old French 
word ”portret”

A portrait is a representation 
of a particular person.

Se
lf

-P
o

rt
ra

it

Old English 
word ”self, seolf” and 
old French word 
“portret”

A self-portrait is a portrait that 
an artist produces of 
themselves.

M
ir

ro
r

Old French word 
“mireoir”

A surface that shows a 
reflection.

P
ro

p
o

rt
io

n Old French 
word ”proporcion”

If you refer to 
the proportions in a work of 
art or design, you are referring 
to the relative sizes of its 
different parts.

G
ri

d
d

in
g

Middle English word 
“gredire”

The method of drawing a grid 
over your reference photo, 
and then drawing a grid of 
equal ratio on your work 
surface. This allows you to 
break down your image into 
smaller parts.

Art

14 – Grid technique
What is the purpose of using the gridding-
up technique?

Using the gridding-up technique ensures 
you can maintain the correct proportions

After drawing the basic grids, what should 
you start by doing?

After drawing the basic grids, you should 
create a line drawing of the portrait



15 – Pop Art

What are five Pop Artists? 1. Roy Lichtenstein
2. Andy Warhol
3. James Rosenquist
4. Keith Harring
5. Takashi Murakam

What are four characteristics (styles) of the 
Pop Art Movement?

1. Innovative techniques
2. Bright colours
3. Recognisable imagery
4. Mixed media and collage

Key vocabulary

P
o

p
 A

rt

From French 
word ”papa”

Pop Art is based on modern 
popular culture and the 
mass media.

La
ye

ri
n

g

Middle English 
merger of 
Old English word 
and Old French 
word “ligne”

Working over/on top of the 
first medium you added. 
This can be the 
same medium or mixed 
media.

So
lid

 C
o

lo
u

rs

Old French word 
“solide”

Block colours that include 
no graduation.

Fl
at

Old Norse word 
“flatr”

Something that is flat is 
level, smooth, or even, 
rather than sloping, curved, 
or uneven.

B
o

ld

Old English 
word ”beald”

A bold colour is very bright 
and noticeable.

Art

16 – Michael Craig-Martin

What is the main subject matter (content) 
of Michael Craig-Martin’s artwork?

Collaged everyday objects

What is Michael Craig-Martin trying to 
communicate (tell) through his artwork?

Michael Craig-Martin attempts to convey 
identity through the use of everyday 
objects



Key vocabulary

N
at

u
ra

l 
M

at
e

ri
al

s

Old French 
word ”nature”

Existing in or derived from 
nature; not made or caused by 
humankind.

P
ri

m
ar

y 
So

u
rc

e Latin word 
“primaries”

Primary Sources are immediate, 
first-hand accounts of a topic, 
from people who had a direct 
connection with it.

Se
co

n
d

ar
y 

So
u

rc
e

Latin word 
“secundarius”

Secondary Sources are one step 
removed from primary sources, 
though they often quote or 
otherwise use primary sources.

St
yl

is
at

io
n Latin word “stilus” Stylisation is the decorative 
generalisation of figures and 
objects by means of various 
conventional techniques.

D
e

si
gn French word 

“desseign”
A plan or drawing produced to 
illustrate the look and function of 
something before it is made.

Art

17 – Andy Goldsworthy

What examples of natural resources used 
did Andy Goldsworthy use?

1. Stones and pebbles
2. Leaves
3. Flowers
4. Icicles
5. Sand
6. Grass

Why does Andy Goldsworthy photograph 
his own artwork?

Andy Goldsworthy photographs his own 
work to ensure it is remembered; the art 
itself is meant to be temporary

18 – Sculpture

Andy Goldsworthy is a sculptural artist 
(3D). What other artists work using 
sculpture?

1. Antony Gormley
2. Ted Lawson
3. Jeff Koons
4. Henry Moore
5. Barbara Hepworth

What is the oldest known piece of 
sculptural art?

Lowenmensch figurine and the Venus of 
Hohle Fels, found in Turkey is dated 
around 9000 B.C.



Computing

14



Key vocabulary

M
is

u
se

Latin word 
“misusen” (treat 
improperly)

To treat 
someone/something 
badly

M
al

ic
io

u
s from Old French 

“malicious” 
(showing ill will)

To do something, 
with the intentions of 
doing bad

Sa
fe

ty

From Old 
French ”sauvete” 
(safety, safeguard; 
salvation; security, 
surety)

To ensure people feel 
protected

V
ir

u
s

From 
Latin ”virus” (poison 
sap of plants, slimy 
liquid, a potent 
juice)

To infect your 
computer to cause 
harm

Computing

1 – Logins

How do I log into office365? •Google search office365
•Click on the link that says sign in
•Your office365 login in is 
your: username@hwfederation.net
•Enter your password

How do I access my OneNote? When you log in click on the 
1. Purple icon that says OneNote
2. Click on your computing class 
notebook

How can we send emails using our 
office365 accounts?

When you log into office 365, one of 
the options is Outlook. Click on this 
and you will be able to use email 
services

2 – Computer Safety
What are the health and safety rules 
when using a computer?

1.Do not eat at a computer
2.Do not drink at a computer
3.Do not swing on the chairs
4.Do not unplug cables from the
computer
5.Do not overload a plug socket
6.Do not put your fingers into a plug
socket

mailto:username@hwfederation.net


Computing

3 – Online safety

What is cyber 
bullying?

Cyberbullying is people attack you on 
the internet using phones, computers, 
tablets, etc.

What are the impacts 
of cyberbullying? 

1. Low self-esteem.  
2. Depression 
3. Poor performance in school or at 

work 
4. Feeling hopeless and 

worthlessness
5. experience trust issues 
6. likely to use alcohol and drugs at a 

young age 
7. May turn to self-harm 

How do you stay safe 
online?

1. Do not add strangers onto your 
social platforms 

2. Put your account on private 
3. Do not give out personal 

information online 
4. Do not send inappropriate images 

or messages online 
5. Have a strong password for your 

account
6. Block and report any abusers to 

CEOP and parents
7. Limit your time online

4 – Computer misuse

What is computer 
misuse?

When someone is accessing computer 
material without authorisation in order to 
commit crime or to modify material

What is hacking? When a personal gains access to your account 
without authorisation from you

What is phishing? An email from a fake company asking for 
personal information

What is a virus? A small program that multiplies itself once 
inside your computer.

How do I stop viruses 
from getting onto my 
computer?

Do not download any attachments from 
unknown sources
Get an anti-virus to check any attachment that 
you want to download

What is a trojan horse? A type of malware that pretends to be a 
program you want but turns out to be a 
malicious program that will cause havoc inside 
your computer



Computing

5 – Computer terms 

What is hardware? Hardware is the physical components 
of a computer

What is software? Software are the programs/apps on 
your devices made by coding

What are internal components? Internal components are the devices 
inside the computer

6 – Internal devices

What is the purpose of the RAM? The RAM is designed to store 
programs when you are using them.

What is the purpose of the CPU? The CPU is designed to process any 
data that is input by the user.

What is the purpose of the HDD? The hard disk drive stores data 
permanently on the computer. This 
way you can open it when you want

Key vocabulary

B
in

ar
y

From Late Latin 
“binaries” (consisting 
of two)

2 numbers used by a 
computer, 1 and 0

V
o

la
ti

le

From French 
“volatile” 
(Evaporating rapidly)

To lose data when the 
power is switched off

Sy
st

em

From Late 
Latin ”systema” (an 
arrangement)

A set of devices that 
work together

C
o

m
p

o
n

e
n

t

From Latin 
“componentem” 
(group of persons)

An electronic device 
responsible for 
completing a task



Computing

7 – Computer systems 

What is an input device? An input device is a hardware device that 
sends data into a computer

What is an output device? An output device outputs information to the 
user, such as sound, text and images.

What is processing? The CPU taking steps to complete a task

What is storage? A place to store your data for future use

8 – Binary

What is binary? Binary is the language of the computer. 1’s and 
0’s. 

How do I convert from binary to 
denary?

1.Put the 1’s and 0’s into the grid.
2.Add up the numbers with a 1 inside
3.The final number is your denary value.



Key vocabulary

A
lg

o
ri

th
m

From 
French ”algorithm
” (Arabic system 
of computation)

A set of instructions used by 
a computer to complete a 
task

V
ar

ia
b

le

From Late Latin 
“variabilis” 
(Changeable)

a place to store 
numbers/words that can 
change when needed

A
ri

th
m

et
ic

From Old 
French
”arsmetique” 
(branch of 
mathematics)

Performing calculations on a 
set of numbers

Se
q

u
en

ce From Old 
French ”sequence” 
(answering verses)

Reading lines of code in a 
particular order

Se
le

ct
io

n

From 
Latin ”selectionem
” (a choice)

Choosing a particular set of 
codes, instead of another

Computing

9 – Coding

What is a Micro:Bit? A small programmable hardware
device with LED lights.

What is an algorithm? A set of instructions used to solve a problem 
by a computer

What is programming? Programming is when a person writes lines of 
code which is used by the computer to 
complete a task

What are Boolean 
operators?

Boolean operators compare data:
< less than
> more than
<= less than or equal to
>= more than or equal to
== equal to
!= not equal to

What is an if statement? An if statement is a code that allows you to 
use different codes depending if something is 
true or false. 



Key vocabulary

P
ri

m
a

ry

From 
Latin ”primarius” 
(of the first rank)

The first and most 
important field in a 
database

R
e
c

o
rd

From Old 
French ”record” 
(memory; 
statement)

The set of information 
related to someone

Computing

10 – Databases

What is a database? A structured set of data held in a computer.

What is a field? A field is a set of data belonging to a particular 
topic.

What is a record? A record is a group of fields put together. By 
grouping fields about different topics, a record 
is created.

What devices use 
databases?

All devices that require you to search for 
data.
•Smart phones need to search for telephone 
numbers
•Tv need to search for channels
•Supermarket tills need to search for prices of 
items

11 – Data types

What is a datatype? A data type is a type of data that is being stored in a database

What data types are used in databases? • Text
• Number
• Date/Time
• Number
• Currency

What is a primary key? A primary key is a unique identifier for a record. James Bond’s secret agent 
number is 007. 



Computing

12 – Python

What is python? Python is a programming language

What is python used 
for?

Python is used to make software

What is software? Software are the apps on your phones that has been 
coded by a programmer 

What is a syntax error? Syntax error is when the rules of coding is incorrect 

14 – Data types in python

What is a float? A float is a decimal number

What is an integer? An integer is a whole number

What is boolean? Boolean is a process of checking if something is true or 
false. For example 3>4 is false but 3<4 is true.

What is a string? A string is a collection of characters put together to 
create a word or sentence

13 – Calculation symbols 

What symbols are 
used to calculate 
integers?

+  (add)
- (subtract)
*   (Multiply)
/    (Divide)
**  (Indices)
//   (Divide and round up/down)
%  (Modulus)

Key vocabulary

S
y
n

ta
x

From 
Greek ”syntagma” 
(that which is put 
together in order)

Using the correct spelling 
punctuation and grammar 
when programming

S
y
m

b
o

l

From 
Latin ”symbolum” 
(creed, token, 
mark)

A drawing, shape or object 
that represents an idea, 
object or amount of 
something



Computing

15 – Python Programming Skills

What is a variable used for? Variables are used to store values/data

How do I create a variable?
Name the variable and put something inside it .. sport = “football”
display it in a sentence… print (sport, “is cool”)

sport = football
print (sport, “is cool”)

How do I get user input?

These lines of code will make the computer ask you a question, and let you answer it.

Sport = input (“what is your favourite sport”)
print (sport, “is cool”)

What is the purpose of an if 
statement?

The purpose of an if statement is to allow users to access different sections of code, depending on the 
user input.

What is the syntax of an if 
statement?

The purpose of an if statement is to allow users to access different sections of code, depending on the 
user input.

temp = input (“what is the temperature outside”)

if temp < 10:
print(“it is cold, wear a coat”)

else
print(“not bad, wear a t-shirt")



Computing

16 – Networks  

What is a network? A group of computers connected 
together

What is the purpose of a 
network?

To share data and communicate

What connection methods 
create networks?

Bluetooth, infrared, cables,
Wi-fi and Radio waves

What are the advantages of 
wireless technology?

Connectivity - You don't need extra 
cables you can connect using radio waves
Freedom of movement - Wireless 
technology gives you the ability to move 
freely around the house whilst sustaining 
a connection.

What are the 
disadvantages of wireless 
technology?

Security - Wireless signals can be taken 
out of the air and read

Range - You are restricted to a particular 
distance from the router

17 - Internet //www

What is the 
internet?

The internet is all of the networks 
connected together all over the world

What is the purpose 
of the internet?

to communicate with people/devices 
anywhere in the world

What is the world 
wide web?

A collection of webpages, all 
webpages linked together using 
hyperlinks

Key vocabulary

Tr
an

sm
it

From Latin 
”trans” (across, 
beyond" and “mittere” 
(to release, let go; 
send, throw)

To pass on from one 
place to another.

in
te

rf
ac

e From Latin “inter-
+ face” (a plane 

surface regarded as 
the common boundary 
of two bodies)

A point where two 
systems meet and 
interact



Computing

18 – Visual Basic Programming skills

How can I program a command 
button to display a message?

Add a command button to the slide and code it with this code:

MsgBox ( “So you think you can hack Microsoft Office now?” )

How can I program my command 
button to check a textbox answer?

Add a command button and a textbox to the slide and code it with this code:

If TextBox1.Text = "6" Then
MsgBox ("Well done")
SlideShowWindows(1).View.Next

Else
MsgBox ("Poor show you got that wrong. Try again")

End If

How can I program my command 
button to check a option button 
answer?

Add a command button and 3 option buttons to the slide and code it with this code:

If CheckBox3.Value = True Then
MsgBox ("Correct")

Else
MsgBox ("Incorrect")

End If

How can I program my command 
button to check a check box 
answer?

Add a command button and 3 checkbox's to the slide and code it with this code:

If OptionButton2.Value = -1 Then
MsgBox ("You got the right answer")

Else
MsgBox ("Wrong answer")

End If
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Key vocabulary

R
e

se
ar

ch

Old French word “re”, 
meaning expressing 
intensive force; 
Old French word 
“cerchier”, meaning to 
search

Careful study and 
investigation of new 
knowledge

C
lie

n
t

Latin word “ciluere”, 
meaning hear or obey

The 
person/people/audience 
being designed for and 
whose needs are being met.

Fu
n

ct
io

n
al

it
y Latin word 

“functionem”, meaning 
performance, an 
execution

How well a product carries 
out its purpose.

P
ro

d
u

ct

Latin word 
“productum”, meaning 
something produced

Item or artefact developed 
for an intended audience to 
solve a problem or meet a 
need.

P
ro

to
ty

p
e Greek word 

“prōtotupos”, meaning 
prototype

An early model or sample of 
a product used to test a 
concept

Design Technology – Product design

1 - Designing
What is a design brief? A written statement given to a designer about the 

design project.

Who is target customer? The person who the person is being designed for or 
who it is aimed at.

What is the purpose of a 
moodboard?

A moodboard is a collection of pictures which help 
inspire designers in the design process.

What is quality control? Is when a product is check to be a suitable quality.

What is ACCESS FM? An acronym that is used to help anaylsis an existing 
product.

What is an exploded diagram? An exploded diagram is a drawing of a product that 
shows each and every part of a product seperated
and shows how the product fits together.

What is a product analysis? A product analysis is examining the features of a 
product.



Design Technology – Product design

2 - Health and safety
With regards to safety, what does 
PPE stand for?

Personal Protective Equipment

What are 4 items of Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPE) that 
could be used in the design and 
technology workshop?

• Safety goggles
• Dust mask
• Apron
• Sensible shoes

Why it is important to wear safety 
goggles while using a machine in a 
workshop?

To protect your eyes from dust or 
particles

To help secure materials and reduce 
the chance of slipping when cutting 
material, what equipment can be 
used?

• Clamp
• Vice

3 - Tools and equipment
What is a coping saw used for? A coping saw is used to cut curves in 

wood, metal and plastic

What can be used to smooth rough 
surfaces?

Glass paper

What is a try square used for? A try square tool is used for mark lines 
exactly at 90 degrees

What tool is used for holding wood 
when cutting?

Bench hook

What is a hand file used for? A hand file is used to shape material

What safety precautions must be taken 
when using a coping saw?

• Use both hands
• Keep hands away from the blade

What safety measures must be taken 
when using a hand file?

• Hold it correctly
• Secure the material you are filling

What safety precautions must be 
taken when using a glass paper?

• Use the correct pressure
• Use a sanding block



Design Technology – Product design

4 - Softwood
What are the 3 main types of wood? Softwood, Hardwood and 

Manufactured wood

Where do softwoods come from? Coniferous trees

What do coniferous trees look like? Coniferous trees have needle like 
leaves and they are ‘ever green’. They 
don’t drop their leaves, they keep 
reproducing leaves all year round.

Why is softwood cheaper than 
hardwood?

Coniferous trees grow fast so more 
wood available

Why is it called softwood? Coniferous trees mostly grow in colder 
climates, and they tend to grow much 
faster. This makes the wood softer and 
easier to cut.

What are the three main types of 
softwood?

Pine
Spruce
Cedar

What are softwood used for? Structural framing, beams, poles, 
benchtops, furniture and cabinets

What are the properties of softwood? • Softer
• Easier to cut
• Cheap/ Low cost
• Longer planks of wood

5 - Hardwood
Where do hardwoods come from? Deciduous trees

Describe what a deciduous tree 
looks like.

Deciduous trees have broad leaves and 
they drop their leaves once every year in 
the autumn.

Why is it called hardwood? These trees tend to grow more slowly so 
this makes the wood hard and tough to 
cut.

What are the three main types of 
hardwood?

• Oak
• Mahogony
• Teak

What is hardwood used for? Boat building, Flooring, Quality furniture
Outdoor furniture

6 - Manufactured wood
What are manufactured boards? Manufactured boards are man-made.

It is made from small pieces of different 
kinds of wood (waste wood) or wood fibre.

What are the properties of 
manufactured boards?

• Cheap/ Low cost
• Don’t look as good as real wood
• Come in large sheets
• Strength can vary depending on 

thickness

What are the two main types of 
manufactured wood we use in 
school.

• MDF
• Plywood



Key vocabulary

Fi
b

er
s

Latin word “filum”, 
meaning thread, 
string.

Fibers are long and thin 
strands of material made by 
plants and animals

Sy
n

th
et

ic

Greek word 
“suntithenai ”, 
meaning place 
together

Synthetic fibers are made 
from raw materials such as 
petroleum, based on 
chemicals or petrochemicals

A
p

p
liq

u
é

French word 
“appliquer”, Meaning 
apply.

Needlework in which pieces 
of fabric are sewn or stuck on 
to a larger piece to form a 
picture or pattern.

C
o

n
st

ru
ct

io
n Latin word 

“construere” (heap 
together)

The action of building 
something.

P
re

ca
u

ti
o

n
s Latin word 

“praecautio” (a 
safeguarding)

Something done beforehand 
to prevent harm.

Design Technology – Textiles

1 – Equipment
What is the name of this tool? Pinking Shears

What is this tool used for? Fabric scissor which are used to neaten the 
edges of the fabric

What is the name of this tool? Unpicker

What is this tool used for? A tool used for unpicking seams and 
removing stitches.

What is the name of this tool? Fabric Scissors

What is the name of this tool? Tape Measure

What is this tool used for? Used to measure lengths on a curve and 3D 
shapes i.e. The human body

What is a sewing machine used for? Used to hold two fabrics together while you 
tack or sew using machine.

What is a pin used for? Used to hold two fabrics together while you 
tack or sew using machine.



Design Technology – Textiles

3 - Synthetic fibres

What are synthetic fibres? All synthetic fibres are manmade fibres. They 
are produced from petroleum based 
chemicals or coals

Can you name four synthetic fibres? • Elastnae
• Acrylic
• Polyester
• Nylon

What products are made from Nylon? Products made from nylon 

include tights and outdoor clothing and 
equipment such as tents.

How is polyester made? Polyester is made from petroleum

What material is swimwear made from? Elastane

What are the properties of Acrylic? Acrylic imitates wool. It has wool's warmth 
and softness, but does not absorb water.

2 – Natural fibres
What are the 
two main sources of 
natural fibres?

Plants and animals

Can you name four natural 
fibres?

• Cotton
• Linen
• Wool
• Silk

Where do cotton fibres
come from?

Cotton plant

Where does silk come from? Silk worm

What is linen fibres made 
from?

Linen is made from the inner bark 

of the flax plant.

What products can be made 
from wool?

Jumpers
Scarves
Blankets

What is the main property of 
wool?

Wool is very warm.

What products can be made 
from linen?

Tea towels and sumer clothes



Design Technology – Textiles

5 - Hand stitching

What is this hand stitch called? Running stitch

What is this hand stitch called? Backstitch

What is this hand stitch called? Blanket stitch

What is this hand stitch called? Whip stitch

4 - Designing

How is scamper used to 
generate design ideas?

SCAMPER is a design tool used to help us 
think about a product or design idea. It is used 
by designers to generate creative ideas. It can 
also be used to improve existing designs and 
products

What does each letter of 
SCAMPER stand for?

S=Substitute
C=Combine
A=Adapt
M=Modify
P=Put to other uses
E=Eliminate R=Rearrange

What is an acronym? An acronym is a word whose letters are the 
first letters of other words

What is a design criteria? Design criteria are the precise goals that a 
project must achieve in order to be successful

What does modify mean? Change the item/product in some way.

What does rearrange mean? Changing something around

What does eliminate mean? To get rid of or remove something



Key vocabulary

N
u

tr
ie

n
ts

Latin “nutrire” 
(nourishing)

The properties found in food 
and drinks that give 
nourishment – vital for growth 
and the maintenance of life.

M
ic

ro
n

u
tr

ie
n

ts Latin “nutrire” 
(nourishing); Greek 
“mikros” (small)

Nutrients required in small 
quantities to facilitate a range 
of physiological functions

M
ac

ro
n

u
tr

ie
n

ts Latin “nutrire” 
(nourishing); Greek 
“makros” (long)

A type of food (eg fat, protein, 
carbohydrate) required in large 
amounts in the diet.

Se
n

so
ry Latin “sentire” 

(perceived)
Smell, appearance and texture, 
mouth feel influence what we 
select to

B
ac

te
ri

a

Greek ” baktēria” 
(staff, cane)

Pathogenic microscopic living 
organisms, usually single-
celled, that can be found 
everywhere.

Design Technology – Food preparation and nutrition

1 – Food Hygiene

Can you list 3 things which can lead to 
or cause food poisoning?

Any of the below would be correct:
• Poor personal hygiene e.g dirty hands
• Cross contamination
• Dirty kitchens
• Bad food storage
• Under cooked white meat
• Refreezing meat products
• Food that has passed its expiration date

Can you list 4 common bacteria which 
cause food poisoning?

E. Coli
Salmonella
Listeria Campylobacter

What 4 conditions do bacteria need to 
survive and multiply?

Food
Warmth 
Moisture a
Time

What are high risk foods? High risk foods are ones which bacteria are more 
likely to grow and multiply in.

What foods are prepared or cut on the 
following chopping boards:
Green?
Red? White?

Green – Vegetables and fruit
Red – Raw meat 
White – Dairy products

What is the Danger Zone? The temperature range in which bacteria can grow 
and multiply rapidly

What range of temperatures is the 
Danger Zone?

What range of temperatures is the Danger Zone?



Key vocabulary

C
ar

b
o

h
yd

ra
te

s Greek word ‘hydor’ 
(water)

Macronutrients required by all 
animals; made in plants by the 
process of photosynthesis

P
ro

te
in

Greek “prōteios” 
(primary)

A macronutrient that is 
essential to building muscle 
mass.

V
it

am
in

s Latin word “ vita” (life) Vitamins are substances that 
our bodies need to develop 
and function normally.

M
in

er
al

s

Latin word “minerale” Chemical substances found in a 
wide variety of foods.

A
ll

e
rg

ie
s

Greek 
word ”allos”,meaning
other

An immune system reaction 
that occurs soon after eating a 
certain food and can cause 
severe symptoms.

2 – Nutrients

What are nutrients and why do we need 
them?

Nutrients are substances that provide 
nourishment.
Nutrients are essential for the maintenance of 
life and for growth. They are necessary for the 
body and brain to function properly.

Can you name the six different 
nutrients?

Carbohydrates, fats, vitamin, water, proteins, 
minerals

Can you name two micronutrients? Minerals and vitamins

Can you name four macronutrients? Carbohydrates, fats, protein and water

What is fibre? All the substances in our food that cannot be 
broken down by digestive enzymes.

Which nutrient helps our bodies to store 
energy and is good for insulation?

Fat

What is protein used for by our body? Growth and repair of body cells and tissues

What is water used for in our body? Keeping the body hydrated ad maintaining our 
body temperature

Which mineral is needed for the 
transport of oxygen around our body?

Iron

Which type of nutrient provided our 
body with slow releasing and long-lasting 
energy?

Complex carbohydrates (starch)

Which vitamin is good for our immune 
system?

Vitamin C

Design Technology – Food preparation and nutrition



3 – Eat well guide

Why does the body need food? • Growth and repair of cells
• Energy
• Warmth
• Protection from illnesses
• Keeping the body working properly

What is the Eatwell Guide? The Eatwell Guide shows the proportions in 
which different groups of foods are needed in 
order to have a well-balanced and healthy 
diet.

Who doesn’t the Eatwell Guide 
apply to?

Children under 2 years old or people and 
anyone with special dietary requirements.

What are the 8 tips of healthy 
eating?

• Base your meals on starchy 
carbohydrates.

• Eat lots of fruit and veg.
• Eat more fish – including a portion of oily 

fish.
• Cut down on saturated fat and sugar.
• Eat less salt – no more than 6g a day for 

adults.
• Get active and be a healthy weight.
• Don't get thirsty
• Don't skip breakfast.

Design Technology – Food preparation and nutrition



4 – Food waste

What are the two main reasons 
we waste food?

• We prepare to much food
• We don’t use the food before it goes 

off

How can we reduce food 
waste?

• Plan ahead
• Recycle what you can’t eat
• Store leftovers for later
• Cook the right amount
• Store correctly
• Buy what you need

Design Technology – Food preparation and nutrition

5 – Kitchen equipment

What is the name of this piece of 
equipment and what it is used for?

• Sieve
• Adding air into mixtures and removing 

lumps

What is the name of this piece of 
equipment and what it is used for?

• Colander
• Draining liquid

What is the name of this piece of 
equipment and what it is used for?

• Spatula
• Mixing and folding

What do you use to weigh dry 
ingredients?

• Weighing scale

What equipment can you use to 
measure liquids?

• Measuring jug
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Key vocabulary

Fr
e

ez
e

 
Fr

am
e

Old English 
"freosan" (turn to ice)

A frozen picture that tells a story

T
h

o
u

gh
t-

tr
ac

k

Old English 
"þoht" (process of 
thinking) and Old 
French "trac" (trace)

A thought-track is when a 
character steps out of a scene 
to address the audience about 
how they’re feeling

B
o

d
y 

la
n

gu
ag

e Old English "bodig" 
(trunk of a man) and
Latin "lingua" (tongue)

Certain body positions that show 
something (e.g. folded arms 
mean you look bored or cross)

Fa
ci

al
 

e
xp

re
ss

io
n

s Old French "face" 
(appearance) and Latin 
"expressionem" (a 
projection)

The feelings expressed on a 
person's face

N
ar

ra
ti

o
n From old French 

"narracion" (recounting)
Narration is a technique whereby 
one or more performers speak 
directly to the audience to tell a 
story

P
e

rf
o

rm
an

ce From "perform" + 
"ance" (that which is 
accomplished)

An act of staging or presenting a 
play

Drama

1 – Stagecraft

What is Stagecraft? The techniques and skills an actor develop for 
working on stage or screen.

What is ’blocking’? Your planned positions on stage. It is 
important to make sure everyone is in the 
right place, and to make sure you aren't 
anyone's way!

What are stage 
directions?

Stage directions are written from the 
perspective of the actor facing the audience. 
An actor who turns to his or her right is 
moving stage right.



Key vocabulary

P
ro

xe
m

ic
s From "proximity" + 

"emic" (the study of 
social distancing)

The distance between 
characters on stage tells us 
something about their 
relationship

G
es

tu
re

s From Medieval Latin 
"gestura" (mode of 
action)

A movement of part of the 
body, especially a hand or the 
head, to express an idea or 
meaning

Fl
as

h
b

ac
k From "flash" + 

"back" (movie plot 
device)

A flashback is a short scene 
that shows the past

M
ar

ki
n

g 
th

e 
m

o
m

e
n

t

Old English 
"mearcung" 
(branding) and Old 
French "moment"

A dramatic technique used to 
highlight a key moment in a 
scene or improvisation

D
o

cu
m

e
n

ta
ry From "document" +  

-"ary" (factual)
A television program that 
provides a factual report.

V
o

ic
e

 O
ve

r Old French "voiz" 
(speech) and Old 
English "ofer" (upon)

A piece of narration not 
accompanied by an image of 
the speaker.

Drama

2 – Improvisation Skills

What is spontaneous improvisation? This means the improvisation is completely 
unplanned so the actors just make up their 
lines as they go.

What is a rehearsed improvisation? This means the actors know roughly what 
will happen in the scene and what the other 
actors will say. However, the lines won’t be 
exactly the same each time.

What does “accepting” mean in an 
improvisation?

Embracing the offers made by other 
performers in order to advance the scene

What does “accepting” mean in an 
improvisation?

Embracing the offers made by other 
performers in order to advance the scene.

What does “blocking” or “denial” mean in an 
improvisation?

Rejecting information or ideas offered by 
another player. One of the most common 
problems experienced by new improvisers

What does an “offer” mean in an 
improvisation?

Any dialog or action, which advances the 
scene. Offers should be accepted.

What does a “handle” mean in an 
improvisation

The premise for a scene or game

Why is conflict important in an 
improvisation?

Many scenes are about a conflict of some 
sort. If there's no conflict, the scene may still 
be truthful but somewhat dull.

What does a “driving” mean in an 
improvisation?

Taking over a scene and not letting other 
performers influence its direction. Makes 
you an unpopular improviser.



Key vocabulary

A
n

ci
e

n
t

Ancient Greek 
“chrónos” (time); 
“logia” (discourse)

The arrangement of events or 
dates in the order of their 
occurrence

C
h

o
ru

s

From the Greek 
"khoros (dancers)

A group of performers who 
moved and spoke as one. They 
sang, chanted and spoke with 
the characters. 

H
er

o Greek word “hērōe” 
(defender, protector) 

A person who is brave and noble

M
yt

h
o

lo
gy

Greek word “mythos” 
(word, story) and 
“logia” (speech, 
statement)

The rich collection of traditional 
stories from cultures all over the 
world

P
ro

sc
en

iu
m From Greek 

"proskēnion" (the space 
in front of the scenery)

The part of a modern stage in 
front of the curtain

O
rc

h
e

st
ra From Greek 

"orkhēstra" (place to 
dance)

The part of a theater in front of 
the stage and on a lower level 
than the audience

Drama

3 – The Festival
What was the festival of Dionysus? A series of festivals in ancient Greece were held in 

honour of Dionysus, the god of wine

How can you tell that theatre was 
important to the Greeks?

Almost every Greek city had a theatre.

Where would you find Greek 
theatres?

The theatres were built on hillsides in the open air 
on the edge of the city.

How many spectators could Greek 
theatres hold?

They could often hold more than 18,000 
spectators.

Who performed in Greek plays? The actors were all men.



Drama

4 – The Theatre

What was the shape of the theatre? A semi-circular shape with rows of tiered stone 
seating around it.

Where was the stage? In the centre of the theatre was a circular dancing 
floor (orchestra).The stage was a raised area 
within this circle.

What did the performers wear on 
stage?

They wore large masks that exaggerated facial 
features and emotions. 

What types of theatre were 
performed?

Comedies or tragedies. 

How were Greek plays performed? Plays were either spoken or sung in rhyme.

What was the purpose of comedy in 
Greek theatre?

Comedy plays poked fun at politicians, 
philosophers, and fellow artists.

What was a Tragedy play like in Greek 
theatre?

The other main form of ancient Greek theatre. 
The plot of a tragedy was inspired by episodes 
from Greek mythology. This was serious subject 
matter, which often dealt with moral right and 
wrongs.

Why does an Adoration of some kind 
of power mean?

Worshipping something spiritual e.g. God

What is a Ritual? A spiritual ceremony

Who is Thespis? The first actor from Ancient Greece



Key vocabulary

St
im

u
lu

s

Latin "stimulus" (to excite 
the mind)

Something that is used as 
inspiration for a piece of drama.

Te
ac

h
er

 in
 

ro
le

Old English "tæcan" (to 
demonstrate) and French 
"rôle" (part played by a 
person in life)

The teacher plays a character in 
the drama.

M
im

e From Greek "mimos" 
(imitator)

Using movement to suggest an 
action.

H
o

t 
se

at
in

g Old English "hat" 
(hot) and Old Norse "sæti" 
(seat)

An actor must answer questions 
whilst in character.

So
u

n
d

 s
ca

p
e Old French "son" 

(sound) and from Dutch 
"landschap" (landscape)

When actors make noises to 
show where the scene takes 
place.

A
u

d
ie

n
ce

 From Latin "audentia" (a 
hearing, listening)

Spectators at a play.

Drama

5 – Character Creation
What is characterisation? The act of changing your voice and physicality to 

become a character.

How can you show a confident 
character using physicality?

A confident character may dominate the space, 
standing up straight with their head looking up, 
using open body language such as hands on the 
hip and a wide stance.

How can you show a nervous 
character using physicality?

A more nervous character might have more 
closed body language, with their arms crossed 
and head down

What is a character profile? A description of a fictional character's life



Key vocabulary

C
o

m
m

e
d

ia
 

d
e

ll’
A

rt
e

From Greek 
"kōmōidia" (a 
comedy) and Latin 
"artem" (work of art)

An Italian theater of 
improvisation, developed in 
the mid sixteenth century.

St
o

ck
 

C
h

ar
ac

te
rs

Old English "stocc" 
(tree trunk) and from 
Greek "kharaktēr" 
(imprint on the soul)

A stereotypical person in a 
play that audiences instantly 
recognize.

M
as

k

From Medieval Latin 
"masca" (mask)

A covering for all or part of the 
face, worn as a disguise, or to 
amuse people.

P
h

ys
ic

al
 

Th
ea

tr
e

From Latin "physical" 
(study of nature) and 
Greek "theatron" (a 
show)

A form of theater which 
emphasizes the use of physical 
movement for story telling.

Sl
ap

st
ic

k

From Italian 
"Battacchio" (stick)

A wooden bat that makes a 
slapping noise.

Drama
6 – The Comedy of Artists
Where did commedia originate? Venice, Italy

What are the key aspects of Commedia 

dell’ Arte?

•Comedy

•Stock characters

•Devised scenes – Lazzi

•Originated from Italy

•Mask work

When did it originate? 1500’s

What are the all of the characters called 

collectively?

Stock characters

What are some of the main characters 

called?

Pantalone, Zanni, Arlequino, Dottore, Il Capitano

What style of theatre is Commedia? Comedy

What is the comedic interlude called in a 

Commedia play?

A Lazzi

Do the actors rehearse any of the plays? No. They are all improvised

Do the characters speak a particular 

language?

They speak in a made-up language called 

‘Grammalot’

Why do the characters speak in 

Grammalot?

As the style of performances got popular, they 

started to tour Europe and it was easier to speak 

in Grammalot than to learn different languages for 

each country

Did each character wear a mask? No, some characters do not wear a mask.

Did each character have a particular 

costume?

Yes, so the audience knew who each character 

was.

Did each character have a write up how to 

perform each character?

Each character was described in a book of how to 

play (act) the character.

Why was there a character description? The book was printed so other every actor could 

perform the characters correctly.



Key vocabulary

Sc
ri

p
t

Old French "escrit" 
(piece of writing)

The written text of a play.

D
u

o
lo

gu
e Latin "duo" (two) and 

Greek "logos" (speech)
A scene between two people.

C
o

m
ic

 
Ti

m
in

g From Greek "komikos" 
(funny) and Old English 
"getimian" (to happen)

The use of rhythm, tempo, and 
pausing to make an audience 
laugh.

M
o

n
o

lo
gu

e From Greek "monos" 
(single, alone) and
"Logue" (speech)

A long speech made by one 
person to someone else.

M
o

o
d

Old English "mod" 
(heart)

The atmosphere that is 
created in the scene

P
ro

je
ct

io
n Latin "proiectionem" (a 

throwing forward)
Make your voice louder and 
more clear

Drama

7 – Harry Potter
Who is Harry Potter? Harry Potter is one of the most famous wizards 

of modern times

Who is Draco Malfoy? He is a student in Harry Potter 's year belonging 
in the Slytherin house.

Who is Albus Potter? He is Harry’s son.

What is Albus’s relationship like with 
his father?

He is angry at his dad because he doesn’t like 
the attention he gets from having a famous 
father.

Who is Scorpius? He is Draco’s son.

Why does Scorpius hate school? Everyone treats him horribly because his dad 
was Draco.
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Key vocabulary

Ex
p

lic
it

Latin 
word ”explicitus” 
(unobstructed)

Open to the understanding, 
not obscure or ambiguous.

Im
p

lic
it

Latin 
word ”implicitus or 
implicatus” 
(entangled, 
confused)

Implied, resting on inference. 
Shown through the writer's choice 
of language.

G
e

n
re

French 
word ”genre (kind, 
sort, style)

A particular style of art

N
o

u
n Latin ”nomen” 

(name, noun)
A name; word that denotes a 
thing (material or immaterial)

A
d

je
ct

iv
e Latin 

word ”adjectivum” 
(that is added to 
(the noun)

A word used to qualify, limit, or 
define a noun or noun-like part of 
speech

V
e

rb

Latin 
word ”verbum” 
(verb, originally ‘a 
word’)

A verb is a word used to describe 
an action, state or 
occurrence. Verbs can be used to 
describe an action, that's doing 
something.

English
1 – English Language

What is an example of a writer 
making an explicit statement?

John was angry.

What is an example of a writer 
making an implicit statement?

John’s blood was boiling. His face turned a bright red 
color as adrenaline coursed through his veins.

What are adjectives, nouns and 
verbs?

1. Adjectives are describing words; the tall tree.
2. Nouns are names or things; the tall tree. 
3. Verbs are doing words; they describe an action; I 

ran down the street.

2 – Grammar
What are the rules for using a 
full stop?

Full stops are used at the end of a sentence. The most 
basic sentences (simple sentences) consist of one subject 
and one verb and usually end with a full stop.

What are the rules for using a 
comma?

Sometimes, the comma indicates a pause that would 
occur if the sentence were spoken aloud. Other times, 
the comma separates grammatical components of the 
sentence. Finally, there are mechanical and stylistic uses 
of the comma that are simply conventional.

What are the rules for using 
capital letters?

There are lots of times when you need to use capital 
letters – for example, to start a sentence or for the 
pronoun I. Here are some other important rules for using 
them. We also use them for days, months, holidays, 
names of people, places, titles and names of institutions.



Key vocabulary

Se
n

te
n

ce Latin word “sententia” 
(thought, way of thinking, 
opinion)

A simple sentence has the most 
basic elements that make it 
a sentence: a subject, a verb, 
and a completed thought.

C
o

m
p

o
u

n
d

French 
word ”compondre, compon
re” (arrange, direct) and 
Latin word “componere” 
(to put together)

A compound word is formed 
when two words are combined 
to make a new word.

C
o

m
p

le
x

French word ”complexe” 
(complicated, complex) and  
Latin word “complexus” 
(surrounding, 
encompassing)

A complex sentence has one 
independent clause and at 
least one dependent clause.

Q
u

es
ti

o
n Latin word ”quaestionem” 

(a seeking, a questioning)
A sentence or phrase used to 
find out information. 

Ex
cl

am
at

io
n Latin word 

”exclamationem” (an 
exclamation)

We use exclamation to express 
surprise or shock or a strong 
emotion about something.

C
o

n
ju

n
ct

io
n

s French word ”conduction” 
(hire, renting) and Latin 
word ”conductionem” (to 
lead or bring together)

Conjunctions are words 
like ”and”, “but” and ”or” that 
connect concepts, clauses, or 
parts of sentences.

English
3 – English Language
What is an example of a compound 
sentence?

'This house is too expensive, and that house is too 
small.' This is a compound sentence because it has two 
independent clauses, 'This house is too expensive' and 
'that house is too small' separated by a comma and the 
conjunction 'and.'

What are 2 examples of a complex 
sentence?

Below are examples of complex sentences. In each 
example, the independent clause is shaded. The dependent 
clause is unshaded.

1. Stay in the bath until the phone rings.
2. Leave while you can.

What are 3 examples of a question? 1. What did you have for dinner last night?
2. How old are you?
3. Who is picking you up from school today?

4 – Grammar
What are the rules for using an 
exclamation mark?

Exclamation marks are used at the end of statements when 
a strong emotion is being expressed (good and bad –
surprise, excitement or delight, but also anger, fear or 
shock), and tell a reader to add emphasis to a 
sentence. They might also suggest that a speaker is 
shouting.

What are the rules for using a 
preposition?

Prepositions are little words that tell where or when (among 
other things) something is. For example:
1. The monkey is ON his back. 
2. The glue is BEHIND the board. 
3. The dreamcatcher is ABOVE the bed.

What are the rules for using a 
coordinating conjunction? 

Put a comma before the coordinating conjunction 
when it is used to connect two independent clauses.



Key vocabulary

A
ll

it
e

ra
ti

o
n Latin word 

“alliterationem” 
(letter, script)

Repetition of the same sound or 
letter at the beginning of words in 
close succession

St
an

za

Italian word 
“stanza” (firm)

The verse of a poem

O
n

o
m

at
o

p
o

e
ia Greek word 

“onomatopoeia” 
(compose, make)

The formation of a word from a 
sound associated with what is 
named

Im
ag

e
ry Old French 

word ”imagerie” 
(figure)

The exhibition of images to the 
mind

P
e

rs
o

n
if

ic
at

io
n Noun of action 

from personify 
meaning  
“embodiment”

Figure of speech or artistic 
representation in which 
something inanimate or abstract 
takes the form of a person

Sy
lla

b
le

Anglo-French
word “sillable” 
(together)

A part of a word that contains a 
single vowel sound and that is 
pronounced as a unit

English

5 – English Language

What  are three examples of 
onomatopoeia?

1. Roar
2. Bang!
3. Tick tock

How does a writer create imagery in 
the mind of the reader?

Imagery is created using descriptive words and 
phrases, and by appealing to the five senses. 

What are two examples of syllables? 1. Book = 1 syllable
2. Reading = 2 syllables

6 – Grammar

What are the rules for using a 
colon?

Colons are used to bring attention to the words 
after it. Colons introduce a list, a quotation, or 
also between two independent linked clauses. 
An independent clause makes sense on its own 
as if it was a standalone sentence.

What are the rules for using a semi-
colon?

A semi-colon creates a break in a sentence that is 
longer than a comma but not as final as a full 
stop. It is used between two independent clauses 
that are related. Semicolons replace the 
conjunction (and, but, for, so).

What are the rules for using an 
exclamation mark?

An exclamation mark is used to show when 
something is surprising or forceful. It helps make 
the meaning of the sentence clear.



Key vocabulary

M
e

ta
p

h
o

r From the Greek word 
“metaphora” 
(meaning ‘to transfer’)

Making a comparison between 
two things/subjects as if it is that 
thing

Si
m

il
e

From the Latin word 
“simile” (meaning ‘a 
likeness’)

Making a comparison between 
two things/subjects by using 
either ‘like’ or ‘as’ as part of the 
sentence

R
e

p
e

ti
ti

o
n From the Latin word 

“repetitionem” 
(meaning ‘a 
repeating’)

When a single word or phrase is 
repeated in a sentence for the 
purpose of effect

W
o

rd

From the Proto-
Germanic “wurda” 
(meaning ‘speak, say’)

It is a basic unit of language that 
refers to speech sounds and is 
used to communicate meaning

Em
o

ti
ve

 
La

n
gu

ag
e

From the Latin “emot” 
(meaning to ‘move 
out, move away’)

Words or language that is used to 
create an emotional response in 
the reader. This can be a positive 
or negative response, depending 
on the language used

P
e

rs
o

n
if

ic
at

io
n An artistic figure of 

speech derived from 
the French 
“personnifier”  
(meaning ‘to 
represent’)

To give human characteristics to 
something that is not human

English

7 – English Language
Why do we use Metaphors and 
what effect does it have?

Metaphors are used to strengthen writing and to 
create a more vivid picture in the mind of the reader. It 
can provide a stronger description that will connect the 
reader to the story. 

E.g: She/He is my shining star.

What is the purpose of Emotive 
Language?

Emotive Language uses powerful words that are aimed 
at persuading the reader to see things from the 
writers/speakers point of view. It also helps the reader 
to emotionally connect to the story and the characters. 

E.g: The vile stench of the rotting meat violently
punctured my nostrils. 

(Non Emotive e.g – There was bad smell.) 

What effect does 
Personification have?

Giving non-human things human characteristics can 
make your writing more relatable and allow the reader 
to forge a deeper connection with the story. 

Eg: The whistling wind made the trees dance.

Why do we use Similes and 
what effect does it have?

Comparing two things to each other can help the 
reader to easily imagine what the author is trying to 
say. It uses the senses (smell, see. Taste. Touch and 
hear) to do this and awakens the readers imagination. 

E.g: She/He shines as bright as a star. 

Or

She/He is like my shining star. 



Key vocabulary

Sc
ie

n
ce From Old English 

“sceadan” (meaning to  
divide or separate)

What is known, knowledge (of 
something) acquired by study; 
information;

Fi
ct

io
n From the Latin ”fingere” 

(to shape, form, devise, 
feign) originally ‘to knead, 
form out of clay’

The part of literature comprising 
novels and short stories based on 
imagined scenes or characters

D
ys

to
p

ia From the Greek word 
“topos” (place) and ”dys” 
(bad, abnormal)

A dystopia often is a place with many 
problems, such as poverty, pollution 
or a cruel ruler

U
to

p
ia

From the Greek word 
“topos” (place) and ”ou” 
(not), literally meaning ‘no 
place’

An ideal or perfect place 

English

8 – English Language
What are the elements of 
Science-Fiction?

The elements of Sci-Fi are: outer space, 
medicine &/or technology.  Sci-Fi texts are 
within the realm of possibility.

Who wrote The War of the 
Worlds?

H.G. Wells

When was the book
published?

1898

Which other Science-Fiction 
novels did H.G. Wells write?

The Invisible Man & The Time Machine

How was The War of the 
Worlds first published?

The War of the Worlds was first serialised in a 
magazine

Who wrote the novel, 
Frankenstein?

Mary Shelley wrote Frankenstein.

What does extra-terrestrial
mean?

The adjective extra-terrestrial means coming 
from a location that is not planet earth.

What is a dystopian society? A dystopian society is an imagined society that 
is negative in some way, for instance, an 
oppressive society

What is a utopian society? A utopian society is one which is ideal, where 
everything is good for all the inhabitants.

9 – Grammar
What are prepositions? A preposition usually comes before a noun,

pronoun or noun phrase.  Prepositions can tell you 
about position direction, timing etc.

Which words can be 
used as prepositions?

With, since from, to, opposite, between, under, 
over, through, of.
Upon, outside, inside, in, into, above, across, 
beneath, below, among, beyond, on, of, around, 
opposite, towards, under, by  & near

What does the prefix 
pre- mean?

Pre- means ‘before’, so the preposition usually –
but not always – goes before what it is connected 
to.
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Key vocabulary

V
eg

et
at

io
n Latin word

“vegetationem” 
meaning growth

The plants which cover an area 
of land

B
io

m
e Greek word “bios” 

meaning life
A distinctive vegetation type 
found across a region of the 
world

N
at

u
ra

l 
Se

rv
ic

es

Old French word 
‘Servise’ meaning 
a helpful act

All the useful services nature 
provides us with.  For example, 
oxygen to breathe, wood to use 
for building, pollination, flood 
protection, climate stabalisation.

Te
m

p
er

at
e Latin word

“Temperatus” 
meaning 
moderate

Used to describe climates which 
are mild.  They are neither very 
hot nor very cold.  The UK has a 
temperate climate.

D
ec

id
u

o
u

s Latin word 
“deciduus” 
meaning that 
which falls-down

Used to describe trees which lose 
their leaves in the winter.  

A
d

ap
ta

ti
o

n Latin word 
“aptus” meaning 
fitted

An alteration to a plant or animal 
to make it better fitted for 
surviving in a particular place.  

1- World Biomes

What are the different biomes 
of the world?

Starting at the equator and moving towards 
the north pole the main biomes are:
• Tropical Rainforest
• Savanna (Tropical grassland)
• Desert
• Temperate grassland
• Temperate deciduous woodlands
• Taiga or Boreal forest
• Tundra

Why are there different 
biomes across the world?

There are different biomes across the world 
because there are different climates and 
soils.  

Why are biomes important? Biomes are very important. Humans could 
not survive without them.  They provide a 
home for other species and provide us with 
many natural services.

Why do trees in the UK lose 
their leaves in the winter?

Trees in the UK lose their leaves in the 
winter as a way of adapting to the more 
difficult conditions in the winter.  

Why do plants and animals 
adapt to their environment?

Over time, through natural selection, plants 
and animals become better adapted to their 
environment.  Better adapted plants and 
animals survive more successfully and 
reproduce more.
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Key vocabulary

Eq
u

at
o

r

Latin word 
“aequator” 
meaning equal

The line of latitude which goes 
around the centre of the Earth 
dividing the world into the 
northern hemisphere and 
southern hemisphere.

A
rc

ti
c 

C
ir

cl
e Greek word 

“arktikos” 
meaning of the 
north

The line of latitude at 66 degrees 
north.  North of this line the days 
are very short in winter and 
there is no daylight on 21st

December.

D
es

e
rt

Old French 
“desert” meaning 
barren and 
unproductive

An area which generally receives 
less than 250mm of rainfall a 
year.  In these conditions plants 
find it very difficult to grow and 
require specialized adaptations 
to be able to do so.

Tu
n

d
ra

Lappish “Tundar” 
meaning 
wasteland

The biome found at the edge of 
the Arctic where temperatures 
are so low that only small plants 
can grow.

Tr
o

p
ic

al
 

R
ai

n
fo

re
st

Old English 
“Regn” meaning 
rain and Old 
French “Forest” 
meaning tree 
covered area

Also known as jungle.  This biome 
is found around the equator 
where the climate is both hot 
and wet.  Here conditions are 
very good for plant  growth and 
so trees grow very tall.  

1 – World Biomes (Cont.)

Why is it hot and wet at the equator? It is hot and wet at the equator as this is the 
part of the Earth which receives the most 
intense heating from the sun.   (The air here 
rises due to the heat and then cools high in 
the atmosphere, causing condensation and 
rain to fall.)

Why is it so cold at the North and 
South Pole?

It is so cold at the poles as due to the 
curvature of the Earth. There is less intense 
heating here as the sun’s energy covers a 
larger area (as shown in the diagram below).  
Also, the ice here reflects incoming sunlight 
back into space, keeping the area cold.
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Key vocabulary

M
et

eo
r 

From Greek 
“Meteoran” 
meaning thing 
high up

A lump of rock which falls to Earth 
from space.  (It is thought that a 
large meteor brought an end to the 
age of the dinosaurs.)

G
la

ci
at

io
n From Latin 

“glaciare” 
meaning to 
freeze

An era of time when the Earth’s 
temperature has been colder than 
today, and ice sheets have spread 
across the land.

C
ru

st

From Latin 
“crusta” 
meaning crust or 
rind, outer layer

The rocky outer layer of the Earth.  
It is cracked into large pieces 
known as ‘plates’.

M
an

tl
e From Old French 

“Manteler” 
meaning coating

Found underneath the crust, the 
mantle is a layer of hot molten rock 
known as magma.

C
o

n
ve

ct
io

n
 

C
u

rr
en

ts

From Latin 
“convectionem” 
meaning to carry

These are heat currents which rise 
up from the core through the 
mantle, causing the plates of the 
crust to move.

C
o

re

From Latin “cor” 
meaning heart

The centre of the Earth.  Thought to 
be extremely hot (approx. 6,000 
degrees Celsius).  Made of molten 
metal, under such pressure that it 
acts as a solid.  

2 – Our Rocky Planet

How old is the Earth? The Earth is thought to be 4.6 billion years 
old.  (This has been calculated by 
radiometric dating the oldest rocks found 
on Earth.)

What happens to cause a glaciation? A glaciation occurs when the temperature 
of the Earth decreases.  This might be 
because the Earth’s orbit changes, leading 
to less incoming sunlight.  When this 
happens ice sheets spread across the 
Earth.  This causes more sunlight to be 
reflected back into space and so the Earth 
cools some more.  This continues until 
there is another change, such as the 
Earth’s orbit changing again.

What is the structure of the Earth like?
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Key vocabulary

Lo
n

gi
tu

d
e

 

From Latin 
“longitude” meaning 
length

Imaginary lines or meridians drawn 
from north to south.  These lines 
represent how far East or West a 
place is and link to time zones.  (0 
degrees longitude is known as the 
Prime Meridian and passes through 
Greenwich in London.)

La
ti

tu
d

e From Latin 
“latitude” meaning 
breadth

Imaginary circles drawn around the 
Earth.  These lines represent how far 
North or South a place is.  (O degrees 
latitude is the equator.)

V
o

lc
an

o From Latin 
“Vulcanus” the 
name of the Roman 
God of fire

An opening in the Earth’s crust out of 
which lava, ash and gases erupt.

D
o

rm
an

t From Latin “from 
Latin dormire” 
meaning to sleep

Dormant volcanoes are volcanoes 
which are not currently erupting but 
which are still potentially active.

Ea
rt

h
q

u
ak

e From Old English 
“eorthequakynge”

An earthquake is a violent shaking of 
the Earth’s crust.

P
la

te
 M

ar
gi

n From Latin 
“marginem” 
meaning brink

These are the cracks in the Earth’s 
crust –where two or more plates 
meet.  (This is where most 
earthquakes and volcanoes occur.)

2 – Our Rocky Planet (Cont.)

Where are volcanoes and earthquakes 
found?

Most earthquakes and volcanoes are found 
at the plate margins –shown on the map 
below:

What causes volcanoes and earthquakes 
to occur?

Convection currents move the plates apart 
or together.  In both cases molten magma 
can rise-up causing a volcano to form.

What is the difference between magma 
and lava?

Magma is molten rock found under the 
crust.  It is called lava when it erupts and 
comes into contact with the air.

What happened in the Mt St Helen’s 
eruption of 1980?

57 people died.
There was a huge ash cloud.
Millions of trees were destroyed.  Tourism 
was reduced. Est. cost $1 billion.
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Key vocabulary

Th
e 

ec
o

n
o

m
y From Latin 

“oeconomia” 
meaning 
management of 
a household

All the money-making activities 
of a nation (businesses and 
associated jobs).

P
ri

m
ar

y 
in

d
u

st
ri

es From Latin 
“indostruus” 
meaning 
hardworking

Industries which involve extracting 
raw materials E.g., mining, fishing, 
agriculture (farming).

Se
co

n
d

ar
y 

In
d

u
st

ri
es

From Latin 
“indostruus” 
meaning 
hardworking

Industries which involve making 
goods to sell.  Sometimes called 
manufacturing industries.  E.g., 
steel making, car making.

Te
rt

ia
ry

 
In

d
u

st
ri

es From Latin 
“indostruus” 
meaning 
hardworking

Industries which involve making 
money from providing people with 
a service.  E.g., Banking, hospitality, 
healthcare and education.

A
ra

b
le

 
fa

rm
in

g From Latin 
“arare” meaning 
to plough

Where crops are grown for food.  
(This involves ploughing the soil, 
sowing seeds, plant growth and 
then harvesting.)

Li
ve

st
o

ck
 

fa
rm

in
g

From Old English 
“lifian” meaning 
live

Where animals are reared for food.  
For example, sheep.  This type of 
farming usually requires fields of 
grass for the animals to graze 
(feed).  We call this grass pasture.

3 – Economic Activities

How has the UK’s economy changed 
over time?

In the 18th Century most people were 
employed in primary industries.  By the 
late 19th Century most people were 
employed in secondary industries.  By 
the 20th Century most people were 
employed in tertiary industries.

Why are fewer people employed in 
farming in the UK today than two 
hundred years ago?

This is because hi-tech machines are 
now able to do the work of many 
people.  In addition, we now rely of a 
lot of food being imported from abroad 
(about 45%).

Where are different types of farming 
found across the UK and why? 

The west of the UK is hilly.  This is 
where there is mostly livestock 
farming.  This is because it is difficult to 
use machines on hills for ploughing and 
harvesting.
The east of the UK is generally much 
flatter.  This is where there is mostly 
arable farming.  Central areas often 
have both arable and livestock farming 
–we called this ‘mixed’ farming.
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Key vocabulary

C
o

al

From the old 
English “col” 
meaning 
combustible 
substance

Coal is a type of fossil fuel, formed 
from the remains of the plants 
from tropical swamps that existed 
approx. 300 million years ago. 
(Coal was the fuel that powered 
the industrial revolution in the UK.)

R
aw

 m
at

er
ia

ls From the Old 
English “raue” 
meaning 
uncooked / 
unfinished

Raw materials are the materials 
which can be turned into a finished 
product.  They are usually of 
natural origin.  E.g., cotton is a 
natural fiber which is 
manufactured into clothes.

M
ar

ke
t From Latin 

“mercatus” 
meaning buying 
and selling

A market is a place where people 
buy goods.  

Lo
ca

ti
o

n From Latin 
“locationem” 
meaning place 
or position

The place where a feature is found.  
(Often there are advantageous 
features of a particular location.)

C
o

m
p

o
n

en
ts From Latin 

“componere” 
meaning to put 
together

The smaller parts of a bigger 
machine.  (Which when put 
together make a working whole.)

3 – Economic Activities (Cont.)

What was the Industrial Revolution and 
why was it important?

A period of time in the UK when many 
new inventions (most importantly the 
harnessing of coal heated steam), led 
to an enormous increase in 
manufacturing.  (From approx. 1790 to 
1890.)

How have the factors affecting the 
location of secondary industries in the 
UK changed over time?

In the past most secondary industries 
in the UK required coal as a source of 
power so factories were located where 
coal was found.  Today many secondary 
industries in the UK use imported 
components.  Therefore, secondary 
industries are located where there are 
good transport links and close to where 
the final product will be sold (the 
market).

What do we mean by ‘economies of 
scale’?

The savings made when manufacturing 
is undertaken on a large scale, or 
where two or more businesses merge.

What is globalisation? Globalisation is the process by which 
the world is becoming increasingly 
interconnected due to changes in 
technology such as the internet and 
containerization. (Containerization is 
where large amounts of goods are 
transported around the world in 
containers on ships as shown.)
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Key vocabulary

O
S 

M
ap

 

From Latin 
“mappa” 
meaning map

A map is a bird’s eye view of a 
place –looking straight down from 
above at a 90 degree angle. OS 
stands for Ordnance Survey.  OS 
maps are very high-quality maps 
made in the UK.

Sy
m

b
o

l From the Latin 
“symbolum” 
meaning mark

An emblem that represents a 
particular feature on a map.  E.g., a 
blue duck represents a nature 
reserve on an OS map.

R
e

lie
f

From Old French 
“relief” meaning 
‘that which is 
lifted’

The shape of the land.  For 
example, the relief of the land 
might be steep or gentle.

C
o

n
to

u
r From Latin 

“contornare” 
meaning ‘to go 
around’

A line of equal height on a map.

A
lt

it
u

d
e From Latin 

“altus” meaning 
high

Height of the land (measured in 
metres above sea level.)

Sc
al

e

From Latin 
“scala” meaning 
ladder

The ratio between the distance on 
a map and the actual distance.  For 
example, a 1:50 000 map means 
1cm on the map is equivalent to 
50,000cm (0.5km) in reality.

4 – OS Map Skills and Our Local Area

What features should a map have to be 
useful?

To be useful a map should have:
• Title           
• North Point
• Symbols
• Key (or legend)
• Scale

What are some of the main OS map 
colours?

White = grass
Green = woodland
Blue = water
Peach = buildings

How are contours used to represent 
the relief of the land?

Contours that are close together show 
a steep slope.  Contours which are far 
apart show a gentle slope.

What are the 8 points of the compass?

These give us directions.  North can be found 
using a magnetic compass. N = North,            
S = South, W = West, E = East
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Se
tt

le
m

en
t From Old English 

“setlan” 
meaning to 
settle in a place

A place where people live.
(Settlements can be large, such as 
cities or small such as villages.)

U
rb

an

From Latin 
“urbanus” 
meaning city life

An area which is mostly covered in 
buildings.

R
u

ra
l

From Latin 
“ruralis” 
meaning of the 
countryside

An area which has few buildings, 
where you find fields, trees and 
wildlife.

C
B

D

From Latin 
“centralis” 
meaning centre

CBD=Central Business District
The central part of a town or city 
with shops and offices.

In
n

er
 C

it
y From Old French 

“Cite” meaning 
city

The area around the centre of a 
town or city in the UK that is 
characterized by building from the 
Industrial revolution that is now 
being regenerated.

Su
b

u
rb

s

From Old French 
“forsbourc” 
meaning 
outskirts of a city

Residential areas on the outskirts of 
a city.

4 – OS Map Skills and Our Local Area (Cont.)

How did London develop? AD43 Settled by the Romans –Londinium
1066 Normans start building the Tower of 
London. In Elizabethan times the city expanded 
due to trade.  During the Industrial Revolution the 
city expanded more as people came to work in 
factories.  The suburbs expanded om the 1930s 
with the invention of the car.  In the 1990s 
globalisation led to large scale international 
migration bringing new ideas, business and 
wealth.

Why do people want to move to 
London?

The pull factors attracting people to London 
include jobs and services.
London has a large financial area and the 
headquarters of many Multinational Companies.  
It has world class hospitals and universities.  It is a 
transport hub.

What is the Burgess Model?

What is the difference between a 
greenfield and a brownfield site?

A greenfield site is a field or area of countryside in 
a rural locality that has not previously been built 
upon.  A brownfield site is a place in an urban 
area which has already been built on but is now 
derelict and in need of regeneration. 



Geography

Key vocabulary

C
o

n
ti

n
e

n
t 

From Latin 
“continentem” 
meaning 
continuous

A continuous body of land.  (Usually 
consisting of many smaller 
countries.)  The continents of the 
world are Europe, Asia, Africa, 
Australasia, North America, South 
America and Antarctica.

C
o

u
n

tr
y From Old French 

“contree” 
meaning country

Territory of a nation.  (Usually an 
area with its own government, 
capital city and borders.)  There are 
193 countries recognized by the UN.

D
iv

er
si

ty

From Old French 
“diversete” 
meaning 
difference

Meaning to have a great variety, 
many different kinds.

In
eq

u
al

it
y From Latin 

“inaequalis” 
meaning unequal

Meaning differences in wealth or 
opportunities between people.

Ex
p

lo
it

at
io

n From Old French 
“exploiter” 
meaning 
productive

To use something selfishly.

C
o

lo
n

ia
lis

m From Latin 
“colonia” 
meaning to 
inhabit

Where one country conquers 
another and exploits it for its own 
advantage.

5 – Africa

Is Africa a country or a continent? Africa is a continent of 54 different 
countries.

What are the main physical features 
of Africa?

Africa has the longest river and the largest desert 
in the world.
Longest river = The River Nile
Largest desert = Sahara Desert
It has many different biomes, from tropical 
rainforest to savannas and deserts.  Its highest 
mountain is Mount Kilimanjaro and its largest lake 
is Lake Victoria.

In what ways is Africa a diverse 
continent?

Not only does Africa have many different 
countries and many different biomes, its people 
and cultures are also very diverse.
There are over 1,000 different languages spoken.  
People practice many different religions including 
Christianity and Islam.  There are a huge range of 
foods eaten.  For example, Piri Piri chicken from 
Mozambique and Jollof Rice from Nigeria.

What was the ‘Scramble for Africa’ 
and how did this affect the 
continent?

Between 1876 and 1914 European Powers took 
power over most of Africa.  Power which lasted 
until the 1960s.  During this time the continent of 
Africa and its peoples were severely exploited.  
Many natural resources were stolen.  Boundaries 
did not follow tribal areas and this has led to many 
civil wars.  Large scale inequality was established 
under colonial rule which has been difficult to 
eradicate, particularly in South Africa where 
inequality was the greatest due to apartheid and 
why this country is still the most unequal in the 
world.



Geography

Key vocabulary

C
ap

it
al

 C
it

y

From Old English 
“heafodstol” 
meaning city 
which has the 
seat of 
government

The chief town of a country, 
usually where the central 
government is found.

Sh
an

ty
 T

o
w

n From Old English 
“tun” meaning 
town

A settlement made of make-shift 
dwellings found on the outskirts 
of a city.  Also known as a 
squatter settlement or informal 
settlement.

N
at

io
n

al
 P

ar
k From Old French 

“parc” meaning 
game reserve

An area of outstanding natural 
beauty with important wildlife 
which a government protects 
with strict laws.

G
e

o
th

e
rm

al
 

En
e

rg
y

From Greek 
“therme” 
meaning heat

Energy gathered from the natural 
heat released from the Earth’s 
rocks.

A
p

ar
th

e
id

From Dutch 
“apart” meaning 
separate

A system that was developed in 
South Africa of keeping different 
races apart.  In this system black 
people were denied their human 
rights and were treated very 
badly.

5 – Africa (Cont.)

Why is Nairobi a city of contrasts? Parts of Nairobi are very wealthy with luxury hotels 
and large houses.  However, there is a large shanty 
town called Kibera where housing is make-shift 
(made from what people can find), where there are 
no toilets, where people are poor and where 
unemployment and crime are high.  

Why do people go on holiday to 
Kenya?

One of Kenya’s most important industries is 
tourism.  People go to Kenya to:
Go on safari and see large mammals such as lions, 
elephants, zebras and giraffes.
Go to the coast to see the coral reefs and enjoy the 
beautiful beaches.

What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of tourism to 
Kenya?

The advantages of tourism include:
• Money for the economy
• Jobs
• Improved airports and roads (infrastructure)
The disadvantages include:
• Pollution
• Exploitation as people are paid low wages and 

profits may leak out of the country
• Less water and food for the locals

How is geothermal energy 
generated in Kenya?

The Rift Valley passes through Kenya. Here two 
tectonic plates (Nubian and Somalian) are pulling 
apart.  Here magma is close to the surface and the 
rocks are hot.  
Water can be pumped underground and turned into 
steam.  This energy can be used to heat homes and 
greenhouses for agriculture.
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Key vocabulary

D
is

se
ct

io
n Late Latin word 

"desiccationem."
The action of cutting open,
especially a dead body or
plant, to study the structure.

A
n

es
th

et
ic Greek word 

“anaisthetos”
A substance that makes you
unable to feel pain. It is often
used in operations.

A
n

ti
se

p
ti

c Greek words “Anti” and 
“Septikos” (cause to rot)

A chemical used for preventing
infection in an injury, especially by
killing bacteria.

A
n

ti
b

io
ti

c French word 
“antibiotique” (against 
microbial [germ] life)

A medicine or chemical that can
destroy harmful bacteria in the
body or limit their growth.

A
st

ro
lo

gy From Greek 
"astrologia". Latin 
"astrologia."

The study of movements and
positions of the sun, moon,
planets and stars.

A
lc

h
e

m
y

Medieval Latin word 
"alkimia", from Arabic 
"al-kimiya", from Greek 
"khemeioa."

A type of chemistry from the
Middle Ages, that dealt with
trying to find a way to change
ordinary metals into gold.

History 1 – Medicine in the Medieval period

What are Primary sources? A source that was made in the past and gives us a great insight
into what was going on. For example, a diary from WWI, a toy
from the Victorian times

What are secondary 
sources?

A secondary is something made after the event, a replica or a
film. For example, the film The Titanic, a replica sword.

What is chronology? Chronology is the study of exactly when things happened.

What medical ideas did 
the people have before 
the medieval period?

• Polytheism - When people believe in several different gods.
• Asklepios -The healing god. People would sleep in his

temples and make sacrifices to him.
• Scarab Beetle - They often decorated amulets, which

people wore to bring protection or good luck.
• Trepanning- It involved cutting a hole in the skull to let the

demons and evil spirit's escape.
• Dissection - Cutting open a body to study the anatomy in

detail.
• Channels - A theory that the body contained different

paths which carried air, blood and water.
• Glyphs - The system of writing used by the Egyptians which

enabled information about medical treatments to be
recorded.

• Mummification- Preserving a body after death

What were some of the 
common medical ideas in 
the medieval period?

• Four Humours

• The Church

• Alchemy and astrology

• The role of the Church

Who was Galen? A physician who became the most famous doctor in the Roman

Empire and whose theories dominated European medicine for

1,500 years.

What happened to medical 
knowledge in the Dark 
Ages?

Much of the medical knowledge before the medieval period was

lost’ during the so-called ‘Dark Ages’ after the Romans left.

What was the Dark Ages? Known as the Dark Ages because historians know little about the

period. The period is known by economic, intellectual and

cultural decline.



History

3 – Why did medical treatment improve 
between the 19th and 20th century?
What did James Simpson 
discover?

He used Chloroform after experimenting to reduce pain in
childbirth.

What was the biggest killer 
after surgery in 19th 
century?

Sepsis (gangrene), an infection caught during or after 
operation.

Who was Joseph Lister and 
what did he discover?

Joseph Lister (1827-1912) was an English surgeon.
After Pasteur published his germ theory, Joseph Lister 
used an operating room sterilised with carbolic acid.

What did Robert 
Koch discover?

Discovered in 1878 that most diseases were spread not by 
air but by contact with an infected surface.
This led to the creation of a germ-free environment to 
carry out operations.

How did Florence Nightingale 
improve nursing 19th 
century?

Nightingale established new standards in nursing and 
patient care.
She turned nursing into a respected profession.

What did Louis 
Pasteur discover?

Argued that microorganisms were responsible for disease.
Developed effective vaccinations to target specific 
diseases.

Who discovered antibiotics? Alexander Fleming

Who discovered X-Rays? Wilhelm Rontgen

How has medical knowledge 
improved in the 20th 
century?

Ultrasound is used for images of organs.
MIR are used to build up a detailed picture of organs and 
tissues.

How has DNA improved 
medical knowledge?

By modifying DNA, it has become possible to eliminate
genetic diseases.

2 – How did medical knowledge develop 
in the 16th century?
How did medical 
knowledge spread in the 
5th Century AD?

Islamic influence spread across an area
including southern Europe, North Africa and
what we now call the Middle East.

How did the Renaissance 
help develop medical 
knowledge?

The movement started in the north of Italy,
Renaissance ideas spread throughout
Europe.

What did Andreas Vesalius 
discover?

He challenged Galen’s work on human
anatomy.
He developed accurate views by dissecting
humans rather than animals.

What did Ambroise Pare 
discover?

Used ligatures to tie off wounds after
amputation, instead of cauterisation and
found that wounds healed better.

What did William Harvey 
discover?

Disproved that the liver made new blood to
replace blood lost around the body.



Key vocabulary

C
o

n
q

u
e

st

From Medieval Latin 
"conquistus." Old French 
"conquest." Modern 
French "conquête."

The act of conquering a country, 
area, or situation. 

In
va

si
o

n From Late Latin 
"invasionem."

An occasion when an army or 
country uses force to enter and take 
control of another country. 

cl
ai

m
an

ts From Latin 
"clamare." Old French 
"clamer"

A person who asks for something 
that they believe belongs to them. 

Lo
rd

s From Old English 
"hlaford."

A man who has a lot of power in a 
particular area. 

B
ar

o
n

s From Celtic or from 
Frankish *baro". Old 
French "baron."

A low-ranking male member of the 
nobility. 

Fe
u

d
al

From Medieval Latin 
"feudalis." Old High 
German 
"fihu." Middle 
English "feodary."

Relating to the social system of 
western Europe in the Middle Ages.

M
as

sa
cr

e From Latin 
"macellum." Old 
French "macacre."

The act of killing a lot of people. 

History

4 - The Norman Conquest
Which King died in 1066 
and why did this create a 
problem?

Edward the Confessor died. He did not have any children 
which meant that nobody knew who should be King

Why did William Duke of 
Normandy believe that 
he should be King?

• King Edward promised that he would be the next King.
• He was a Norman from Normandy and Edward used to 

live in Normandy as a boy and actually used Norman 
soldiers to protect his kingdom.

• Harold Godwinson said that he would help him become 
king.

Why did Harold 
Godwinson believe that 
he should be King?

• He only promised to help William become King because 
he was holding his nephew hostage.

• The only true Englishman claiming the throne.
• He was Edward’s brother-in-law.
• The most powerful Lord in England and was voted in by 

the English Council( Witan) .
• A good soldier and a very strong ruler.

Why did King Harold 
Hardrada of Norway 
believe that he should be 
King?

• His Grandfather had ruled England before Edward the 

Confessor and promised the throne to his family.

• Edward stole the throne off his family

Who was crowned king 
on 6th January 1066?

Harold Godwinson

Who invaded England on 
the 20th January 1066?

Harold Hardrada (King of Norway)

What happened in the 
Battle of Stamford 
Bridge?

1. 25th January: Harold Godwinson marches his army north 
and defeats him at the Battle of Stamford Bridge

2. 28th January: William Duke of Normandy invades the 
south of England.



History
6 - How did William keep control of England?

What hunting laws and 
punishments did the 
Normans introduce?

• The Normans stopped the English hunting in their forests.
• The punishment was to have two fingers cut off.
• The punishment for a second offence was to have your eyes

gouged out.

How did William and the 
Normans establish 
control?

• William rewarded his supporters by giving them English land.
• In return they promised to provide soldiers whenever

William needed them.

Why did William build 
castles?

• The Normans built castles to protect their soldiers.
• They towered over the English towns.
• They forced the English to build them

What were Norman 
churches like?

• Some churches and cathedrals were knocked down to make
way for bigger and grander Norman ones.

• These showed off Norman wealth and power.

What was the ‘Harrying of 
the North’?

• In the north he combed the forests and hills hunting out all

who had opposed him.

• He harried the land and burned homes to ashes

• This caused a terrible famine and 10,000 people died of

hunger

Who was King after William 

the Conqueror?

1. William II (Very cruel King and killed in a hunting accident)

2. Henry I (Introduced good laws)

3. Stephen (weak King and constant raids by Scotland and

Wales)

How did castles develop? 1. Motte and Bailey castles

2. Stone Square-Keep castles

3. Concentric castles

What were the advantages 

and disadvantages of the 

castles?

1. Motte and Bailey castles were cheap and easy to build.

However, could be burnt because made from wood.

2. Stone Keep castles were stronger as it was made from stone.

But, the corners were weak and liable to attack.

3. Concentric castles were very strong because made from

stone, two thick walls, watch towers and metal

drawbridge. But, very expensive to build.

5 – Battle of Hastings

Why did William 
have an advantage 
over Harold 
Godwinson?

• Harold Godwinson had to march his army
south to attack William.

• Harold’s army were tired whilst William’s
army were rested.

What happened at 
the Battle of 
Hastings?

1. 14th October:. Harold’s army are at the
top of Senlac Hill and William’s army are at
the bottom.

2. This gives Harold a geographical
advantage.

3. William’s army pretend to retreat and they
run away.

4. Harold’s army run down the hill in
celebration.

5. William’s army turn around and attack and
defeat them.

6. Harold is killed by an arrow in the eye
7. 24th December: William is crowned King in

Westminster Abbey



Key vocabulary

C
ru

sa
d

e

From Medieval Latin 
"cruciata."
French 

"croisade." Spanish 
"cruzada."

A long and determined attempt 
to achieve something you believe 
in strongly.

In
h

ab
it

an
t From Latin 

"inhabitantem."
A person or animal that lives in a 
particular place.

H
o

ly

From Proto-Germanic 
"hailaga." Old Saxon 
"helag." Old English 
"halig."

Something related to religion 
or God.

M
ag

n
a

C
ar

ta

From Medieval Latin 
"Magna Charta."

A document signed in 1215 by 
King John of England that gave 
certain political and legal rights 
to some English people.

Le
vy

From old French 
"levée ." Anglo-French 
"leve."

An amount of money such as a 
tax, that you must pay to the 
government or organisation.

Ta
x

From Medieval Latin 
"taxa." Old French 
"taxe."

Money paid to the government 
that is based on your income or 
cost of goods or services you 
have brought.

History 7 – The Crusades
Why did people go 
on Crusades?

• They were trying to win back control of the holy city of 
Jerusalem from Muslim control .

• Jerusalem is important because it was where Jesus Christ was 
crucified and rose again.

• They refer to it as the ‘Holy Land’ because it was where Jesus 
had lived.

What happened in the 
First Crusade?

1. An army of peasants led by Peter the Hermit (a French priest 
and key leader of the Crusades) set off for the Holy Land.

2. They were massacred by the Turks.
3. An army of knights followed, led by Godfrey of Bouillon
4. They massacred Muslims and captured Jerusalem in 1099.

How did the first 
Crusaders treat the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem 
in 1099?

They massacred Muslims and Jews in the city.

What happened in the 
Third Crusade?

1. In 1187, the Muslim ruler Saladin had recaptured Jerusalem.

2. The Crusaders (who included King Richard I of England) 

captured the port of Acre.

3. But they quarrelled and failed to capture Jerusalem.

4. On the way home, Richard was kidnapped and held ransom 

until February 1194 when the English paid for his release.

What happened in the 
fourth Crusade of 1204?

1. The Pope wanted to unite western and eastern Christians 

under his authority.

2. He diverted this Crusade, with the help of Venice, and 

captured Constantinople in 1204.

3. Christians fought Christians.

Was the Fourth Crusade 
successful?

No, it failed because Christians fought Christians.

How did the 
Crusades impact 
European warfare ?

The Crusaders learned more about warfare – better castle design 

and gunpowder.



History
9 - King John

What was a Medieval King 
supposed to do?

• Look Good
• Be very religious and keep the church and Bishops 

happy
• Make the right decisions about going to war
• Keep Law and Order
• Decide how much taxes are collected
• Have lots of Sons so that someone will take over 

after the King dies.

What did the Barons have to give 
the Medieval Kings in return? An army of Knights

Why did Medieval Kings have to 
keep the Barons happy?

If the King did not do things to keep them rich, then 
they would not provide an army for the King to fight 
in his wars

Who were the Bishops? People in charge of churchmen in England.

Why did Medieval Kings have to 
keep the Bishops happy?

They could say that God is angry with the King and 

then the people would fight against him.

Who did King John listen to 
instead of the Barons?

A few favourite advisors.

Why did King John murder his 
nephew Arthur

He was worried that the Barons wanted him to be 

King instead.
Why was King John nicknamed 
‘soft sword’?

He did not go to France to defend his French land 

when King Philip invaded, and this meant he lost his 

Empire in France.
What happened at the Battle of 
Bouvines in 1214?

1. He tried to claim the land he lost back.
2. The Barons did not support him and so did not 

provide knights
3. He hired an army of foreign fighters instead He 

was unsuccessful in regaining the land
What did King John do after 
signing the Magna Carta?

He ignored it and built up an army to fight the barons.

How did the Barons respond? They declared war on King John.

8 - What was the impact of the Crusades?

How did the Crusades 
impact European 
knowledge?

• Muslim scholars taught European scholars 
many things about science and medicine.

• Brought back knowledge about plants, 
irrigation and the breeding of animals.

How did the Crusades 
impact trade?

• Western Europeans learned that the 
Muslim world stretched to India and 
traded with China.

• Brought back many goods, such as lemons, 
apricots, sugar, silk and cotton and spices 
used in cooking.



Key vocabulary

V
ill

ei
n from Medieval Latin 

"villanus."
People who were not free. They 
had to work for the Lord.

P
e

as
an

t From Late Latin 
"Iacobus."
French "jacquerie"

A person who owns or rents a 
small piece of land and grows 
crops, keeps animals.

R
ev

o
lt

Latin word ”revolvitare” When a group of people refuse 
to be controlled or ruled, and 
normally take violent action 
against those who try to control 
them.

In
fl

at
io

n

From Latin 
"inflationem."

A general, continuous increase 
in prices.

La
b

o
u

re
r From Latin 

"labōrāre." Old French 
"laborer."

A person who does unskilled 
physical work, especially 
outside.

O
ri

e
n

ta
l From Latin "orientalis." The countries of East and 

Southeast Asia.

History 10 – The Black Death

What did the barons force 
King Henry III to do?

Set up a parliament

What did King Edward I do? Aimed to unite the countries in Britain and won victories in 
Wales and Scotland

What happened to King 
Edward II?

He was beaten by the Scots and removed from being King

What caused the Black 
Death?

The Oriental Rat Flea

How was the Black Death 
spread?

• Fleas lived on rats and sucked their blood

• Rats died and the fleas jumped onto humans

What were the symptoms of 
the Black Death?

• Painful swellings called buboes
• Fever
• Bleeding under the skin
• Spasms and pain

What was a Villein? • People who were not free. 

• They had to work for the Lord and could not leave without 

permission

What were Freemen? People who could live and work wherever they liked

Who were the Lords? Owners of the land in the villages

What was the effect of the 
Black Death on Britain?

• Not enough men to work on the land
• Food shortages
• Animals died because there were not enough men to look 

after them.
• Inflation – Food prices rose as there was not enough food

How did the Black Death 
improve lives?

• Peasants could demand higher wages as Lords were 

desperate for people to plough the land

• Villeins left their villages and took these jobs

How did King Edward III 
reverse these changes?

• He put a stop to higher wages by making a law that peasants 

could not be paid more than they earned before the Black 

Death. 

• This was called the Statute of Labourers. 

• It also stopped peasants from leaving the Lords they 

belonged to.



History

12 – The Peasants’ Revolt

What did Tyler and his 
men do?

• Took over the King’s castle in Canterbury
• Marched towards London and smashed and burned the 

houses of the King’s advisors.

What did the peasants do 
at the Tower of London?

They broke in and cut off the heads of two of the King’s 
advisors.

What happened when the 
King agreed to meet Wat 
Tyler?

The King killed wat Tyler The King promised to set the 
peasants free

How did the peasants 
respond?

They trusted the King and went home

Did the King keep his 

promise?
• He hanged all the other leaders and none of the 

peasants gained their freedom. 

• The Peasants Revolt achieved nothing.

11 – The Peasants’ Revolt

What did peasants do in 
villages in Essex in May 
1381?

Attacked poll tax collectors

Why did the peasants 
hate the poll tax?

Rich and poor people had to pay

What happened when a 
judge was sent to 
punish these villagers?

• They murdered three of his clerks 
and paraded their heads of poles.

• Peasants started attacking the Lords 
and burning their houses. Peasants 
in Kent copied

Who was the leader of 
the peasants in Kent?

Wat Tyler



Key vocabulary

In
d

u
lg

en
ce

s From Latin 
"indulgentia."

An occasion when you allow 
someone or yourself to 
have something enjoyable , 
especially more than is good for 
you.

R
ef

o
rm

at
io

n from Latin 
"reformationem." Old 
French 
"reformacion."

The act of making an improvement, 
especially by Chaning a person's 
behaviour or the structure of 
something.

Ex
p

lo
ra

ti
o

n From Latin 
"explorationem."

The activity of searching and finding 
out about something.

Se
rv

ic
e

From Latin 
"servitium." Old 
French "servise."

A government system or private 
organisation that is responsible for a 
particular type of activity or for 
providing something people need.

R
e

n
ai

ss
an

ce Old French word 
word ”renaissance” 
(rebirth)

A period in 15th and 16th century 
Europe where there was an increase 
in interest and activity in art, 
literature and ideas.

D
iv

o
rc

e

From Latin 
"divortium." Old 
French "divorcer."

An official or legal process to end 
marriage.

History 13 – Tudors

What was the 
Renaissance?

• Rebirth
• A rediscovery of the artistic styles of the Greeks and 

Romans.
• Many new ideas were developed in science, art, 

exploration

Who was Martin Luther? 1. Leader of the Protestant Reformation
2. He wrote a list of complaints which criticised the 

Catholic Church for being too corrupt and powerful

What did Martin Luther 
believe?

• The bible should be in English not Latin
• It is wrong to have to buy indulgences so that your sins 

are forgiven – this is just a way for the church to 
become rich.

What did he set up? He protested against the Catholic Church and set up the 

Protestant Church.

What were the main 
differences between the 
new Protestant church 
and the old Catholic 
church?

• Church services would be in English instead of Latin
• You could not pay for your sins to be forgiven
• Priests do not wear special clothes – only simple 

clothes
• The people would choose their own priests instead of 

the Bishops choosing
• The Bible would be in English so that the people could 

understand it

• Churches would be plain and simple instead of 

colourful as colour distracts people from God.

Why did Henry VIII break 
away from the Roman 
Catholic Church?

• He wanted a divorce from Catherine but the Pope 
would not grant him one

• He wanted more children because he wanted a son to 
be King after he died

• He loved Anne Boleyn and could only marry her if he 
divorced Catherine

• He thought the church had too much power and he was 

threatened by this.



History
15 - The Tudors
What evidence supports the 
interpretation that Henry VIII 
was a good King?

▪ Henry made Wales part of England
▪ Henry built great war ships such as the Mary Rose
▪ He built great defences on the south coast so that 

England could not be invaded
▪ He took the title King of Ireland which made 

England more powerful

What evidence supports the 
interpretation that Henry VIII 
was not a good King?

• Henry made his people pay a lot of taxes to pay for 
all the ward

• Henry executed two of his wives
• Henry went to war with France many times but did 

not win
• Henry could have conquered Scotland but did not

What religion did Henry VIII 
make the country?

Catholic followed by Protestant

What religion did Edward VI 
make the country?

Protestant

What religion did Mary I make 

the country?

Catholic

What religion did Elizabeth I 

make the country?

Introduced a new Church of England with a 

combination of Catholic and Protestant ideas

What evidence supports the 

interpretation that Mary I 

deserves to be called Bloody 

Mary?

• Mary burned to death 284 Protestants in five years
• Many Protestants living in England feared for their 

lives

What evidence supports the 

interpretation that Mary I does 

not deserve to be called Bloody 

Mary?

• Mary’s actions were similar to those in other 
countries

• Most of England’s population were unaffected by 

Mary’s executions

• It was normal in the 16thcentury to punish anyone 

who disagreed with you by executing them

14 - Tudors

How many wives did 
Henry VIII have?

Six

Why did Henry VIII 
divorce Catherine of 
Aragon?

She was too old to give him a son

Why did Henry VIII 
execute Anne Boleyn?

• She was accused of having other 
lovers and so put on trial. 

• She was executed.



Key vocabulary

P
ro

te
st

an
t Latin 

word ”protestantem”
A member of the parts of the 
Christian Church that separated 
from the Roman Catholic Church 
during the 16th century.

C
o

m
p

ro
m

is
e From Latin 

"compromittere."
Old French 

"compromis."

An agreement in an argument in 
which the people involved 
reduce their demands or change 
their opinion in order to agree.

Ex
ile

From Latin "exilium." The condition of someone being 
sent or kept away from their 
own country or village.

H
ei

r

From Latin 
"heredem." Old 
French "oir."

A person who will legally receive 
money, property, or title from 
another person.

Le
gi

ti
m

at
e From Medieval Latin 

"legitimatus."
Allowed by law.

Li
n

ea
ge

From Latin 
"linea." Old French 
"lignage."

The members of a person's 
family who is directly related to 
that person.

History

16 - The Elizabethan Age

What was the religious 
problem that Elizabeth 
inherited?

Some people wanted the country to remain being Catholic 
(like under Mary I) and some people wanted the country 
to return to being Protestant (like it was under Edward VI).

What were Elizabeth’s 
options?

1. Keep the country Catholic
2. Make the country Protestant
3. Found a compromise

How did Elizabeth solve the 
religious problem?

• Set up a new church called the Church of England. 
• This included both Protestant and Catholic elements. 
• This was called the Elizabethan Settlement.

Why were Catholics happy 
with the Elizabethan 
Settlement?

• Churches should be decorated and colourful
• Priests would be allowed to wear bright robes
• Bishops play an important role

Why were Protestants 
happy with the Elizabethan 
Settlement?

• Church services would be in English

• There would be an English Prayer book

Who wanted Mary Queen 
of Scots to be Queen of 
England?

Catholics

What did Elizabeth do 
about this?

She put Mary in prison for 19 years

What did Elizabeth’s 
minister do?

• Walsingham set a trap for Mary. 

• He let Mary plot with a man called Babington to try and 

get out of prison

What was the punishment? Mary was put in prison for treason (plotting to kill Queen 
Elizabeth) and was executed 19 years later



History
18 - Elizabeth and Religion 
What happened when the 
Spanish Armada tried to 
attack?

1. The English saw the Armada near Plymouth
2. English ships chased the Armada up the channel
3. When the Armada stopped at Calais the English ships 

sent burning fire ships towards them
4. English ships then attacked the Spanish ships
5. The Armada tried to sail around the north of Scotland to 

get back to Spain
6. Fierce storms near Scotland wrecked many of the ships

Why did Elizabeth want 
her portraits painted in a 
certain way?

To make her look powerful

What were hidden in the 
portraits?

Lots of hidden symbols to deliver some key messages

What mistake did 
Elizabeth’s sister make 
that Elizabeth did not want 
to repeat?

Marrying a man who would be unpopular with the people

What was Elizabeth’s 

checklist for a suitable 

husband?

1. It would please the Protestants if he was Protestant
2. The English did not want a foreigner interfering in the 

country
3. He must be important enough to marry the Queen
4. The marriage must make an alliance that was good for 

England
Who were the candidates? 1. King Philip II of Spain – powerful Catholic. Unpopular with 

the English people
2. King Eric of Sweden – Protestant. Popular with the English 

people.
3. Robert Dudley – Protestant and English.
4. Frances, Duke of Alencon – Catholic but was happy if the 

people were Protestant
Who did Elizabeth decide to 
marry?

• No one
• She felt that she was married to her people

17– The Spanish Armada

Why did Philip II want 
to invade England?

1. English merchants had attacked 
Spanish ships to take gold

2. Philip II wanted England to be 
Catholic again

3. Philip II wanted to rule England

What was the plan 
for the Spanish 
Armada?

1. Sail up the English channel
2. Pick up a Spanish army at the port of 

Calais in France
3. Sail this army to England to make 

England Catholic
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Key vocabulary

C
iv

ili
sa

ti
o

n Latin word “civitas” 
or “city”

A group of people who work together 
to build an advanced society to make 
life as good as possible for all 
members. 

A
n

ci
en

t Borrowed from Old 
French word 
“ancien” (old)

Belonging to the very distant past and 
no longer in existence

C
h

ro
n

o
lo

gy Ancient Greek word 
“chrónos” (time); 
“logia” (discourse)

The arrangement of events or dates 
in the order of their occurrence

C
e

n
tu

ry Latin word 
”centum”

A period of one hundred years 

A
rt

e
fa

ct
s Latin “arte” (by 

skill) and “factum” 
(thing made)

An object made by a human being, 
typically of cultural or historical 
interest

A
rc

h
eo

lo
gy Greek root 

”archaeo-”, for 
ancient and  
primitive

The study of human history through 
excavation of sites and the analysis of 
artefacts and other physical remains

Ex
ca

va
te

Latin “excavare” 
(‘ex’ meaning ‘out’ 
and ‘cavus’ 
meaning cave)

To remove earth carefully from an 
area in order to find buried      
remains 

1 – Ancient Civilisations

What are the 7 Wonders of the Ancient 
World? 

1. The Pharos of Alexandria
2. Temple of Ephesus
3. Pyramids of Giza
4. Hanging Gardens of Babylon
5. Mausoleum of Halicarnassus
6. Temple of Zeus
7. Colossus of Rhodes

What is the Classical era? The period of cultural history between 8th 
century BC and the 6th century AD centred 
on the Mediterranean Sea

What is the Greco-Roman world? 
The interlocking civilisations 
of ancient Greece and ancient Rome 

2 – Historians and Archeology

What is a timeline?
A representation of past events in a clear 
chronological order

What is the meaning of ‘BC’ (Before Christ)? It’s the time before the birth of Christ

What is the meaning of ‘AD’ (Anno Domini)? It’s the time and years after BC

Why is archaeology important to the study 
of history?

It helps historians reconstruct the past and 
study all aspects of human activity

What is the difference between written and 
material sources?

Written sources consist of writing and 
material sources are physical objects
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Key vocabulary

Ex
p

lo
re

Latin word “explorare” 
said to be a hunters’ 
term ’ex’ (out) and 
‘plorare’ (to weep, cry)

To travel through an unfamiliar 
area in order to learn about it

G
e

o
gr

ap
h

y Greek word “ge” 
(Earth) and “graphein” 
(to write, draw)

The science of the Earth’s surface, 
its atmosphere and its features

P
h

ilo
so

p
h

y Greek word meaning 
‘love of wisdom’ 

A way of thinking about the world, 
the universe and society. It’s about 
asking very basic questions about 
the nature of human thought

A
rc

h
it

e
ct

u
re Greek word “arkhi” 

(chief, master) and 
“tekton” (builder)  

The design of buildings and the 
expression of thought in building

A
lp

h
ab

et Greek word “alpha” 
and “beta” – first two 
letters of the Greek 
alphabet

A kind of system used to represent 
language in written form 

D
e

m
o

cr
ac

y Greek word “demos” 
(people) and “kratos” 
(rule) –meaning ‘rule 
by the people’

It is a form of government where 
people have a say in how the 
government is run by voting 

Le
ga

cy

Latin word “legatus” 
meaning ‘delegated 
person’ 

Something transmitted by or 
received from the past 

3 – Greece geography

Where is Greece? A country in southern Europe

What are the 3 seas surrounding Greece?
• Aegean Sea
• Mediterranean Sea
• Ionian Sea

What is the capital city of Greece? Athens is the capital city

What are the key features of Greece’s 
geography?

• Very mountainous
• Warm, dry climate
• Surrounded by water
• Many islands

What is the highest mountain in Greece? Mount Olympus
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4 – Ancient Greece

When did the civilisation of Ancient 
Greece begin?

It began around 700 B.C. 

What ideas do we still use today 
which originated from the Ancient 
Greeks?

1. Philosophy
2. Architecture
3. Words
4. Drama, poems and stories
5. Education
6. History
7. Science
8. Democracy

What has influenced the English 
alphabet?

It has been influenced by the Greek 
one. The word comes from the first 
two letters of the Greek alphabet 
‘alpha’ and ‘beta’.  

What is philosophy used for? 
It is used to make sense out of the 
world using reason. Greek philosophy 
has influenced the Western culture. 

What has the idea of democracy 
influenced?

The Greek system of democracy 
shaped most modern governments 
and societies. 

Why has modern society used Ancient 
Greek architecture?

The elegant and classic architecture 
and style has been used for modern 
museums and buildings 

What is Ancient Greece’s legacy? The ancient civilization still lives on in 
our way of thinking, our language, the 
buildings and the laws that govern us. 

5 – The first Ancient Greek civilisations

When did the first ancient Greek 
civilisation start?

It started at 3000 BC.

What are the 5 ages of Man according 
to Hesiod?

1. Golden Age
2. Silver Age
3. Bronze Age
4. Age of Heroes
5. Iron Age

Who was Hesiod?
Hesiod was an ancient Greek poet 
who existed around 750 and 650 BC. 

What was the first ancient Greek 
civilisation? 

The first civilization was called the 
Minoans and they existed on the 
large island of Crete. 

When did the Minoan civilisation
collapse?

A volcanic eruption led to the decline 
of their civilization. 

What was the second ancient Greek 
civilisation?

The Mycenaeans ruled several Greek 
cities from 1600 to 1200 BC

When did the Mycenaean civilisation
collapse?

It ended around 800 BC, known as the 
Dark Age. There is very little evidence 
of this time period. 

How do we know about the 
Mycenaeans?

Heinrich Schliemann excavated the 
area and found lots of gold treasures 
in 1876.
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6 – Athens vs Sparta 

What is a city-state?
A city that with its surrounding territory 
forms an independent state

Who were the two most powerful city 
states?

Athens and Sparta

What advancements did Athens make by 
the 5th century BC?

1. Art
2. Architecture
3. Philosophy
4. Medicine and science
5. Theatre

What ideas did Athens have?

• Government ruled a democracy
• A creative city state
• Believed in good education for boys
• Boys could choose to go to the army 

or the navy
• Girls were not allowed to take part in 

war, business or education 

What ideas did Sparta have?

• Ruled by the king who made all the 
decisions

• Focused on obedience and war
• Men and boys trained to become 

warriors
• Boys had to join the army
• Girls took part in training and fitness 

Who was Pericles? 
Pericles was an Athenian military leader 
and politician. He also built the 
Parthenon 

7 – Greek housing

What was ancient Greek housing?
Built out of mud bricks as they were 
strong and easy to make 

Why were Greek houses built 
around a courtyard? 

To keep the houses cool

What are the rooms in a Greek 
house?

• Courtyard
• Gynaeceum (women’s area)
• Kitchen
• Andron (men’s area)
• Storeroom 
• Bedroom

How did the Ancient Greeks wash 
themselves?

Most homes did not have a 
bathroom so water had to be 
fetched from the nearest stream or 
they went to public baths
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Key vocabulary

So
ci

et
y Latin word “societas” 

(union, community) 
The members of a community or 
group considered together 

H
o

u
se

Old English origin 
“hus” (shelter, 
dwelling)

A building with connected rooms 
in which people of the same family 
or group live

Ed
u

ca
ti

o
n Latin word “educatio” 

(a rearing, training)
The process of gaining knowledge 
and developing skills

A
gr

ic
u

lt
u

re Latin word “agri” (a 
field) and “cultura” 
(cultivation) 

The entire practice of farming 
from preparation of the ground or 
breeding to producing products 
and selling them

W
o

m
e

n Old English origin “wif” 
(woman) and “man” 
(human being)

Any female human or specifically 
an adult female human

C
lo

th
in

g Old English “claðas” 
origin (cloths, 
garments for the body) 

The items that people wear

Je
w

e
lle

ry Old French word 
“juelrye” (precious 
ornaments, jewel 
work)

Small decorative items worn on 
clothes or on the body

8 – Ancient Greek life

What did children do in Ancient Greece? They played with toys and games

What was the education system like in 
Athens?

Only rich boys went to school in Athens 
and rich girls were educated at home

What was the education system like in 
Sparta?

All Spartan boys went to school to be 
trained to be fit and loyal soldiers. Girls 
went to school to join in with fitness 

What was farming in Ancient Greece?
Most people worked in food production. 
Oxen were used to help with the 
ploughing.

What food did the Ancient Greeks enjoy 
eating?

• Figs and raisons 
• Milk and cheese
• Barley and wheat
• Fish 
• Meat 

What were the most popular foods 
which has influenced modern cuisines?

• Olives
• Grapes for wine
• Garlic
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9 – Women in Ancient Greece
What was the role of married 
women?

Married women managed the 
household and brought up children

What was the role of rich Athenian 
women?

• They couldn’t vote
• They couldn’t own or inherit 

land
• They couldn’t have jobs 
• They couldn’t mix with men 

outside of the family

What was the role of a priestess?
The high priestess was an 
important religious figure putting 
her in a position of power 

What was the role of Spartan 
women?

• They could inherit and own land 
• They married later 
• While their husbands were at 

war, they took charge of the 
family finances and business 

• They were encouraged to take 
sports

10 – Ancient Greek clothing
Why was beauty seen as important to 
the Ancient Greeks?

Keeping fit showed that they were good 
soldiers and athletes. 

What did Ancient Greeks wear?
Both men and women wore tunics and 
different types of cloaks. 

Why did people wear jewellery?

Both rich and poor people wore 
jewellery to accessorise their outfits. 
People were also buried with jewellery 
pieces. 

What beauty products the did Ancient 
Greek use?

They used natural products such as olive 
oil as moisturiser, fruits for make up and 
vinegar, lemon and honey to style hair. 
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11 – The Ancient Olympic Games 

When did the Olympic Games begin? 
The first Olympic Games took place in 
776 BC. 

What were the Olympic Games? 
A major five-day festival which was 
held in honour of Zeus. 

Where did the Olympic Games festival 
take place?

People travelled to a place called 
Olympia in Greece. 

What events took place in the 
Olympic Games? 

• Chariot racing
• Wrestling
• Long jump
• Javelin
• Discus
• Boxing 
• Running

Who was able to compete in the 
Olympic Games?

Only men could compete and only 
unmarried women were allowed to 
watch the events. 

What did the winners achieve?
The winners became famous in 
Greece and they won a crown made 
from sacred olive leaves. 

12 – Ancient mythology

What is mythology?

A traditional story, usually concerning 
a god, hero or event. They have 
elements of facts, real events or have 
a natural explanation. 

What were the Ancient Greek beliefs?
The Ancient Greeks believed that the 
gods controlled the world, and many 
myths told their stories. 

Why were myths told?

• To help to understand the world in 
which they lived in. 

• To help teach them how to 
conduct themselves.

• To teach people values and morals. 
• Part of their religion. 

How were myths told?
Myths were told by speakers and 
were passed from person to person 
verbally. 

How do we know about these myths 
now?

Famous poets wrote down these 
myths which have survived to this day. 
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Key vocabulary

P
an

th
eo

n Greek word “pan” 
(all) and “theos” (god)

A group of gods or deities 

Sc
u

lp
to

rs Latin word “ex” (out) 
and“scalpo”    
(carving out)

An artist who makes sculptures (a 
work of art by shaping stone, 
wood or metal)

C
o

sm
o

s Greek “order” or 
“world” – ‘the world 
in order’

The universe especially as thought 
of as an orderly system

M
yt

h
 Greek word “mythos” 

(word, story) 
Stories about how the world has 
come about and why certain 
things happen

C
h

ao
s Greek word “chaos” 

meaning abyss or 
emptiness

Complete confusion and disorder

Fa
te

 Latin word “fatum” 
meaning ‘things 
spoken by the gods’

A power beyond human control 
that is believed to determine what 
happens

M
yt

h
o

lo
gy Greek word “mythos” 

(word, story) and 
“logia” (speech, 
statement)

The rich collection of traditional 
stories from cultures all over the 
world which date back to ancient 
times. 

H
u

m
an

s Latin word 
“humanus” (of man, 
human)

A person; human being. Humans 
are part of the group of mammals 
called primates

13 – The Greek cosmos

Who were the gods believed to be?
The gods were believed to be immortal and 
have supernatural powers, but still had 
human qualities. 

Where did the gods live? The gods lived on Mount Olympus in Greece. 

What were the different parts of the Greek 
cosmos?

• Mount Olympus
• Earth
• The Ocean
• The Underworld
• The River Styx
• Tartarus

What three places made up the Underworld?
• Tartarus
• The Asphodel Fields
• The Elysian Fields 

What type of humans were sent to The 
Asphodel Fields?

People who did not deserve punishment or 
recognition. 

What type of humans were sent to The 
Elysian Fields?

Heroic, kind and noble people. 

What type of humans were sent to Tartarus?
The worst humans and gods to suffer for 
eternity. 
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14 – The Olympian Gods 

Who is Zeus?
Zeus is the King of the Gods and immortals. 
He is the god of the sky and thunder and is 
married to Hera.

Who is Poseidon?
Poseidon is the God of the sea. He always 
carries a trident and is responsible for 
overseeing the ocean and navigation. 

Who is Hades?
Hades is the God of the Underworld. He 
guards and rules the underworld.

Who is Hera?
Hera is the Queen of the Gods and the 
Goddess of women and motherhood. She is 
married to Zeus. 

Who is Athena?
Athena is the Goddess of wisdom and war. 
She inspires inventions and protects the city 
of Athens. 

Who is Ares?
Ares is the God of war and he is extremely 
violent. 

Who is Aphrodite?
Aphrodite is the Goddess of love and beauty 
and helps everyone fall in love. 

Who is Hephaestus?
Hephaestus is the God of blacksmiths, 
craftsmen and fire. 

Who is Apollo?
Apollo is the God of the sun, medicine, 
music, poetry, dance, maths and prophecy. 
He is Artemis’ twin.

Who is Artemis?
Artemis is the Goddess of the moon and 
hunting. She also protects women, animals 
and cities. She is Apollo’s twin. 

Who is Demeter?
Demeter is the Goddess of 
agriculture and the guardian of 
marriage. She controls the harvest. 

Who is Dionysus?
Dionysus is the God of wine and 
parties. He is the cupbearer to the 
gods. 

Who is Hermes?

Hermes is the messenger of the 
Gods and the God of commerce, 
travelling and science. 

Who is Hestia?
Hestia is the Goddess of the hearth 
and marriage. She protects orphans 
and the home. 
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15 – The beginning 

Who are the Titans?
According to Hesiod, they were the first gods to 
ever exist. 

Who is Gaia?
Gaia is Mother Earth and gave birth to the first 
generation of Titans. 

Who is Uranus?
Uranus is the Titan of the sky. He fathered the first 
generation of Titans. 

Who is Chronos?
Chronos, the god of time, was the king. He 
swallowed all of his children to prevent a prophecy. 

Who were the children of 
Chronos and Rhea?

Zeus, Hades, Poseidon, Hestia, Demeter and Hera. 

16 – The origins of mankind

Who was Prometheus?
A Titan who made the first humans out 
of clay. 

Who is Epimetheus?
The brother of Prometheus who created 
animals and creatures. 

Who was Pandora?
The first woman created by the gods. 
She was given a locked box to keep safe. 

What was the cause of the Great Flood?
When mankind didn’t worship Zeus, he 
decided to punish the human race. 

What is Atlantis?
Atlantis is said to be a civilisation which 
was destroyed in a single day. 

Key vocabulary

G
e

n
e

ra
ti

o
n Latin words “genus” 

(race, kind) and 
“gene” (give birth) 

The period of time between the 
birth of parents and the birth of 
their children

P
ri

e
st

Latin origin “prester” 
(priest)

A person who is authorized by a 
church to lead prayers and 
religious services

Te
m

p
le Greek origin “ten” (to 

stretch) – “temenos” 
(sacred area)

A building that people use for 
worshipping gods or for other 
religious purposes

Th
e

at
re

 

Greek word 
“theatron” 

A place where people go to 
see plays and other performances

A
ct

o
r Latin word “actor” 

(agent, driver, doer)
a person who acts, or has a role (a 
part) in a movie, television show, 
play, or radio show

Sc
en

e Greek “skene” 
meaning scene

A stage setting or unit of dialogue 
in a play

M
an

ki
n

d Old English origin 
“man-kende” (human 
race)

The whole human race

O
ra

cl
e Latin word “oraclum” 

(announcement, pray)
A person through whom a 
god is believed to speak
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17 – Athena vs Poseidon

What was Poseidon able to do?
He could keep the sea calm or raise up 
storms to disrupt voyages. He also was in 
charge of earthquakes.

Why was travelling by sea 
important to the Greeks?

It was a faster way to travel. 

How was Athens named after 
Athena?

Athena planted an olive tree which could 
be cultivated for its wood, fruit and oil. It 
is also a symbol of peace. 

What did Athena do to help the 
Greeks develop as a civilisation?

Athena helped the Greeks with education 
and literature. She gave them the Greek 
alphabet and many inventions. 

18 – The Underworld

What is Judgement Day?
The dead were buried with a coin in their 
mouth as payment to the ferryman to 
row their soul into the underworld. 

What is the river called which 
leads to the Underworld?

It is called the River Styx.

Who is Cerberus?
A big, three-headed dog that is said to 
never sleep and guard the Underworld. 

What is Persephone responsible 
for?

Persephone’s story explains how the four 
seasons of the year came about. 

19 – Fate and Omens

What is a seer?
They read divine signs and omens 
correctly, specialising in art. 

What was the role of priests?
Priests helped people to understand what 
behaviour the gods would reward or 
punish and consulted them on how to act.

What is the Oracle at Delphi?
The oracle was a woman chosen by priests 
to communicate with Apollo. 

20 - Temples
What were the grandest 
buildings in Greek cities?

Temples were large rectangular buildings 
propped up with stone columns. 

What were temples used for?
They were used to worship the gods. Each 
city had its own temple to a god. 

How were the temples built?
Big chunks of limestone and marble 
stones were stacked on top of each other.

What are the different styles 
of Greek columns?

• Doric – plain design
• Ionic – carved with spirals
• Corinthian – more decoration was 

added
• Caryatids – carved to look like women
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21 - Entertainment
When did plays become popular in 
Ancient Greece?

Plays became popular in the 6th century BC. 

Which god inspired the art of 
theatre?

Dionysus inspired plays and theatres in 
Ancient Greece. 

What did theatres look like?
Theatres were large, open-air spaces, carved 
into natural sloped with tiered seating. 

Why was there tiered-seating?
The design helped sound to carry well so 
that everyone could hear the actors’ voices. 

What are the different types of 
plays?

• Tragedies – a hero would suffer a terrible 
fate

• Comedies – about ordinary people’s lives 
with a lot of jokes 

What did actors wear?
Only men were allowed to act and they 
would wear masks with different 
expressions. 

Key vocabulary

St
at

u
e

Latin word “statua” 
(image, statue, 
representation)

A 3D representation usually of a 
person, animal or mythical being

P
o

tt
e

ry

Old French origin 
“poterie”

The art of making containers, 
sculptures and other objects of 
clay, which is shaped and then 
baked at a high temperature, to 
harden it

P
ai

n
t Latin word “pingere” 

(paint, represent in 
picture, stain) 

Adds colour to the surface of an 
object by covering it with a 
pigmented (coloured) coating

D
e

co
ra

te
 

Latin word “decus” 
(ornament, dignity, 
honour)   

To make something more 
attractive by adding beautiful 
things 

C
re

at
u

re
 

Latin word “creatus” 
(to make, bring forth, 
produce)   

A living person or animal 

H
er

o

Greek word “hērōe” 
(defender, protector) 

A person who is brave and noble. 
A person who has special 
achievements, abilities and 
personal qualities regarded as a 
role model by others

G
o

d

Old English origin 
“got” meaning ‘that 
which is invoked’ 

A superhuman being or spirit 
worshipped by humans 
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22 – Artistic Achievements

Why did the Ancient Greeks 
make statues?

They made them for memorials and 
gravestones and to decorate buildings. 

Why did the Ancient Greeks 
make pottery and vases?

They were used for ornaments but also for 
storage. 

Were potters important in 
Greek society?

They were professional craftsmen and 
children in the family grew up learning the 
craft. 

What did the Greeks use to 
make pottery?

They used a potters wheel, which was 
invented by Athena. 

What was often painted on the 
vases?

Vases were often painted with scenes from 
everyday life or with scenes from myths. 

How did Greeks decorate the 
vases?

They were decorated by skilled painted with 
a unique style, illustrating red or black 
figures. 

23 – Mythical Monsters
What did the Greeks believe 
existed other than humans?

The world was inhabited by many races such 
as the Amazons, the Centaurs and the Giants. 

What are the most common 
Greek mythical creatures?

Pegasus, Satyrs, Echidna, the Gorgons 
(Medusa), the Harpies, the Minotaur, the 
Chimera, the Hydra, the Scylla, the Cyclops, 
Ladon and the Sphinx. 

What was the purpose of 
creatures?

They impacted the daily lives of the Greeks 
and were seen as part of religion. 

24 – Ancient Greek Heroes 
What were heroes in Ancient 
Greece?

People who were endowed with exceptional 
qualities, skills and strength.

What is a demi-god?
When one parent is immortal and the other 
is mortal. 

Who was Perseus?
Perseus killed the Gorgon Medusa by cutting 
her head off. 

Who was Theseus?
Theseus defeated the Minotaur in a 
labyrinth. 

Who was Jason?
Jason was sent to fetch the famous Golden 
Fleece and he built a ship called the Argo. 

Who was Atalanta?
Atalanta was a skilled and athletic and a 
famous huntress brought up by a she-bear. 

Who was Bellerophon?
Bellerophon killed the monster Chimera 
with Pegasus. 

Who was Heracles?
He was a famous hero known for his 
incredible strength and bravery.

What is Heracles’ Roman name? Hercules is the Roman name in Latin. 

Why did Heracles have to 
perform the 12 Labours?

He committed a crime so he had to perform 
a series of tasks for his cousin, the king. 
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25 – Greeks at war 

What was the Peloponnesian 
War?

Sparta and Athens fought in a long war from 431 
to 404 BC. 

Who was the biggest enemy 
of the Ancient Greeks?

Their biggest enemy were the Persians, who 
came from an area around modern-day Iran. 

What is a hoplite?
A soldier in the Greek army who fought with a 
long spear and a large round shield.

What is a phalanx?

The formation the Greeks used during war when 
the hoplites lined up in ranks and locked their 
shields together with just their spears pointing 
over the top. 

What were triremes?
Greek warships with three banks of oars and 
sails. The front had a sharp metal ram to crash 
into the enemy. 

Key vocabulary

W
ar

Old English origin 
“wyrre” meaning 
large-scale military 
conflict 

A situation or a period of fighting 
between countries or groups of 
people which generally involved 
weapons and soldiers

A
rm

y Latin word “armatus” 
(armed, equipped, in 
arms)

A large, organised group of 
soldiers trained to fight other 
armies or groups

H
o

p
lit

e Greek word “hopla” 
(gear for war) 

Citizen-soldiers of Ancient Greek 
city-states who were armed with 
spears and shields

P
h

al
an

x Greek word 
“phalangos” (line of 
battle) 

A body of heavily armed solders 
formed in close deep ranks and 
lines 

Tr
ir

em
e

 Greek word “tri” 
(three) and “remus”  
(oar) 

An ancient oar-driven warship 
powered by about 170 oars men 

Ep
ic

Greek word “epikos” 
(a word, tale, story, 
promise, prophecy)

Telling a great and heroic story or 
poem which can be read in smaller 
stories

C
h

ar
ac

te
ri

st
ic Greek word 

“kharakteristikos” (a 
distinctive trait) 

A distinguishing trait, quality or 
property of someone or 
something 
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26 – The Trojan War
What is the story of the 
Trojan War called by 
Homer?

The poet Homer wrote about the mythical 
war called The Iliad. 

What is an epic?
An epic is a large body of work that can be 
broken down into a number of smaller 
stories.

When did Homer write the 
legend of the Trojan War?

Homer wrote this epic around the 8th

century BC. 

How did the Trojan War 
begin?

The war began with a disagreement 
between the Olympian gods, which is known 
as the Apple of Discord. 

Why did the war break out 
between the Greeks and the 
Trojans?

Paris, the prince of Troy, stole Helen, the 
queen of Sparta and all the Greek city-states 
got together to get her back. 

How long did the war last? The war is said to have lasted 10 years. 

Who is Achilles?
Achilles was the greatest warrior of the 
Greeks during the war. 

What does the saying 
‘Achilles' heel’ mean?

A weakness despite overall strength in a 
particular area. 

What is the Trojan Horse?
A giant wooden horse where the Greek 
soldiers hid and attack the Trojans at night. 

27 – The Odyssey

Who was Odysseus?
He was the king of Ithaca and he came up 
with the idea of creating the Trojan Horse 
which helped the Greeks win the war. 

What is The Odyssey?
The Odyssey was written by Homer and it 
tells the story after the war and Odyssey’s 
struggles to return to Ithaca.

How long did Odysseus’ 
travels last?

The entire trip back took 10 years. 

What were Odysseus’ main 
characteristics?

He was known to be intelligent, brave and 
cunning. 
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Key vocabulary

In
te

ge
r

From Latin 
"integer"

A whole number that can be 
positive or negative.

M
u

lt
ip

le From Late Latin 
"multiplus" and 
from Latin "multi"

The times tables of a number

Fa
ct

o
r

From French 
"facteur"

A number that divides exactly 
into another number without a 
remainder. Factors come in 
pairs.

P
ri

m
e 

N
u

m
b

er From Old French 
"prime" and from 
Latin "primus"

A number with exactly two 
factors. One and itself

Si
gn

if
ic

an
t 

Fi
gu

re
s Figure from Old 

French "figurer"
The digits in a number except 
zeros at the start of the number

D
e

ci
m

al
 

P
la

ce
s

From Old French 
"place" and from 
Medieval Latin 
"placea"

Position of a number after the 
decimal point. Commonly 
shortened to DP

1 – Prime Factor Decomposition

How do you write 72 as a 
product of its prime factors?

This means you can only use 
prime numbers to divide until 
you cannot divide anymore. 

Here are the first 7 prime 
numbers:
2,3,5,7,11,13,17…..
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2 – LCM (Lowest Common Multiple) 

What is the LCM of 4 and 6?

For this question, you should 
list the multiples of 4 and 6 
and find the lowest common 
number from both

4= 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24

6 = 6, 12, 18, 24, 30

12 is the lowest common 
multiple

3 – HCF (Highest Common Factor)

What is the HCF of 14 and 
28?

List the factors of 14 and 
then 28 and find the highest 
common factor from both 
lists

14 = 1, 2, 7, 14

28 = 1, 2, 4, 7, 14, 28

14 is the highest common factor

Note: 1, 2 and 7 are also common 
factors but they are not the 
highest.

Key vocabulary

B
as

e
 n

u
m

b
e

r From Old French 
"bas" and from 
Latin "basis"

The big number on the left. 
The number that will be 
multiplied by itself.

In
d

ic
e

s From Latin 
"indicium"

The small number on the top-
right; the number of times a 
value is multiplied by itself.

Es
ti

m
at

e

From Latin 
"aestimatus"

Find an answer close to the 
true answer but easier to 
calculate.

R
o

u
n

d

From Anglo-French 
"rounde" and from 
Old French "roont"

Make a number simpler but 
keep its value close to what is 
was.

M
u

lt
ip

ly From Old French 
"multiplier"

Repeated addition, lots of, 
times, product

D
iv

id
e From Latin 

"dividere"
Split into equal groups, share 
equally
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4 – Angle Facts

Angles on a straight lines add 
up to 180°

Angles in any triangle add up 
to 180°

5 – Angle Facts

Angles in right angle add up 
to 90°

Angles around a point add up 
to 360°

Key vocabulary

A
n

gl
e

From Latin "Angli" The amount of turn from one 
straight line to another 
straight line connected at a 
point.

D
e

gr
e

e
s From Old French 

"degré"
Measurement for angles.

R
ig

h
t 

an
gl

e From Old French 
"quartil" and from 
Medieval Latin 
"quartilus"

A 90 degree angle.

A
cu

te
 

an
gl

e

From Latin 
"acutus"

An angle which is less than 90 
degrees

O
b

tu
se

 
an

gl
e

From Latin 
"obtusus"

An angle which is less than 
180 degrees but greater than 
90 degrees.

R
ef

le
x 

an
gl

e from Late Latin 
"reflexus"

An angle which is greater than 
180 degrees but less than 360 
degrees.



24+4+2 = 6cm

22cm

Maths

6 – Perimeter of 2D Shapes

Add up the outside edges of 
the shape:
Rectangle:
Top = bottom
Left = right

Square:
All sides equal length

6 + 2 + 6 + 2 = 16cm

7 – Perimeter of Compound Shapes

1. Find the missing lengths
2. Add up the outside 

edges of the shape

9 + 2 + 5 + 4 + 4 + 6 = 30cm

Key vocabulary

P
er

im
et

er

From Latin 
"perimetros" and 
from Greek 
"perimetron"

The distance around the 
outside of a shape.

C
o

m
p

o
u

n
d

 
sh

ap
e

s

From Middle 
French "componre, 
compondre" and 
from Latin 
"componō"

A shape made up of two or 
more basic shapes.

M
et

ri
c 

u
n

it
s From French 

"métrique"
A system of units based on the 
powers of 10 e.g. centimeter, 
millimeter.

Im
p

er
ia

l 
u

n
it

s

From Old French 
"imperial, emperial
"

Old units of measurement such 
as miles, feet, gallons

R
ec

ta
n

gl
e From French 

"rectangle"
A quadrilateral with 2 pairs of 
equal (opposite) sides and 4 
equal 90 degree angles.

P
o

ly
go

n

From Late Latin 
"polygonum" and 
from Greek 
"polygōnon"

Shape with 3 or more sides.

26cm

4 - 5 =  4cm
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8 – Area of 2D Shapes

Area of Quadrilateral

= 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 × 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

Base = How wide the shape is
Height = How tall the shape is

Find the area of this rectangle

Area: 𝟏𝟐 × 𝟓 = 𝟔𝟎𝒄𝒎𝟐

9 – Area of 2D Shapes

Area of Triangle

=
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 × 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

2

OR = (𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 × 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡) ÷ 2

Find the area of this triangle

Area: 
8 × 6

2
=

48

2
= 𝟔𝟎𝟐𝟒

Note: It is the perpendicular height

Key vocabulary

A
re

a From Latin "area" The space inside the shape.

Q
u

ad
ri

la
te

ra
l

From Latin 
"quadrilaterus"

A polygon (shape) with 4 
straight sides and 4 angles

Tr
ia

n
gl

e

from Old French 
"triangle" and from 
Latin 
"triangulum "triangl
e,"

A polygon with three straight 
sides and three angles.

Sq
u

ar
e From Old French 

"esquire"
A quadrilateral with 2 pairs of 
equal (opposite) sides and 4 
equal 90 degree angles

P
ar

al
le

lo
gr

am From Late Latin 
"parallelogrammum
", from Greek 
"parallelogrammon"

A quadrilateral with 2 pairs of 
equal, parallel sides.

Tr
ap

ez
iu

m From Greek 
"trapezion"

A quadrilateral with 1 pair of 
parallel sides.

5cm

12cm

8cm

6cm
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10 – Simplifying Fractions

Divide both numbers by the 
highest common factor – the 
highest number that can be 
divided by both

Note: there are other common 
factors but these are the highest

11 – Ordering Fractions

1. Make all the 
denominators the same 
(find the common 
denominator)

2. Order them based on 
the numerator 

3. Write the original 
fractions

Order these fractions

Key vocabulary

Fr
ac

ti
o

n From Anglo-French 
"fraccioun" and from
Late Latin 
"fractionem"

Tells us how many parts of a 
whole we have.

N
u

m
er

at
o

r From Late Latin 
"numerator"

The top number in a fraction: 
how many parts we have.

D
e

n
o

m
in

at
o

r

From Medieval Latin 
"denominator"

The bottom number in a 
fraction: how many equal 
parts the whole is divided 
into.

Eq
u

iv
al

en
t From Late Latin 

"aequivalentem" and 
from Latin "aequus"

Two things are equal – they 
represent the same value.

Si
m

p
le

st
 f

o
rm

Form from Old 
French "forme" and 
from Latin "forma"

The fraction cannot be 
simplified any more – the 
numerator and denominator 
are co-prime so there are no 
common factors except 1.

A
sc

e
n

d
in

g From Latin 
"ascendere"

Increasing in size (smallest to 
largest).

÷ 𝟒 = 
𝟏

𝟐÷ 𝟒

÷ 𝟓 = 
𝟑

𝟒÷ 𝟓

× 𝟐

× 𝟐

× 𝟓

× 𝟓

× 𝟏𝟎

× 𝟏𝟎

× 𝟒

× 𝟒
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12 – Adding/Subtracting Fractions

1. Multiply denominators 
to get a common 
denominator 

2. Cross multiply to get the 
numerators

3. Add/subtract the 
numerators keeping the 
denominator the same

Calculate

13 – Converting mixed fractions to improper

1. Multiply the larger 
number by the 
denominator 

2. Add the numerator to 
this number

3. Write this over the 
original denominator

Write as an improper fraction

Key vocabulary

D
e

sc
e

n
d

in
g From Old French 

"descendre" and 
from Latin 
"descendere"

Decreasing in size (largest to 
smallest.

P
e

rc
e

n
t From the Latin 

words "Per 
Centum"

Parts per 100.

D
ec

im
al

From Medieval 
Latin "decimalis" 
and from Latin 
"decimus"

A number that contains a 
decimal point.

C
o

n
ve

rt

From Old French 
"convertir" and 
from Latin 
"convertere"

Change e.g. from a mixed 
number to an improper 
fraction.

Im
p

ro
p

er
 

fr
ac

ti
o

n From Old French 
"improper"

A fraction greater than one 
where the numerator is larger 
than the denominator.

M
ix

ed
 

n
u

m
b

e
r from Anglo-

French mixte
A number formed of both an 
integer part and a fraction part.

3

4
+

1

12

=   
36

48
+

4

48
=
40
48 =

5
6

2
3

4
𝟐 × 𝟒 = 𝟖

𝟖 + 𝟑 = 𝟏𝟏

11

4
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14 – Simplifying Expressions 

Collect all the like terms –
terms that have the same 
ending

Simplify 

3a  +  5b  +  7a  +  8b

2x  +  6y  - 7x  + 10y

15 – Substitution 

Replace the letter by the 
appropriate number 

Note: Remember when a 
number and letter are together, 
they are multiplied together 
(brackets mean times)

Substitute a=3 and b=4 into:

2a + 3b
2(3) + 3(4) = 6 + 12 = 18

-3a + 7b
-3(3) + 7(4) = -9 + 28 = 19

Key vocabulary

Si
m

p
lif

y

From Medieval 
Latin "simplificare”

Collect ‘like terms’ by 
adding/subtracting the 
coefficients.

V
ar

ia
b

le From Old 
French ”variable”

A letter that represents any 
number. It can take on any 
value.

C
o

ef
fi

ci
en

t From Medieval 
Latin “termen”

The number before the variable 
(letter).

Te
rm

From Medieval 
Latin “termen”

The variable(s), coefficient and 
symbol (+/-) before it.

Su
b

st
it

u
te from 

Latin ”substitutus”
Replace a variable (letter) with a 
number.

Fo
rm

u
la

From 
Latin ”formula”

A mathematical relationship or 
rule expressed in symbols.

= 10a + 13b

= -5x + 16y
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16 – Expand

Multiply everything outside 
the bracket with everything 
inside the bracket

Expand

3 ( x + 4 )

= 3x + 12

-4y ( p + 7 )

= -4yp – 28y

17 – Factorise

Write your brackets
Take out the common factor 
(number and letter)
Write inside the bracket 
what should be multiplied by 
the common factor to get 
back to the original 
expression

Factorise

9x + 27
9 ( ?   +   ? )

9 × = 9𝑥
9 × = 27

9 (  x  +   3 )

Key vocabulary

Ex
p

an
d

From Anglo-French 
"espaundre"

Multiply each term in the 
bracket by what is outside the 
bracket.

Ex
p

re
ss

io
n From Late Latin 

"expressionem"
A collection of terms (variables, 
coefficients, operator symbols) 
but no equals (=) sign.

Fa
ct

o
ri

se

From Anglo-French 
"fraccioun" and 
from Late Latin 
"fractionem"

Put into brackets. Look for the 
highest common factor (HCF) of 
all the terms. It is the opposite 
of expanding brackets

Sq
u

ar
e From Old French 

"esquire"
Multiply by itself

Eq
u

at
io

n From Latin 
"aequationem"

Mathematical statement in 
which two expressions are set 
equal to each other.

So
lu

ti
o

n

From Old French 
"solucion" and from 
Latin "solutionem"

A value, or values, we can put in 
place of a variable (such as x) 
that makes the equation true.
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18 – Finding the nth term

Write DI N O:
1. Find the difference 

between each term and 
write it

2. Write n 
3. Write down the 0th term 

by doing the opposite of 
the common rule 

Find the nth term: 5, 8, 11, 14,.

5, 8, 11, 14, 

= 3n + 2

19 – Generating a sequence

1. Replace n with 1, 2, 3, 
4,…

2. Substitute in these 
values to the nth term 
and write out the result

Generate the first 3 terms from 
the sequence: 4n -1 

n = 1   4(1) - 1 = 3 
n = 2   4(2) - 1 = 7 

n = 3   4(3) - 1 = 11

= 3, 7, 11

Key vocabulary

Se
q

u
en

ce From Old French 
"sequence" and from 
Medieval Latin 
"sequentia"

A list of numbers or shapes 
that follows a particular 
rule.

Te
rm

 t
o

 
te

rm
 r

u
le

From Medieval Latin 
"termen"

The rule that tells us how to 
go from one term to the 
next.

A
ir

th
m

at
ic From Latin 

"arithmetica" and from 
Greek "arithmetike"

The term-to-term rule is add 
or subtract the same 
number. E.g. add 3 or 
subtract 6

C
o

m
m

o
n

 
d

if
fe

re
n

ce Difference from Latin 
"differentia"

The number you add in the 
term-to-term rule in an 
arithmetic sequence

Sq
u

ar
e 

n
u

m
b

er
s

Square from Old French 
"esquire"

The result of when a 
number is multiplied by 
itself.
1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 
81, 100

Tr
ia

n
gu

la
r 

n
u

m
b

er

Triangular from Late 
Latin "triangularis"

Start at 1, then add 2, then 
3, then 4, then 5 etc. to each 
new term so the sequence is 
1, 3, 6, 10, 15…

+𝟑 +𝟑 +𝟑

−𝟑

2
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20 - BIDMAS

BIDMAS stands for:
Brackets, Indices, Divide, Multiply, 
Add and Subtract

Calculate 

12 + 4 ÷ 4

= (16) ÷ 𝟒
= 𝟒

21 - BIDMAS

This is the order for which 
you need to carry out 
operations

Calculate 

72 ÷ 6 − 3

= 𝟏𝟐 − 𝟑
= 𝟗

Calculate 

9 × 3 + 3

= 𝟐𝟕 +𝟑
= 𝟑𝟎

Key vocabulary

B
ID

M
A

S

- The order of operations we use 
to do a calculation.
Stands for:
Brackets, Indices, Divide, 
Multiply, Add and Subtract

Su
b

tr
ac

t From Latin 
"subtractus"

Difference, take away, minus, 
less than.

A
d

d

From Latin 
"addere"

Total, sum, plus, more than.

D
iv

id
e From Latin "divider" Split into equal groups, share 

equally.

M
u

lt
ip

ly

From Old French 
"multiplier" and 
from Latin 
"multiplicare"

Repeated addition, lots of, 
times, product.

O
p

er
at

io
n From Latin 

"operatio"
Calculation from zero or more 
input values (called operands) 
to an output value.
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22 – Simplify Ratio

Divide both numbers by the 
highest common factor – the 
highest number that can be 
divided by both

Simplify the ratios:
15 : 35

5 : 7
32 : 48

2 : 3

23 – Share Ratio

Add up the ratio
Divide the total by the added 
ratio
Multiply this number by the 
values in the original ratio 

Share £72 in the ratio 3 : 5 
3 : 5             =  8

15 : 25          = 72 

Share £22 in the ratio 4 : 7 
4 : 7             =  11

8 : 14          =   22 

Key vocabulary

R
at

io

From Latin "ratio" Relationship between the 
number of parts.
Has a colon ( : )

Si
m

p
lif

y

From French 
"simplifier" and 
from Medieval 
Latin "simplificare"

Collect ‘like terms’ by 
adding/subtracting the 
coefficients.

U
n

it
ar

y From Late 
"Latin monas"

Finding the value of a single unit 
and then finding the necessary 
value by multiplying the single 
unit value.

Sh
ar

e

From Old English 
"scearu" and from 
Proto-Germanic 
"skeraz"

Split into parts, but not 
necessarily equally, in a 
predefined ratio.

Eq
u

iv
al

en
t From Late Latin 

"aequivalentem"
Equal, the same value. They 
have the same simplest form

P
ro

p
o

rt
io

n From Old French 
"proporcion"

an equation which defines that 
the two given ratios are 
equivalent to each other.

÷ 𝟓 ÷ 𝟓

÷ 𝟏𝟔 ÷ 𝟏𝟔

× 𝟗 ÷× 𝟗× 𝟗

× 𝟐 ÷× 𝟐× 𝟐
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24 – Mean

Add up all the numbers and 
divide by how many 
numbers there are

Find the mean of the following 
data set:
4, 9, 12, 3, 9, 20, 13
Total of numbers:
4 + 9 + 12 + 3 + 9 + 20 + 13 = 70
There are seven numbers
Mean = 𝟕𝟎 ÷ 𝟏𝟎 = 𝟕

25 – Median

Order the numbers and pick 
the middle number – there 
should be the same amount 
of numbers on either side of 
the median

Find the median of the data set:
4, 9, 12, 3, 9, 20, 13            (odd)
3, 4, 9, 9, 12, 13, 20
Median = 9

Find the median of the data set:
4, 9, 12, 3, 9, 20, 13, 24     (even)
3, 4, 9, 9, 12, 13, 20, 24

Median = 10.5

Key vocabulary

Th
ee

 
A

ve
ra

ge
s From French 

"avarie"
Mean, Median, Mode

B
ia

s From French 
"biais"

Unfair, sways the results 
inaccurately.

B
ar

 c
h

ar
t From French 

"charte" and from 
late Latin "charta"

A display of data where the bar 
heights show the frequencies

P
ic

to
gr

am

From the Latin 
word "pictus"

A chart using pictures to 
represent quantities. Must 
have a key to say what each 
picture represents.

St
em

 &
 le

af
 

d
ia

gr
am

From French
"Diagramme"

A display of data that shows 
groups of data arranged by 
place value. Leaves are only 
the final digit of each number 
and must be ordered. The stem 
is the other digits. It must have 
a key.

C
o

rr
el

at
io

n From French 
"correlation"

A relationship between two 
variables.

𝟗 + 𝟏𝟐 ÷ 𝟐 = 𝟏𝟎. 𝟓



Maths

26 – Range

Range is the difference 
between the highest and 
lowest value

Range =
Highest value – lowest value

Find the range of the following 
data set:
4, 7, 8, 12, 3, 4 ,6, 28, 10, 15, 23
Highest value = 28
Lowest value = 3
Range = 28 – 3 = 25

27 – Mode

Mode is the most common 
number (if there are two 
numbers that come up an 
equal amount of times, they 
are both the mode)

Find the mode of the following 
data set:
3, 8, 2, 13, 15, 12, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6,19

Mode = 6

Key vocabulary

R
an

ge

From Old French 
"reng"

Gives you the spread of data 
and is found by biggest value 
subtract the smallest value.

Q
u

an
ti

ta
ti

ve
 

d
at

a

From Medieval 
Latin
"guantitativus"

Data categorized by numbers –
it can be discrete or continuous

M
o

d
e

From Old French 
"mode" and directly 
from Latin "modus"

The value that occurs most 
often.

P
ri

m
ar

y 
d

at
a

From Latin 
"primaries"

Data you collect yourself.

Se
co

n
d

ar
y 

d
at

a

From Latin 
"secundarius"

Data collected by someone else.

Sa
m

p
le

From Anglo-French 
"saumple"

A smaller group, taken from the 
whole population
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Key vocabulary

D
yn

am
ic

s Greek word ”dynamis” (force, 
power)

How loud or quiet a piece 
of music is

Te
m

p
o Latin word ”tempus” (time) How fast or slow a piece of 

music is

A
rt

ic
u

la
ti

o
n Latin word "jointed" (divided 

into joints)
How the music is played
e.g. smoothly, detached

D
u

ra
ti

o
n Old French word “duracioun” 

(to harden)
How long or short the music 
is

Te
xt

u
re From Latin ”textura” (web, 

texture, structure)
How many sounds there are 
in the music
Thick or thin

P
it

ch

Old English ”pician” 
(from the source of pitch)

How high or low the music is

St
ru

ct
u

re Latin word ”structura which 
means” (a fitting together, 
building)

How the piece of music is laid 
out

Ti
m

b
re Greek word “tympanon” 

(drum)
The different instrumental 
sounds

Music

1 – Elements of music

What are the elements of music? 1. Articulation
2. Tempo
3. Dynamics
4. Duration
5. Texture
6. Pitch
7. Silence
8. Structure
9. Timbre

What do the elements of music do? They are the building bricks of all music 
without them music would not exist.



Music

2 – Treble clef and Keyboard skills

What is the Treble clef
(Draw a treble clef)
What is another name for the 
treble clef?

Clef that we tells use what the notes are 
on the stave.
G Clef

What are the set of five lines 
called that we write music on?

Stave

What is the order of notes on 
the keyboard?

What are the two rhymes to 
Rember the notes of the treble 
clef Lines and Spaces

Lines – Every Good Boy Deveres Fun

Spaces – FACE in the space

Which words are commonly 
used to remember the 7 letters 
of the musical alphabet

Chicken – Dog - Egg (CDE) Front –
Granny – Auntie – Back (FGAB)

Describe where your hands sit 
on the keyboard in order to 
play?

Right hand like a spider with your thumb 
sitting on C, your fingers then sit on one 
note each.
Thumb on C , Index finger on D, Middle 
finger on E

3 – Note names and Beats/ Values
What is the name for a note that 
lasts 4 beats?

Semibreve

What is the name for a note that 
lasts 2 beats?

Minim

What is the name for a note that 
lasts 1 beat?

Crotchet

What is the name for a note that 
lasts ½ beat?

Quaver

What is the name for a note that 
lasts ¼ beat?

Semiquaver

What are the different notes used 
in music?



Key vocabulary

Fo
rt

e

Latin word ”fortis” 
(strong)

Loud or strong

M
e

zz
o

Latin word “medius” 
(medium)

Medium or half 

P
ia

n
o

Italian word “piano” for 
the instrument: piano e 
forte, "soft and loud."

Soft or quiet

C
re

sc
en

d
o Latin word “crescendo” 

and ”crescere” (to 
increase, grow)

Gradually getting louder

D
im

in
u

e
n

d
o Latin word “deminuer” 

(lessening, diminishing)
Gradually getting quieter

Music

4 – Dynamic markings

What are dynamics used for? Use to change how loud or quite the music is.

What are the different dynamic 
markings and meanings?

Fortissimo
Forte
Mezzo Forte
Mezzo Piano
Piano
Pianissimo
Crescendo
Diminuendo or decrescendo



Key vocabulary

A
n

d
an

te

Latin word “ambitus” 
(to go round, go 
about)

Walking speed

P
re

st
o

Latin word “praestus” 
(ready)

Very fast

La
rg

o

Latin word 
“ligare” (tie)

To lay smoothly

P
iz

zi
ca

to

Italian word 
“pizzicato” (plucked, 
to sting)

To pluck the strings and play 
detached

Te
n

u
to

Latin 
word ”tenere” (to 
hold)

To broaden out a note

Music

5 – Tempo

What Does Tempo mean and how 
does it effect music?

1. H fast or slow a piece of music is.
2. Tells you haw fast to play a piece of music.

What are the different tempo 
markings?

Presto – Very Fast
Andante – Walking Speed

6– Articulation markings
Name the different articulation 
markings?

• Largo - play smoothly
• Pizzicato – plucking the stings and making it 

sound detached
• Tenuto – broadens out a note
• Dot - adds half the value of the note to its self

Why are articulations important in 
music?

It can be used to change the character of the 
music



Key vocabulary

M
o

n
o

p
h

o
n

ic Greek word “mono-
” (single)  and “-
phone” (sound, voice)

A single line of music being 
played.

P
o

ly
p

h
o

n
ic Greek word 

”polyphōnos” (having 
many voices or 
sounds)

Many lines of music being 
played.

Music

7– Texture
Why is texture important in music? 1. Describes how many sounds we can hear in 

music.
2. Can tell the listener what tye of music they 

are listenign to.

Name the different types of texture 
used in music?

Monophonic – a single line of music
Polyphonic – many different lines of music 
played together

8 – Soundscapes and Graphic Scores

What is a Soundscape? A piece of music that represents a view or 
scene.

What is a graphic score? Symbols to represent the different sounds.

Why are graphic scores used to write 
out soundscape music?

It is easier to depict the sound you want to 
represent.



Key vocabulary

C
h

o
rd

Latin word “chorda” (catgut, 
a string of a musical 
instrument)

One more notes played 
together

A
 c

ap
p

el
la

Italian word “cappella” 
(chapel – ‘in the style of 
Church music’, literally 
‘according to the chapel’)

Singing without 
instrumental 
accompaniment

Music

9 – Britpop and Rock music
What are the two main influences of pop 
music?

Social changes and technology

What are the features of Britpop and rock 
music?

Social developments hair styles, fashion, 
current affairs as lyrics and band styles.

Technology developments exploring new 
technology.

Both were trying to encourage a wider 
listening form different generation.

What is Binary Form? AB or AABB where the music is made up of 
two sections.

What is ternary form? ABA where music is split into two section but 
A sandwiches section B.

What does a cappella mean? Singing without instrumental 
accompaniment

Describe how a Britpop band is created ? Britpop bands are made up of 5 main 
instruments:
• Voice – singer
• Drummer
• Guitarist
• Bassist
• Keyboard
(sometimes there are more instruments 
being doubled like 2 guitars)



Key vocabulary

To
n

e
 a

n
d

 
se

m
it

o
n

e Latin word ”tonus” (a 
sound, tone, accent -
literally ‘stretching’)

Tone = A whole step

Semitone = half step

Sh
ar

p

Old English word 
“scearp” (having a 
cutting edge; pointed)

Riases a note by a semitone

Fl
at

English world (openly, 
directly)

Lowers a note by a semitone

N
at

u
ra

l

Latin word ”naturalis” 
(by birth, according to 
nature)

Returns notes to their natural 
state

Music

10 – Tone, Semitone and Accidentals

What does a sharp do to a note? A half a step between two notes.
e.g. C – C#

What does a flat do to a note? Is flattens the note by a semitone.
e.g E- E flat

What does a Natural do to a note? It returns a note to its natural state
e.g. E flat – E or F# - F

What does a chord look like? 3 notes stacked one on top of the other



Key vocabulary

O
st

in
at

o

Latin word 
“obstinatus” (resolute, 
resolved, determined, 
inflexible, stubborn)

A repeated melody or rhythm 
that repeats through a piece of 
music

Ti
m

e
 s

ig
n

at
u

re Latin word 
“signatus” (to mark 
with stamp, sign)

Two numbers at the start of a 
piece of music that indicates 
how many beats in a bar and 
what type of note you are 
counting in

Sy
n

co
p

at
io

n Latin word 
“syncopationem” (a 
shortening or 
contraction)

Meaning off-beat

Music

11 – Reggae

Where and when did Reggae music 
originate?

Jamaica in the 1960s.

What are the main types of music 
developed to and from reggae?

• Ska – fast tempo, off beat lyrics to accompany 
vocalist.

• Rocksteady – medium tempo lyrics on beat, 
band use to accompany vocalist.

• Mento – Slow traditional music of Jamaica, 
banjo and drums used to accompany vocals, 
storytelling passing on through aural tradition 
(by listening, not written down)

• Calypso – slow normally has no lyrics, relaxing 
music and uses steal pans passing on through 
aural tradition (by listening, not written down)

What was Reggae music used for? Peaceful protesting

Who helped to bring Reggae music 
to the rest of the world?

Bob Marley

What movement was Bob Marley a 
member of?

The Rastafari movement - a religion or way of life 
strongly associated with reggae rejecting 
materialism and oppression



Music

11 – Reggae (cont.)

What does Ostinato mean? A repeated melody or rhythm that repeats 
through a piece of music.

What is meant by polyrhythms? A rhythm which makes use of two or more 
different rhythms simultaneously

What is a chord progression? The order in which chords are played in a 
song/piece of music

What are the chords played by the 
guitar and piano called?

Skank chords because they play on the off 
beat

What lyrical themes are commonly 
used in Reggae?

Anti-oppression, anti-materialism, respect and 
love

What is a ‘riff’? A short repeated melody in a song or piece of 
music’

What is a bass line? A succession of low-pitched notes (of the 
same or different pitches) that anchor the 
lower registers of a song/piece of music

What is the ‘verse’ in a song?
What is the ‘chorus’ in a song?

A verse is the part of the song that tells the 
story.
The Chorus is the main message of the song 
what you want your audience o remember.

11 – Reggae

What is a time signature and 
what does it tell you?

1. Two numbers at the start of a piece 
of music.

2. They tell you haw many beats are in 
a bar and what type of note you 
are counting in.

What time signature is Reggae 
music normally played in?

4/4 time (1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and)

What does 4/4 time signature 
mean?

Four crotchet beats per bar

How are the ‘and’ beats 
played in Reggae music?

Accentuated with chords played on 
guitar or piano.

What does syncopation 
mean?

Off Beat

What is the tempo of Reggae 
music?

Slow

What does call and response 
mean?

A melody or rhythm is played 
and answered by the same or different 
melody or rhythm.
Question and answer.



Key vocabulary

C
an

o
n

Latin word ”canon (rule, 
measuring line)

A canon is a contrapuntal 
compositional technique that 
employs a melody with one or 
more imitations of the melody 
played after a given duration. The 
initial melody is called the leader, 
while the imitative melody, which 
is played in a different voice, is 
called the follower

G
ro

u
n

d
 b

as
s Latin 

word ”bassus” (short, 
low)

A short repeated melodic line 
(ostinato) using low pitched 
notes

Music
12 – Musical roots

What is the Bass clef
(Draw a bass clef)
What is another name for the treble clef?

Clef that we tells use what the notes are 
on the stave.
F Clef

What are the rhymes to remember the 
notes of the lines and spaces

Lines – Green Boggies Deserve Flicking way

Spaces – All Cows Eat Grass

What is a ground Bass? A short repeated melodic line (ostinato) 
using low pitched notes

What is a Canon? The same melody is played by two or more 
parts, each coming in separately and at 
regular intervals. The parts overlap.

Which instruments normally play the 
ground bass in the canon?

Bass Guitar, Cello, Piano

What is a broken chord? Notes of a chord played one after the 
other.

What is it called when you have a Treble 
and Bass clef combined onto one stave?

The Grand Stave

What do we call the note C that connects 
the Treble and Bass clefs on the Grand 
Staff

Middle C



Key vocabulary

P
o

ly
rh

yt
h

m

Greek word ”poly” 
(many, a lot) and 
“rhythmos” (measured 
flow or movement)

Many lines of music being 
played.

Music

13 – Ghanaian Music

What is music used for in Different 
countries?

Festivals, Ceremonies, weddings, funerals.

What is meant by World music? Music from other countries.

Where is the Hatsiatsia from? Africa used for celebrations and festivals.

What instruments are used in African 
Music?

Drums, a gogos, or any other percussion 
instrument.

How is African music passed on to 
future generations?

Passed down to the next generation but aural 
tradition by listening and learning to elders and 
learning through doing.



Key vocabulary

D
ro

n
e

Greek word ”thronax” 
(idler, lazy worker of a 
bee – making only a 
deep, continuous 
humming sound) 

A single long note

Music

14 – Japanese Music

What is a drone? A long sustained single note

What Is a pentatonic scale? A scale made up of 5 notes 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6.

What is the Shakuhachi? A bamboo flute played in a similar way to the clarinet, 
held in front of the player and not to the side.

What are the Japanese Drums 
called?

Taiko Drums - Drums which come in different sizes to 
create different sounds.

What is a Shamisen? Shamisen is a guitar like instrument which s played by 
hitting the strings with a seashell plectrum.
Only has 3 strings. Japanese equivalent to the violin or 
cello

What is a Koto? Japanese instruments played with your high hand 
plucking the strings with plectrums and the left hand 
changing the pitch by pressing the strings at different 
intervals. Japanese equivalent of the harp.
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Key vocabulary

P
u

ls
e

 R
ai

se
r 

Latin word “pulses” 
meaning regular or 
rhythmical beat

Old Norse word 
“reisa” meaning to 
raise

Gradually increasing the heart rate 
to increase blood flow around the 
body and speed up oxygen delivery

St
re

tc
h

in
g Old English word 

“streccan” meaning 
to stretch, 
spread reach and 
extend.

Performing stretches to mobilize 
muscles and joints that. There are 
two types of stretching.

D
yn

am
ic

 
St

re
tc

h
in

g Old french word 
meaning ‘producing 
motion'

Stretching while moving

St
at

ic
 

St
re

tc
h

in
g

Latin word
“statica”

Holding a stretch position

C
ar

d
io

va
sc

u
la

r 
fi

tn
e

ss

Word from the 
1870's referring to 
the heart and blood 
vessels

A measure of how efficiently your 
body can deliver oxygen and 
nutrients to your working muscles.

1 – Warm Ups 

What are the three stages to an effective 
warm up?

1. Pulse raiser 
2. Stretching (Static & Dynamic)
3. Skill related activity 

Why do we stretch before taking part in 
sport/exercise?

Stretching the muscles will improve flexibility 
and mobilize the joints so the performer is 
physically ready to exercise and take part in 
the sport.

How long should a stretch be held for? A stretch should be held for 10 seconds

2 – Healthy Active Lifestyles

What are the benefits of living a healthy 
active lifestyle?

It improves our physical and social wellbeing

How can we develop our fitness levels? We can perform fitness tests like the 12 
minute cooper run to improve  
cardiovascular endurance

Can a healthy active lifestyle relate to 
emotional and social health?

Yes! It can help our happiness and make 
deal with difficult circumstances in a more 
positive way.
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Key vocabulary

C
ar

d
io

va
sc

u
la

r 
fi

tn
e

ss

Word from the 1870's 
referring to the heart 
and blood vessels

A measure of how efficiently 
your body can deliver oxygen 
and nutrients to your working 
muscles.

St
ra

te
gi

e
s

“agos” ’leader’, 
from ”agein” ’to lead’ 
(from PIE root *ag- "to 
drive, draw out or forth, 
move"

Planning to adjust our physical 
activities to improve our 
performance.

P
e

rs
o

n
al

 
d

ev
el

o
p

m
e

n
t "the internal process of 

expanding and 
growing" 

Increasing our growth by 
setting goals that help us get 
better at an activity

3 - Physical challenges
What is Cardiovascular Endurance? Cardiovascular endurance is the ability to 

continuously exercise without tiring

What athletes would need good 
Cardiovascular endurance?

Long distance runners or cyclists

Why is Cardiovascular endurance 
important for long distance runners?

Good Cardiovascular endurance allows the athlete 
to exercise the entire body for long periods of time.

What test can we complete to test our 
level of Cardiovascular endurance?

12 minute Cooper run or
Multi Stage Fitness Test

What strategies can we use to 
perform well in a long-distance run?

• Pace ourselves
• Keep a positive mental attitude
• Keep on the inside lane
• Stay within 6 places of pacemaker (the runner at 

the front)
• Plan to run faster in last stages of race

What training can we do to improve 
our results in the 12-minute cooper 
run?

• Jogging for 12 minutes at least once a week
• Sprinting for short distances, recovering by 

walking, then repeating
• Cycling / walking for journeys where we usually 

drive
• Participating in extra physical activities

Why is important to set personal 
goals?

• Challenges are positive to our growth as healthy 
individuals

• It makes activities more interesting and engaging
• We feel a sense of achievement when we 

develop and improve
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Key vocabulary

Te
ch

n
iq

u
e

From ”tekhnē” (art, skill, 
craft in work)

Mental and physical techniques 
help to control emotions, 
manage stress and improve 
participation and performance.

4 – Game awareness: Football
Why is it important to refine the 
correct technique for tackling 
safely and effectively in football?

We can remain safe in the game and develop 
our team performance

How are players divided in a 
football team?

A football team consists of 11 players per side 
and is divided into forward, midfield, 
defending, and goalkeeping positions.

What is the role of forward 
players in football?

- their main responsibility is to score goals for 
the team

What is the role of  midfield 
players in football?

midfielders - their main responsibility is to link 
play between the defenders and attackers of a 
team

What is the role of defender 
players in football?

defenders - their main responsibility is to 
prevent the opposition from scoring by working 
with the goalkeeper to protect the goal
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5 – Game awareness: Netball

What areas can Centre 
play in?

In cente, attacking and defending thirds

What areas can Wing 
Attack play in?

In centre and attacking thirds

What area can Wing 
Defense play in?

In centre and defending thirds

What area can Goal 
attack play in?

In centre, attacking thirds & goal circle

What area can Goal 
Defense play in?

In centre, defending thirds & goal circle

What area can Goal 
shooter play in?

In attacking third & goal circle

What area can Goal 
Keeper play in?

In defending third & goal circle

How do you gain points 
in netball?

GA or GS shoots the netball into the net. Each accurate 
shot is a goal.

When a goal is scored the play returns to a centre pass

Key vocabulary

Centre
C

Player that attacks and defends

Wing attack
WA

Player that attacks and plays closely with GA 
and C

Wing defence
WD

Player that defends and works closely with GD 
and C

Goal attack
Player who shoots and works closely with GS 
and C

Goal defence
GD

Player that defends and wirks closely with WD 
and C

Goal shooter
GS

Player who shoots and works closely with GA 
and C

Goak Keeper
GK

Player that defends and works closely with GD 
and WD
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Key vocabulary

R
u

le
s

Latin word “regula” (to 
rule, straighten, guide)

A netballer must follow all rules to 
ensure that injury is avoided.

For example, a Goal Defence must 
ensure that there is 3 foot distance 
between them and Goal Attack 
when marking / defending.

R
e

gu
la

ti
o

n
s Latin word “regulatus” 

(to control by rule, direct)
Sports common ground of set 
standards

R
is

ks

Old Italian word “risco” 
(run into danger)

If players do not play by 
the rules then they are at risk of 
injuring themselves or others.

Equipment not set up correctly is a 
risk to players

6 – Health and safety in sport

What can I do to be a safe 
learner in PE?

1. Always have the correct kit
2. Tie long hair back
3. Do not wear jewellery
4. Have appropriate footwear
5. Listen and follow instructions
6. Warm up and cool down

How can I assess if 
equipment is suitable to 
use?

Always use the right equipment for the sport that you 
are taking part in. For example, do not use a netball to 
play football with

What do I need to learn 
about my sport to help me 
stay safe?

Learn the terms used in the sport / activity
Be aware of the allocated areas of players
Know the roles of the positions within the sport / 
activity

What are the benefits of a 
cool down?

• Reduces your heart and breathing rates and brings 
them back to their resting rates.

• Removes lactic acid
• Helps physical tension ease
• Improves flexibility
• Prevents blood pooling

What exercises can I do to 
cool down?

• Slow movements
• Static stretching for up to 30 seconds
• Passive static stretching for up to 30 seconds ( using 

a stretching aid)
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7 – Sport participation

What factors can influence people's 
choice in sport?

• age
• Gender
• friendships
• ethnicity
• disability
• socio-economic status

How can you increase your sport 
participation?

You can take part in after school clubs, join a local team or become a member of a gym.

What would help a PE teacher 
motivate young people to take part 
regularly in extra-curricular sport?

Involving young people in designing and organising their own sports sessions is known to 
be an effective way to increase their participation.

How can puberty affect 
involvement in sport?

Adolescents experience a growth spurt that changes their physical development. This 
affects how they acquire skills and how they feel, ie confidence, self-esteem and body 
image.

Why might it be harder for older 
people to stay involved in sporting 
activities?

Older people may experience weight-gain and decreasing flexibility and strength, and find 
it harder to recover from injury. They may lose confidence in their physical abilities.

How can gender affect sport 
participation?

In the UK, 1.9 million fewer women than men take part in sport each week. There is a 
significant drop in girls' participation from age 11. By age 14, boys are twice as active as 
girls.

How can disability affect sport 
participation?

• Physical barriers – for example, a lack of or the cost of adapted equipment
• Logistical reasons – for example, a lack of transport or inappropriate communication
• Psychological reasons – for example, lack of confidence, other people's attitudes
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Key vocabulary

Se
d

e
n

ta
ry

 
lif

es
ty

le

Latin ”sedentarius”
(sitting, remaining 

in one place)

A sedentary lifestyle is one with no 
or irregular physical activity and an 
excessive amount of daily sitting

8 – Sedentary lifestyles

What is the recommended 
amount of daily exercise for a 
young person?

At least 60 minutes per day

What intensity of exercise 
should young people be 
participating in?

Moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA)

What type of exercise could a 
young person participate in?

Running, dancing, cycling, swimming, or active 
games like football, netball or basketball

What changes could a young 
person make to their daily 
routine to stay active?

• Walking or cycling to school instead of getting a 
lift

• Going out at breaktime / lunchtime and getting 
involved in physical play instead of sitting down

What could we do around the 
house to increase our physical 
activity?

• Complete energetic chores like hoovering / 
mopping

• Follow a HITT workout clip
• Spend less time sitting or lying down
• Walk up the stairs

What are the effects of a 
sedentary lifestyle?

A sedentary lifestyle can contribute to obesity, 
diabetes, and some types of cancer
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10 – Commercialisation in sport
What forms of 
media 
commercialise
sport?

1. TV and radio
2. Cable and satellite – pay-per-view events
3. Internet
4. Newspapers and magazines
5. Books and films
6. Mobile technology

What are some 
benefits of sport in 
media?

• It can be accessed easily for people to enjoy
• It can help with rules and regulations, such as VAR
• Sportspeople get better coverage of competitions
• Aid to Coaching – lets you study the performance of others

What is VAR? Video Assistant Referee, a system where officials view video footage of important 
incidents during a game in order to advise the referee and correct any mistakes.

What are some of 
the negatives of 
sport in media?

• Edit coverage so it is incomplete or biased
• Obstruct spectators and participants
• Reduce spectator attendance at live events
• Discourage activity by encouraging armchair spectators

What types of 
sponsorship are 
there?

• Individuals – display a logo, wear a particular brand, endorse products, pay training, 
competition and travel costs.

• Teams and clubs – wear kit, display banners, have a company name for the team or 
for the ground or for a stand/court in the ground, pay competition and travel costs.

• Sports – rename competitions, cups and leagues, brand their development 
programmes, improve facilities.

• Events – allow use of their logo on sponsors' products, provide free products to 
participants, and fund the running of the event.

What is 
commercialization?

Commercialism in sport is about making a profit from sport

What are sponsors 
in sports?

Companies who invest in sport / sporting teams

11 – The Golden Triangle
What is the 
Golden 
Triangle?

The relationship between sport, the 
media and sponsorship. It 
represents the commercial –
money-making – nature of sport.
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Key vocabulary

A
gn

o
st

ic
is

m

Greek "a" without, Greek 
word “gnostos” (known) 
and English 
“ism” (distinctive 
practice).

The view that there is not 
sufficient evidence to say 
whether God exists or not.

A
th

e
is

m

Greek "a" without, Greek 
word “theos” (god) and 
English “ism” (distinctive 
practice).

The belief that there is no 
God.

P
o

ly
th

e
is

m

Greek "polu" many, Greek 
word “theos” (god) and 
English “ism” (distinctive 
practice).

The belief, or category of 
beliefs, in several gods.

M
o

n
o

th
ei

sm

Greek "mono" one, Greek 
word “theos” (god) and 
English “ism” (distinctive 
practice)

The belief in one (creator) 
God.

Th
e

is
m

Greek word “theos” (god) 
and English “ism” 
(distinctive practice).

The belief, or category of 
beliefs, in a god or gods.

Religious Studies

1 – Development of religion

Where does the word ‘religion’ come from, 
and what does it mean?

Latin ‘religare’ which means ‘to bind’.

What were the early ‘seeds’ of religion? Shared ideas about the supernatural and 
the spiritual, common rituals and practices, 
and the same ideas about right and wrong.

How does religion ‘bind’ people together? It strengthened communication and co-
operation as people shared ideas and rituals. 
This made living together easier, helping 
societies to grow.

2 – Finding the major world religions

What are the three monotheistic religion? Christianity, Judaism and Islam.

Which three of the world’s major religions 
started in India?

Hinduism, Buddhism and Sikhism.

What is the timeline of the founding of the 
major religions of the world?

1. Hinduism: 2000 BCE

2. Judaism 1500 BCE

3. Buddhism 500 BCE

4. Christianity 30 CE

5. Islam 610 CE

6. Sikhism 1500 CE.



Key vocabulary

H
al

al

Arabic word ”ḥalāl" 
(according to religious 
law)

Any action or thing which is 
permitted or lawful in Islam.

K
o

sh
e

r

Hebrew word 
”kāšēr” (proper)

Fit; proper. Refers to foods 
permitted by Jewish dietary 
laws.

M
yt

h
s Greek word “muthos”  

(speech, thought, 
word)

Stories with a meaning 
or message.

R
e

in
ca

rn
at

io
n English word "re-" 

meaning back again.
Latin word 
“incarnatione” (act of 
being made flesh)

The belief that the soul enters 
a new body after death.

Religious Studies

3 – Connection between the major religions

What are the Seven Dimensions of religion? 1. Beliefs and teachings

2. Stories

3. Rules

4. Rituals

5. Feelings

6. Social

7. Material

What beliefs and teachings do all religions 
have in common?

Human beings are reborn or resurrected 
after death.

What is a common story shared within 
monotheistic religions?

The story of Adam and Eve.

4 – Symbolism in religions

What is a myth? A story with a meaning or message.

Why do religions use symbols? As reminders of important teachings, to show 
respect, to express emotions.

What are the 5 K's? Five items Khalsa Sikhs wear as symbols of their 
religion.



Key vocabulary

K
ar

m
a

Sanskrit word 
“karman” (action, 
effect, fate)

All actions have 
consequences.

Religious Studies

5 – Worship and morality

What is worship? Showing the ‘worth’ of something or someone.

Why do religions teach 
that morality is a religious duty?

Showing respect to God’s creation shows respect to 
God. For example, the Ten Commandments combine 
those regarding God with those regarding treatment 
of others.

Why do religious believers worship 
together?

1. To strengthen their faith

2. To feel the presence of God

3. To strengthen prayers

4. To get a more powerful communication 
with God

6 – Practices and celebrations

Why do some religious people fast? Spiritual discipline; to empathise with the 
poor

Why are rites of passage important in 
religion?

They mark change in the lives of 
individuals, shared by family and the wider 
community.

Give three ways religion influences everyday 
life in the UK.

1. Holidays and special occasions, e.g. 
Christmas.

2. School terms
3. Popular names



Key vocabulary

Sy
m

b
o

l

Greek word 
”sumbolon” (mark, 
token)

A character used as 
a conventional representation 
of an object, function, or 
process.

Tr
in

it
y

Latin word 
“trinitas” (triad’, 
from trinus ‘threefold)

The three persons of the 
Christian God; Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit.

O
m

Sanskrit word ”a-u-m” 
(which is symbolic of the 
three major Hindu 
deities)

It is a sacred spiritual symbol in 
Indian religions. It signifies the 
essence of the ultimate reality, 
consciousness or Atman (soul).

D
h

ar
m

a

Sanskrit word literally 
‘decree or custom’

Duty or law.

Tr
im

u
rt

i

Sanskrit त्रिमूत्रति (trimūrti), 
equivalent to tri-
(“three”) + murti (“form, 
embodiment of an idea, 
person or deity”).

The great triad of Hindu gods 
comprising Brahma, Vishnu, 
and Shiva.

Religious Studies

7 – How are symbols used in religion?

What are the three types of theism? Theism, monotheism, polytheism.

What is a symbol? A sign or character to represent a complex 
idea.

How do religions use symbols in their 
everyday life?

1. Wearing a jewellery with religious 
significance.
2. Specific clothing .e.g. the Kippah

8 – Symbolism in Christianity
What is the cross? A symbol that represents the death of Jesus. 

It was an instrument of execution used by the 
Romans.

What is a crucifix? It is a cross typically portrayed with Jesus 
on it

What were the symbols of the 
first Christians?

1. Chi Rho
2. Ichthys



Religious Studies

9 – Symbolism in Judaism

What is the menorah? It is a candelabrum that is used in temple 
(synagogue) during Hanukkah.

What does the dreidel represent? The dreidel represents how we –immersed 
in the dizzying hustle-bustle of daily routine 
–cannot see the miracles regularly 
happening all around.

What is the kosher symbol? It is a symbol that is placed on food that lets 
Jews know if the food is permissible to eat.

10 – Symbolism in Islam
What is the star and crescent? It is a symbol that represents Islam and was 

originally a symbol of the Ottoman Empire. It 
is a symbol that is used on flags of 
predominately Muslim countries.

What is the halal symbol? It is symbol that is placed on food that lets 
Muslims know if the food is permissible to 
eat.

What does 'Allah' mean? Arabic name for God.



Religious Studies

11 – Symbolism in Hinduism

What is the meaning behind the om 
symbol?

The sacred sound fthe universe which are 
made up of the 3 separate sounds ‘aa’, 
‘au’ and ‘ma’. Also represents Brahman in 
3 parts-The Trimurti.

What is the meaning behind the 
Swastika?

Represents Brahman being everywhere. 
Emphasising that existence of humans 
should be good. Also, a sign of good 
fortune.

What does Ganesh Symbolise? The remover of obstacles, good luck and 
good fortune. A symbol of Ganesh is used 
to pray when starting a new business or 
moving into a new house.

12 – Symbolism Sikhism

What are the 5 Ks? 5 items that Guru Gobind Singh said that 
each Khalsa Sikh must wear.

What does the symbol of the 
Khanda represent?

The belief in one God. The belief that 
God is without beginning or end and a 
reminder to Sikhs to remain within the 
rule of God.

What does ‘Ik Onkar’ mean? One God.



Religious Studies

13 – Gandhi

Who was Gandhi and why was he 
important?

He was a civil rights activist and he gained 
independence for India from British rule.

What religious teachings did Gandhi 
follow when protesting?

Hindu teaching of Ahimsa: being non-violent to 
all living creatures.

What methods of protest did Gandhi use? Peaceful protest methods, for example, 
marches, speeches and fasting.

14 – Martin Luther
Who was Martin Luther? 1. German monk.

2. Whilst comparing the Latin Catholic 
Bible with the original Greek & Hebrew 
he found that certain parts were 
incorrectly translated.

3. Luther hung his list of 95 complaints on 
the local Church door in Wittenburg in 
1517.

Why was Martin Luther important? He objected certain things that catholic 
church did such as:
1. Selling indulgences 
2. Priests didn’t live Holy Lives

What denomination of Christianity did 
Martin Luther establish?

Potestants

Key vocabulary

Le
ad

er

Old English word 
'lædan’ (to go before 
as a guide)

An individual who motivates 
an influences other towards the 
accomplishments of a predefined 
goal(s).

A
h

im
sa

Sanskri word 
from a ‘non-, without’ 
+ hiṃsā ‘violence’.

belief that no living creature 
should be harmed intentionally.

A
p

ar
th

ei
d

Afrikaans word literally 
‘separateness’.

A system of institutionalized 
racial segregation in South Africa.

R
e

fo
rm

at
io

n Latin word 
“reformation” 
(improvement 
or alteration for the 
better)

The changing of an institution.

D
en

o
m

in
at

io
n Latin 

word ”denominatione
m” (calling by 
anything other than 
the proper name)

A recognized autonomous 
branch of the Christian Church.



Religious Studies

15 – Dr Martin Luther King Jr.

Who was Dr Martin Luther King 
Jr?

Martin Luther King Jr was an American Baptist 
minister and activist who became the most visible 
spokesperson and leader in the American civil 
rights.

What was the civil rights 
movement?

A period of time in America where people fought 
for equal rights.

How did Gandhi influence Martin 
Luther King Jr?

Martin Luther King Jr protesting peacefully and 
used methods such as peaceful processions and 
giving public speeches.

16 – David

Who was David? David was the first king in Jerusalem whose reign 
was later looked back on as a golden era.

Why was David a successful king? One of the reasons David is so successful as a king 
is that he weaves the relationship with God into 
the very life of the people.

Key vocabulary

A
ct

iv
is

t

Latin word ”actus” (a 
doing, a driving force, 
or an impulse)

Someone who activist protests 
for a situation they feel 
passionate about. They do this 
to raise awareness and bring 
about change.

H
er

o

Greek word 
”hērōs” (plural hērōes) 
(demi-god)

A person who is admired for 
their courage, outstanding 
achievements, or noble qualities.



Key vocabulary

P
ilg

ri
m

ag
e Old French "pelrimage"

(pilgrimage, distant 
journey, crusade)

A journey to a special place for 
religious reasons.

Sa
cr

ed

Late Middle 
English word
"sacre" (consecrate)

Something that is exceptionally 
holy.

R
e

su
rr

e
ct

io
n Latin word "resurgere"

(rise again)
The concept of coming back to life 
after death.

V
ia

d
o

lo
ro

sa Latin 
word "dolorosus " (painf
ul/sorrowful) and ”via” 
(road, path)

Way of suffering.

Religious Studies

17 – Christian pilgrimage

Where is the Church of the Nativity and 
why is it important?

The Church of the Nativity is in 
Bethlehem. It is important because it is 
the birthplace of Jesus.

Where is the Church of the Holy 
Sepulchre and was is it important?

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre is in 
Jerusalem. It is important because it is the 
crucifixion site of Jesus Christ.

What are the stations of the cross? Station 1. Jesus is condemned.
Station 2. Jesus receives the cross.
Station 3. Jesus falls the first time.
Station 4. Jesus meets his mother.
Station 5. Simon helps Jesus carry the 
cross.
Station 6. Veronica wipes the face of 
Jesus.
Station 7. Jesus falls the second time.
Station 8. Jesus meets the women of 
Jerusalem.
Station 9. Jesus falls the third time.
Station 10. Jesus is stripped of his 
clothing.
Station 11. Jesus is nailed to the cross.
Station 12. Jesus dies.
Station 13. Jesus is taken down from the 
cross.
Station 14. Jesus is laid in the tomb.



Religious Studies

19 – Islamic pilgrimage

What is the Ka'ba? The house of God.

Where is the Ka'ba? Mecca, Saudi Arabia.

What are the 5 pillars of 
Sunni Islam?

Shahadah: declaration of faith
Salah: prayer
Zakat: charity
Sawm: fasting
Hajj: pilgrimage

What do Muslims do on 
hajj?

• A state of Ihram (purity)
• Walk around the Kabba 7 times
• Touch the black stone 
• Drink Zam Zam water
• Shave head

18 – Jewish pilgrimage

What is the Western 
Wall/Wailing Wall?

The holiest pilgrimage site for Jews is in the 
Jewish quarter located in Jerusalem. The 
Wailing Wall/Western Wall is there. It is the 
remains of the Second Temple of Jerusalem.

What do Jewish people do at 
the Western Wall?

Pray for forgiveness, mourn those that are 
lost and thank God. 



Religious Studies

21 – Hindu pilgrimage
Why do Hindus visit the river 
Ganges?

It is believed to be a living Goddess and bathing in the 
Ganges will bring great blessings and a good rebirth.

Where is the river Ganges 
located?

City of Varanasi, India.

What is Kumb Mela? A Hindu pilgrimage to the river Ganges.

22 – Sikh pilgrimage
Where is Amritsar and why is 
it an important place?

Amritsar is in the north of India. It is 
an important place because that is 
where the Golden temple resides.

Why is the Golden temple 
important?

The Golden Temple is home to the 
Guru Granth Sahib, the last Guru 
and the holiest book in Sikhism.

What is the Harmandir? The Golden Temple

20 – Buddhist pilgrimage
What are the four significant 
places of pilgrimage in Buddhism 
and why are they important?

1. Lumbini: where Buddha was born.
2. Bodhgaya: where Buddha became enlightened.
3. Sarnath: Where Buddha started teaching the 

Dharma.
4. Kusinagar: Where Buddha died.

What monuments are usually at 
these holy sites?

A statue of Buddha, a monastery, a pagoda 
(temple).

What is a Bhikku? A Buddhist monk.



Religious Studies

24 – Jewish holy books

What is the Torah? The first 5 books of Moses. The holiest book in 
Judaism.

What is the Tanakh? Complete collection of Jewish holy texts 
including law.

What are the three categories of Holy 
books within the Tanakh?

1. Torah
2. Nevi’im
3. Ketuvim

What langague are the holy books written 
in?

Ancient Hebrew.

23 – Christian holy books

What is the Christian holy book? The Bible.

What is the Old Testament? It is part of the Bible, written before Jesus 
was born. It has 39 books in it. The first 
five books are the books of Moses. 
Originally written in Ancient Hebrew.

What is the New Testament? It is part of the Bible written after Jesus 
was born and Christianity started. It was 
originally written in the language 
Koine Greek.

Key vocabulary

C
o

ve
n

an
t

Old French word
"convenant " (agreem
ent,
pact, promise)

An agreement.

R
ev

el
at

io
n

Latin word 
"revelare" (unveil, 
uncover, lay bare)

The revealing some form of 
truth or knowledge through 
communication with a God.

H
o

ly

Old English word 
"halig"  (holy)

Something that is religiously 
special because it has some 
connection with God.



Religious Studies

25 – Muslim holy books

What is the Islamic holy book? The Qur'an which was revealed to Prophet 
Muhammad (p.b.u.h) by angel Jibril.

What is Sharia Law? It is a code of conduct to live by, taken 
largely from the Qur’an.

What is the Hadith? Words and actions of Prophet Muhammad’s 
(p.b.u.h) life.

What language is the Qur'an 
originally written in?

Arabic.

26 – Buddhist holy books

What are the major noncanonical 
Buddhist texts?

1. The Tripitaka (Pali Canon) 
2. Mahayana Sutras
3. Tibetan Book of the Dead

What are the two denominations in 
Buddhism?

1. Theravada Buddhists: old school
2. Mahayana Buddhists: new school

What is the Pali Canon? The collection of scriptures in the 
Theravada Buddhist tradition.



Religious Studies

27 – Hindu holy books

What are the two categories of 
Hindu holy books?

1. Smurti
2. Shruti

What are the four main Hindu 
holy books?

1. Vedas
2. Ramayana
3. Bhagavad Gita
4. Mahabharata

What language were the Hindu 
epics written in?

Sanskrit.

28 – Sikh holy books

What is the Guru Granth Sahib? It is a collection of teachings and 
writings by Guru Nanak and other 
Gurus. Written in Gurmukhi.

Why is the Guru Granth Sahib 
important?

Last living Guru.

When do Sikh believers used the Guru 
Granth Sahib in their daily lives?

Birth of a baby, special occasions such 
as a wedding and funeral. During an 
Akand Path.



Key vocabulary

W
o

rs
h

ip

Old Englishword
"weorthscipe" 
(worthiness, 
acknowledgement of 
worth)

The feeling or expression of 
reverence and adoration for a 
deity.

P
ra

ye
r

Latin word "precarius" 
(obtained by entreaty)

A solemn request for help or 
expression of thanks addressed 
to God or another deity.

Religious Studies

29 – Jewish worship

What is a Jewish place of worship 
called?

Synagogue.

What are the key features in a 
synagogue?

1. Torah scrolls
2. An ark
3. Menorah
4. 10 commandment
5. Yad

What is Shabbat? A day of spiritual renewal and rest. Beginning at 
sunset on Friday and closing at nightfall on 
Saturday. The keeping of Shabbat obeys the 
mitzvoth contained in the Torah. Exodus 20:8 –
‘The Sabbath to remember and keep it holy’.

30 – Christian worship

What is a Christian place of worship called? Church.

What are the three types of 
Christian worship?

1. Liturgical worship.
2. informal worship.
3. Private worship.

What is the Eucharist? The worshippers share bread and wine in 
remembrance of Jesus’ death. The Eucharist 
is also commonly known as Holy Communion 
or the Lord’s Supper.



Religious Studies

31 – Muslim worship

What is a Muslim place of worship? A Mosque, meaning 'place of prostration'.

What are the key features of a 
Mosque?

1. The dome of the rock
2. Minarets
3. Wudhu
4. Minbar
5. Mihrab

What are the five pillars of Islam? 1. Shahadah (declaration of faith): ‘There 
is no God but Allah and Muhammad is 
the prophet of God’

2. Salah (prayer): Five times a day
3. Zakah (charity): Giving money to the 

poor
4. Sawm (fasting): During the month of 

Ramadan
5. Hajj (pilgrimage): To Mecca

32 – Buddhist worship

What is a Vihara? Buddhist place of worship.

What are the key features in a 
vihara?

Buddhas statue, meditation hall, food 
hall, library, stupa.

What is a stupa? A Buddhist shrine that represents 
Buddhas teachings.



Religious Studies

34 – Hindu worship

Where do Hindus go to worship? A Mandir.

What is a murti? State of a Hindu deity.

What is the Arti ceremony? Waving of lighted lamps before an 
image of God (a murti).

33 – Sikh worship

What is a Sikh place of worship 
called?

Gurdwara, meaning 'door that leads to 
the Guru'.

What are the key features of a 
Gurdwara?

Palki, prayer hall, Langer hall, Guru 
Granth Sahib.

What do Sikh people do when 
entering a Gurdwara?

1. Wash their hands and feet.
2. Cover their hair.
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Key vocabulary

C
e

ll

Medival Latin 
“cella”

The cell is the smallest unit with 
the basic properties of life.

O
rg

an
is

m Greek word 
“organismos”

An organism is any living thing, 
for example humans, animals, 
plants and micro-organisms.

El
e

m
e

n
t Latin word 

“elementum”
A substance that cannot be 
broken down into simpler 
substances by chemical means.

C
o

m
p

o
u

n
d Old French 

“compondre”
A substance consisting of atoms 
of two or more different 
elements, joined by chemical 
bonds into a molecule.

So
lid

Old 
French ”solide” from 
Latin ”solidus”

A substance that keeps its size 
and shape, when not contained. 
Solids have particles that are 
very tightly packed together and 
do not flow.

Li
q

u
id

Latin 
word ”liquidate”, 
Greek word ”hygra”

Liquids are substances that can 
flow and take on the shape of 
the container, without changing 
in volume.

G
as

Dutch word “gas”, 
Greek word “khaos”

Gas is a state of matter that has 
no fixed shape and no fixed 
volume.

Science

1 – Introduction to Science
What are the safety rules that must 
be followed in a lab?

• Do not run in the lab
• Wear goggles
• Stand up during practical
• Do not eat or drink in the lab
• Long hair must be tied back

Why are hazard symbols important? They tell you exactly how a chemical is dangerous

What is this hazard symbol? Oxidising

What is this hazard symbol? Toxic

What is this hazard symbol? Long term health hazard

What is this hazard symbol? Flammable

What is this hazard symbol? Dangerous to the environment

What is this hazard symbol? Caution- Irritant or Harmful



3 – Body Systems

What is the difference between a 
cell, tissue and organ?

Cells are basic unit of life. Cells group together to 
make tissues. Different tissues, which all work 
together to do a job, make an organ.

Why do we have a digestive system? To break down large, insoluble food molecules into 
small, soluble molecules that can be absorbed by the 
bloodstream

Why do we have a breathing system? To inhale oxygen for cells to respire (make energy) 
and to exhale carbon dioxide as a waste product

What are the roles of the skeletal 
system?

For movement, support and to protect some 
vital organs

2 – Cells
How is an animal cell different to a 
plant cell?

Animal cells do not have a cell wall, chloroplast or 
vacuole

What is a specialised cell? A cell that has a specific shape and job to do

How can we investigate the structure 
of cells and magnify objects to study 
their structure and features?

Use a light microscope, which will magnify and 
increase resolution

What is a unicellular organism? Unicellular' = one cell
'Organism' = living thing
A living thing made of one cell

How can diffusion be defined? Diffusion is the movement of substances from a high 
concentration to an area of low concentration

Science



4 - Reproduction
What is adolesence? Puberty. The changes that happen in the body when a 

child becomes an adult.

What are the human gametes? Males = sperm cells
Females = egg cells

What happens in human fertilisation? The nucleus of the sperm and egg join to form a 
fertilised egg (a zygote)

During a female's menstrual cycle, 
what are the main stages of the 
cycle?

Lining of the uterus develops, lining of uterus sheds 
(menstruation), lining of uterus thickens again

How is variation caused? Variation is difference between individuals in a species 
and are caused by the genes we inherit from parents 
and environmental factors

5 - Elements, Compounds and Mixtures
How is an element different to a 
compound?

An element is made up of one type of atom. A 
compound has two or more atoms chemically joined 
together.

What is a mixture and what are the 
different types of mixtures?

A mixture is made up of more than one type of 
substance, e.g. a mixtures that has two or more types of 
elements or a mix of both elements and compounds

What is the difference between a 
pure and impure substance?

A pure substance has only one type of element. An 
impure substance has a mix of elements, compounds or 
both

What is a molecule? A molecule has more than one atom of the same 
element joined together e.g. Oxygen has two oxygen 
atoms joined

Science



7 - Sound
What are the difference 
between longitudinal wave 
and transverse wave?

Longitudinal wave, the direction of energy 
transfer is parallel to the direction of 
oscillation.
Transverse wave, the direction of energy 
transfer is perpendicular to the direction of 
oscillation.

Why does sound travel 
better in solid than in a 
liquid and gas?

Sound travels better through solid as the 
particles are closer and carry the vibrations 
faster.

What is the link between 
loudness and the amplitude 
of sound?

What is the link between 
frequency and pitch?

As the amplitude increases the loudness of 
the sound increases

Pitch is measured in Hertz. The higher the 
Frequency the higher the pitch.

How do microphones work 
the same way as the inner 
ear?

Microphones have similar features to the 
inner ear.
Diaphragm is like the ear drum. Magnet and 
coil is like the cochlea. Electrical wires are 
like the auditory nerve.

What is an echo? Echoes are reflected sound waves.

What is ultrasound? Ultrasound are sound frequencies above the 
human audible range.

6 - Forces
What is a force? A force is something that when applied will 

change the direction, shape or speed of an 
object.

What forces are acting on a car 
{free body diagram}?

What are the type of forces that 
interact with an object? And give 
examples of each?

Contact: Up – thrust , Friction and air resistance.
Non-Contact: Magnetic, Electro – static, 
Gravitational

What are forces measured in and 
what instrument is used to 
measure it?

Forces are measured in the unit Newtons{N} 
using a newton – meter.

What is Hooks law? Any object that behaves like a spring “If you 
double the force on the spring the extension will 
double”

What is the formula used to 
calculate weight?
What is the unit for force?

w = mg
Newton (N)

What is the resultant force in the 
diagram below?

Resultant force = 300N of thrust to the right

Science



8- The Particle Theory
What are the three states of 
matter? How does a substance 
change state?

Solid, liquid and gas

How do you think we can represent 
the particles in a solid, liquid and 
gas?

When you give the substance enough energy

What is the difference between 
pure and impure substance?

Pure substances melt and boil at a specific 
temperature.
Impure substances melt and boil over a 
range.

What is happening during the flat 
stages of the graph (flat red lines)?

The flat lines represent the time taken for 
bonds to break, as the substance is changing 
from one state to another.

What key words that describe 
these changes of state?

What is diffusion?
What are factors affecting 
diffusion?

Diffusion is the movement of particles from a 
high to low concentration until particles are 
equally spread.
Factors affecting diffusion: temperature, 
particles size and state of matter.

9- Periodic Table
How are the properties of metals 
and non-metals different?
What is a metalloids?

Metals are hard, malleable, shiny, dense 
conductors
Non-metals are softer, brittle, dull, less dense. 
No conduction
Metalloids are elements that have similar 
properties to metals and non-metals.

What is the difference between 
the pattern of groups and 
periods inside periodic table?

Groups are vertical columns. There are 8 
groups.
Periods are horizontal rows. There are 7 
periods.

What are the properties of group
1 elements and how does their
reactivity change?

Group 1 alkali metals are found on the left of 
the periodic table.
Group 1 elements have the following 
properties: they conduct, they are soft, shiny, 
low melting and boiling points
And low density.
Lithium, sodium, potassium, Rubidium,
caesium, francium
Group 1 elements very reactive and increase 
reactivity as you go down the group.

What are the properties of group 
7 elements and how does their 
reactivity change?

Group 7 are on the right of the periodic table. 
They are non-metals. They are called the 
HALOGENS.
Group 7 elements are reactive and increase 
reactivity as you go UP the group.
Group 7 elements have the following 
properties: they can not conduct, they are 
non-metals, very low melting and boiling 
points.

Science
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Key connectives 
y
pero
porque
también
sin embargo
antes
después
aunque
con
o

and
but
because
also
however
before
after
although
with
or 

Intensifiers
muy
un poco
bastante
demasiado/a
mucho/a/os/as

very
a bit
quite
too
a lot

Key grammar concepts

P
re

se
n

t 
te

n
se

Describing an action that is currently 
happening or happens regularly. 

P
as

t 
te

n
se Actions in a time which has already 

happened in the past. 

Fu
tu

re
 

te
n

se Actions that are going to take place 
in the future.

Su
b

je
ct

 
p

ro
n

o
u

n Any noun performing the main 
action in the sentence - I, you, he, 
she, we, they, it

V
e

rb
s A word describing an action, that’s 

doing something. 

In
fi

n
it

iv
e The base form of a verb with the 

word ‘to’ in front of it. 

N
o

u
n

s

A word that names a person, a place, 
a thing or an idea. 

C
o

n
n

e
ct

iv
e

s Joining words to connect phrases 
together into longer sentences to 
improve the flow

A
d

ve
rb

s A word used to tell more about a 
verb – words like slowly, loudly, 
quickly, quietly

N
e

ga
ti

ve Add a negative spin to the 
sentence – not doing something

Sequencing words

primero
antes
luego
después
más tarde
finalmente

first
then
later
after
later on
finally 

Frequency words
siempre
a menudo
a veces
nunca
raras veces
todos los días
de vez en cuando
jamás

always
often
sometimes
never
rarely
everyday
from time to time
never

Opinion phrases
me encanta
me gusta
prefiero
no me gusta
odio
detesto
me da miedo
me preocupa
me apetece

I love
I like
I prefer
I don’t like
I hate
I hate
It scares me
It worries me
I feel like
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Los números 1-31 (Numbers 1-31)

one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven

uno
dos
tres
cuatro
cinco
seis
siete
ocho
nueve
diez
once

twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty
twenty-one
twenty-two

doce
trece
catorce
quince
dieciséis
diecisiete
dieciocho
diecinueve
veinte
veintiuno
veintidos

twenty-three
twenty-four
twenty-five
twenty-six
twenty-seven
twenty-eight
twenty-nine
thirty
thirty-one

veintitres
veinticuatro
veinticinco
veintiseis
veintisiete
veintiocho
veintinueve
treinta
treinta y uno

Los saludos (Greetings)

Hello
Good morning 
Good day 
Good night 
Goodbye 
How are you?
I’m great
I’m fine
I’m okay
I’m not well 
I’m terrible

Hola
Buenos días
Buenas tardes
Buenas noches
Adiós
¿Cómo estás?/¿Qué tal?
Estoy fenomenal
Estoy bien
Estoy regular
No estoy bien
Estoy fatal

Los días de la semana (Days 
of the Week)

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

lunes
martes
miércoles
jueves
viernes
sábado
domingo

Los meses del año (Months 
of the Year)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

enero
febrero
marzo
abril
mayo
junio
julio
agosto
septiembre
octubre
noviembre
diciembre

Los colores (Colours)

red
yellow
pink
green
orange
purple
blue
white
black
brown
grey

rojo/a
amarillo/a
rosa
verde
naranja
morado
azul
blanco
negro
marrón
gris

Las cosas del aula 
(Classroom Items)

an exercise book
a pen
a pencil case
a rubber
a pencil
a book
a ruler

un cuaderno
un bolígrafo
un estuche
una goma
un lápiz
un libro
una regla
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Hola, ¿cómo te llamas? Hello, how do you call yourself? Hello, what is your name?

Hola, me llamo _____________. Hello, I call myself _____________. Hello, my name is ____________.

¿Cuántos años tienes? How many years do you have? How old are you?

Tengo once años. I have eleven years. I am eleven years old.

¿Cuándo es tu cumpleaños? When is your birthday? When is your birthday?

Mi cumpleaños es el siete de agosto. My birthday is the seven of august. My birthday is the seventh of August.

¿Cuál es tu color favorito? Which is your colour favourite? What is your favourite colour?

Mi color favorito es el verde. My colour favourite is the green. My favourite colour is green.

¿Qué hay en el aula? What there is in the classroom? What is there in the classroom?

En el aula hay un libro y una goma. In the classroom there is a book and a rubber. In the classroom there is a book and a rubber.

¿Cómo se escribe? How it spells itself? How is it spelt?

Se escribe… It spells itself… It is spelt…

Levantaos Raise yourselves up Stand up

Sentaos Sit yourselves down Sit down

Escucha Listen Listen

Lee Read Read

Escribe Write Write

Hablar Speak Speak

Me deja ________, por favor? You let me ________, please? Can I borrow a ______ please?
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Los números 32-100 (Numbers 32-100?

thirty-two
thirty-three
thirty-four
thirty-five
thirty-six
thirty-seven
thirty-eight
thirty-nine
forty
fourty-one
fifty 

treinta y dos
treinta y tres
treinta y cuatro
treinta y cinco
treinta y seis
treinta y siete
treinta y ocho
treinta y nueve
cuarenta
cuarenta y uno
cincuenta

fifty-two
sixty
sixty-three
seventy
seventy-four
eighty
eighty-five
ninety
ninety-six
one hundred

cincuenta y dos
sesenta
sesenta y tres
setenta
setenta y cuatro
ochenta
ochenta y cinco
noventa
noventa y seis
cien

Los miembros de la familia
(Family Members)

mother
father
brother
sister
grandfather
grandmother
uncle
aunt
cousin (m)
cousin (f)
stepfather
stepmother
stepbrother
stepsister
only child

madre
padre
hermano
hermana
abuelo
abuela
tío
tía
primo
prima
padrastro
madrastra
hemanastro
hermanastra
hijo único/hija única

Los animales (animals)

a cat
a dog
a horse
a mouse
a fish
a rabbit
a guinea pig
a tortoise
a snake

un gato
un perro
un caballo
un ratón
un pez
un conejo
una cobaya
una tortuga
una serpiente

Descripciones físicas (Physical 
descriptions)

I have… eyes.
blue
green
brown
black
I have… hair.
blonde
ginger
brown
black
short/long
straight/curly
I’m bald.

Tengo los ojos…
azules.
verdes.
marrones.
negros.
Tengo el pelo…
rubio
pelirrojo
castaño
negro
corto/largo
liso/rizado
Soy calvo/a

La personalidad (personality)

boring
active
friendly
fun
generous
intelligent
lazy
nice
shy
silly
clumsy
unfriendly
arrogant

aburrido/a
activo/a
amable
divertido/a
generoso/a
inteligente
perezoso/a
simpático/a
tímido/a
tonto/a
torpe
antipático/a
arrogante
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En mi familia, somos cuatro. In my family, we are four. In my family, there is four people.

Tengo un hermano y una hermana. I have a brother and a sister. I have a brother and a sister.

Tenemos un gato. Se llama Paco. We have a cat. He calls himself Paco. We have a cat. He is called Paco.

Tenemos una tortuga amarilla y verde también. We have a turtle yellow and green also. We also have a yellow and green turtle.

Me gustaría tener un gato en el futuro. I would like to have a cat in the future. I would like to have a cat in the future.

Tenía un perro cuando era pequeño/a. I used to have a dog when I was small. I used to have a dog when I was younger.

Personalmente, tengo los ojos azules. Personally, I have the eyes blue. Personally, I have blue eyes.

Mi madre tiene los ojos verdes. My mother she has the eyes green. My mother has green eyes.

Tengo el pelo rubio pero mi hermana tiene el pelo
negro, largo y liso.

I have the hair blonde but my sister she has the 
hair black, long and straight.

I have blonde hair but my sister has long, straight 
black hair.

Según yo, mi padre es gordo y feo. According to me, my father is fat and ugly. In my opinion, my father is fat and ugly.

Soy alto/a y delgado/a. I am tall and slim. I am tall and slim.

Soy muy perezoso/a pero mi amigo/a mejor es 
divertido/a.

I am very lazy but my best friend is fun. I am very lazy but my best friend is fun.

Hablo mucho – no tengo pelos en la lengua. I talk a lot – I don't have hairs on the tongue. I talk a lot – I don't mince words.

Mi hermana es baja y energética. My sister is short and energetic. My sister is short and energetic.

Mi primo es generoso y gracioso. My male cousin is generous and funny. My male cousin is generous and funny.

¿Cuántas personas hay en tu familia? How many people there are in your family? How many people are there in your family?

¿Cómo eres? How are you? What are you like?

¿Tienes animales? Do you have animals? Do you have any pets?

¿Cómo es tu personalidad? How is your personality? What is your personality like?
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El tiempo (the weather)

It's hot
It's cold
It's sunny
It's windy
It's foggy
It's stormy
It's raining
It's snowing

hace calor
hace frío
hace sol
hace viento
hay niebla
hay tormenta
llueve
nieva

Los pasatiempos (Hobbies)

to dance salsa
to chat on the phone
to relax at home
to listen to music
to play videogames
to read books
to surf the internet
to do/play sports
to watch tv

bailar salsa
chatear en el móvil
descansar en casa
escuchar música
jugar a los videojuegos
leer libros
navegar por internet
practicar deporte
ver la tele

Los deportes (sports)

to play...

badminton
basketball
handball
baseball
football
golf
rugby
tennis
volleyball

jugar al...

bádminton
baloncesto
balonmano
béisbol
fútbol
golf
rugby
tenis
voleibol

to do...

athletics
ballet
boxing
cycling
horde riding
gymnastics
swimming

hacer...

atletismo
ballet
boxeo
ciclismo
equitación
gimnasia
natación

Mis gustos deportivos (My sporting 
tastes)

Boring
Exciting
Difficult
Fun
Exciting
Easy
Slow
Fast

I love
… fascinates me
… interests me
I love

In my opinion
For me
because

aburrido/a
apasionante
difícil
divertido/a
emocionante
fácil
lento/a
rápido/a

me chifla
… me fascina
… me interesa
me mola

en mi opinión
para mí
porque

Los medios (media)

Actor/actress
To act
Performing artist
Song
Singer
To be in touch with
Famous
Internet
Popular
Rapper
Talented
View (e.g. on Youtube)

el actor/la actriz
actuar
el/la artista
la canción
el/la cantante
estar en contacto con
famoso/a
el internet
popular
el/la rapero/a
talentoso/a
la visita

Las redes sociales (Social 
media)

To influence
Player
Member
Social network
Follower
To use
Kind/nice
sociable

influenciar
el jugador
el miembro
la red social
el seguidor
usar
simpático/a
sociable
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En mi tiempo libre, me gusta practicar deporte. In my time free, I like to practice sport. In my free time, I like to do sport.

Cuando hace sol, juego al fútbol. When it does sun, I play to the football. When it's sunny, I play football.

Cuando hace frío, descanso en casa. When it does cold, I relax in house. When it's cold, I relax at home.

Me encanta hacer atletismo. I love to do athletics. I love to do athletics.

Me chifla hacer natación porque me encanta los 
caballos.

I love to do horse-riding because I love horses. I love to do horse-riding because I love horses.

Me interesa el rugby porque es apasionante. It interests me the rugby because it's exciting. Rugby interests me because it's exciting.

Me fascina el golf porque es lento y divertido. It fascinates me the golf because it's slow and fun. Golf fascinates me because it's slow and fun.

Me mola hacer deporte. ¡Estoy más sano que una 
pera!

I love to do sport. I am more healthy than a pear! I love to do sport. I'm as fit as a fiddle!

En mi opinión, las redes sociales son importantes. In my opinion, the networks social are important. In my opinion, social networks are important.

Para mí, las redes sociales son aburridos. For me, the networks social are boring. For me, social networks are boring.

Uso Whatsapp para estar en contacto con mis 
amigos.

I use Whatsapp to be in contact with my friends. I use Whatsapp to stay in touch with my friends.

Mi actor favorito es Timothee Chalamet. Es muy
talentoso.

My actor favourite is Timothee Chalamet. He is 
very talented.

My favourite actor is Timothee Chalamet. He is very 
talented.

Mi actriz favorita es Zendaya. Es muy talentosa. My actress favourite is Zendaya. She is very 
talented.

My favourite actress is Zendaya. She is very 
talented.

Me chifla la cantante Rosalía. Es muy guapa y su
música me flipa.

I love the singer Rosalía. She is very pretty and her 
music makes me flip.

I love the singer Rosalía. She is very pretty and I 
love her music.

En mi opinión, la música española es la mejor. In my opinion, the Spanish music is the best. In my opinion, Spanish music is the best.

¿Qué te gusta hacer en tu tiempo libre? What you like to do in your time free? What do you like to do in your free time?
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Mi casa (my house)

apartment
area
block
caravan
house
country house
castle
villa
farm
flat
skyscraper
region
view
pretty
comfortable
spacious

el apartamento
el área
el bloque
la caravana
la casa
la casa de campo
el castillo
el chalet
la granja
el piso
el rascacielos
la región
la vista
bonito/a
cómodo/a
espacioso/a

Donde vivo yo (Where I live)

to live
old
historic
modern
outskirts
village
countryside
centre
city
coast
desert
island
sea
mountain(s)
beach
town

vivir
antiguo/a
histórico/a
moderno/a
las afueras
la aldea
el campo
el centre
la ciudad
la costa
el desierto
la isla
el mar
la montaña
la playa
el pueblo

En la casa (in the house)

rooms
upstairs
downstairs
outside
to sell
it is located in

las habitaciones
arriba
abajo
afuera
vender
se situa en

toilet
attic
balcony
bathroom
kitchen
dining room
bedroom
stairs
garage
garden
living room
corridor

el aseo
el ático
el balcón
el baño
la cocina
el comedor
el dormitorio
las escaleras
el garaje
el jardín
el salón
el pasillo

Ayudo en casa (I help at home)

las tareas domésticas
los trabajos
hago la colada
lavo los platos
ordeno mi dormitorio
paso la aspiradora
pongo la mesa
quito la mesa
plancho la ropa
una vez/dos veces
a la semana

household chores
jobs
I do the washing
I do the dishes
I tidy my room
I do the hoovering
I lay the table
I clear the table
I iron the clothes
once/twice
per week

Mi dormitorio (my bedroom)

furniture
wardrobe
mirror
shelves, bookcase
lamp
table
computer
poster
chair
window

next to
underneath
in front of
behind
on top of
between

los muebles
el armario
el espejo
la estantería
la lámpara
la mesa
el ordenador
el póster
la silla
la ventana

al lado de
abajo de
delante de
detrás de
encima de
entre

Mi casa de ensueño (My dream 
house)

enormous
exotic
impressive
bright
private

kennel
cinema
study
pool
diving board
location

it would be
there would be 
I would like
it would be
it would have

enorme
exótico/a
impresionante
luminoso/a
privado/a

la caseta
el cine
el estudio
la piscina
el trampolín
la ubicación

estaría
habría
me gustaría
sería
tendría
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Vivo en un pueblo. I live in a town. I live in a town.

Vivimos en una aldea en el sur de Inglaterra. We live in a village in the south of England. We live in a village in the south of England.

En el futuro, me gustaría vivir en la costa. In the future, I would like to live on the coast. In the future, I would like to live on the coast.

Vivo en una casa enorme. I live in a house enormous. I live in an enormous house.

Vivimos en un piso pequeño/ We live in a flat small. We live in a small flat.

En mi casa, hay un salón, una cocina, un baño y dos 
dormitorios.

In my house, there is a living room, a kitchen, a 
bathroom and two bedrooms.

In my house there is a living room, a kitchen, a 
bathroom and two bedrooms. 

Arriba, hay un dormitorio y un baño. Abajo, hay un 
salón y una cocina.

Upstairs, there is a bedroom and a bathroom. 
Downstairs, there is a living room and a kitchen.

Upstairs, there is a bedroom and a bathroom. 
Downstairs, there is a living room and a kitchen.

Hay una vista bonita desde el balcón. There is a view beautiful from the balcony. There is a beautiful view from the balcony.

En mi dormitorio, hay una cama, un estuche, una 
mesa y un ordenador.

In my bedroom there is a bed, a bookshelf, a desk 
and a computer.

In my bedroom there is a desk, a bookshelf, a desk 
and a computer.

La cama es cómodo y me gusta acostarme con las 
gallinas.

The bed is comfortable and I like to go to bed with 
the hens.

The bed is comfortable and I like to go to bed early.

Tengo que hacer muchas tareas domésticas. I have to do many chores. I have to do many chores.

Una vez a la semana, paso la aspiradora. One time a week, I do the hoovering. Once a week, I do the hoovering.

Cuatro veces a la semana, pongo la mesa y lavo los 
platos.

Four times a week, I put the table and I wash the 
plates.

Four times a week, I lay the table and I do the 
dishes.

Mi casa de ensueño sería enorme y bonita. My house of dreams would be enormous and 
beautiful.

My dream house would be enormous and beautiful.

Mi casa de ensueño tendría una piscina y un cine 
privado.

My house of dreams would have a pool and a 
cinema private.

My dream house would have a pool and a private 
cinema. 

Me gustaría vivir en un castillo. I would like to live in a castle. I would like to live in a castle.



Time phrases
Normalmente – normally
Suelo + infinitive – usually/I tend to…
Generalmente – generally
Hoy – today
Por la tarde - in the evening/afternoon
Por la mañana – in the morning
Por la noche – at night
Los lunes/martes etc… - on Mondays, Tuesdays etc…
Todos los días/cada día – everyday
Siempre – always
A veces – sometimes
A menudo – often
De vez en cuando – from time to time
Frecuentemente – frequently
Tarde – late
Temprano – early
Ahora – now
De nuevo – again
Durante – during
Cada quince días – every fortnight
Casi nunca – almost never
En mi tiempo libre – in my free time
Cuando hace buen tiempo – when it’s nice weather
Cuando hace mal tiempo – when it’s bad weather
Cuando tengo tiempo – when I have time

Present English Present English

Tengo I have Estudio I study

Voy I go Trabajo I work

Doy I give Dejo I stop

Soy I am Uso I use

Sigo I carry on Escucho I listen

Puedo I can Como I eat

Hago I do Bebo I drink

Salgo I go out Aprendo I learn

Juego I play Veo I watch

Hablo I talk/speak Vivo I live

Continuo I continue Escribo I write

There are two main present tenses in Spanish 

Present tense: Used to talk about things 
that usually happen

To form:
1. Take your infinitive.
2. Remove the –AR, -ER, -IR
3. Add the correct ending

-AR verbs -ER verbs -IR verbs

I -o I -o I -o

You -as You -es You -es

He/she -a He/she -e He/she -e

We -amos We -emos We -imos

You lot -áis You lot -éis You lot -ís

They -an They -en They -en

En
d

in
gs

Ex
am

p
le

s

Present continuous tense: Used to talk 
about things that are happening right now

To form:
1. Take the present tense of the verb 

“estar”.
2. Add the present participle

ESTAR = To be

Estoy I am

Estás You are

Está He/she/it is

Estamos We are

Estáis You lot are

Están They are

V
e

rb
 “

e
st

ar
”

AR Verbs Present 
participle

ER/IR 
verbs

Present 
participle

hablar hablando
(speaking)

comer comiendo
(eating)

jugar jugando
(playing)

beber bebiendo
(drinking)

estudiar estudiando
(studying)

aprender aprendiendo
(learning)

escuchar escuchando
(listening)

escribir escribiendo
(writing)

llevar llevando
(wearing)

vivir viviendo (living)

continuar continuando
(continuing)

ver viendo
(watching)

decir diciendo
(saying)

ir yendo (going)

Spanish


